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All of which is, of course, occasioned by the

With the resignation of FRANK THILL, the 
Long Beach territory is being covered by 
Bob Crawford, an import from the fair State 
of Indiana,,

From San Francisco a New Year greeting which we 
echo heartily:
"We wish for each of you during the next three 
hundred and sixty-odd days Happy Shipping and 
a good, good second morning delivery?,"
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and
BLOCK & TACKLE

In the absence of MAGGI WAGNER, who returned 
to New York over the holidays, this column will 
endeavor to report news from both sales and 
operations, in this issue. Please send next 
month's BLOCK & TACKLE news to Mrs. Bettie 
KENNISON, secretary to Mr. Montgomery.

JW Sii it

terrific mushrooming activities at home 
office. There is a rumor to the effect 
that the BUR C of C is going to move the 
Verdugo Range (MOUNTAINS to you folks back 
east, not something to cook on) to make way 
for the Tiger* s new facilities’.

BURBANK, CALIF.

Whether it was a rabbit's foot, plain luck 
or that thing called FATE we'll never know 
but Hugh Martin turned down a free plane 
ride to SFO over the holidays, and fortunate
ly escaped being aboard when the plane crash
ed into SFO Bay with the loss of all on board. 
We extend sympathy to HUGH on the loss of his 
friends and are happy he is still with us.

The Breyfogles of RML are much in the news 
this month with a third wedding anniversary 
and a second birthday for son Rennie. Con
gratulations and best wishes to all three, 
also, on their successful appearance at the

Maurice Costs, who has been holding down a 
desk job in LAX sales cell, has moved out 
to the wide open spaces of the HOLLYWOOD- 
Santa Monica territory. The vacated swivel 
chair is currently occupied by Ernie Krutt- 
schnitt - a new addition from Palo Alto.

TigeRevsew
The Flying Tiger Line Inc. 
Burbank, California

Leading question on a recent radio program was 
"How many people can be stacked into the Carls
bad Cavern if packed in like sardines?" One 
bright wit queried "With or without tomato sauce 

Which leads us to BUR where the same 
question is still hanging in the air relative 
to our own cavern. Each week we stack more 
and more sardines into the FTL tin can hangar 
- loudly heard from Len Kimball was the plaint 
"Can't I go SOMEWHERE where I can CLOSE A DOOR 
and THINK?"...
Currently there are 10 sardines in the Public 
Relations-Claims-Timekeeping cave and the only 
access, we understand, is THROUGH A WINDOW.
SPACE FOR LEASE'. ONE 2 INCH aisle in the 
General Sales Department - and one telephone 
booth'. The latter is only partially occupied 
during part of the day. Pass the tomato sauce?
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36-hour

CONGRATULATIONS - and Happy Landings’

DETROIT wishes Ike Lynn ( formerly DSM at RML ) 
and Tania ( Of Public Relations BUR ) the best 
of Luck and MUCH HAPPINESS.

this year,,

Natives of CAK are digging out shelters - Frank 
Jung, of that station,, has joined the flutter
bug ranks and is now sporting a Private Pilot’s 
license.

cont'd.

The success of SFO’ s Xmas party is second 
only to the reception accorded our calendar 

As Ann Peterson says "They are 
going like furry here" - what did Ann ex
pect? Feathers on a Tiger?

Only news from Buffalo is the loss of Larry 
Rentkiewicz who was transferred to EWR, 
where we wish him all kinds of luck.
Congratulations to Walter Bowman of our 
CLE sales office, recently appointed Dist
rict Sales Manager,

Believe it if you can, the Tigers have a hen that 
can type but, like Donald Duck, who is no duck 
but a drake, RML’s Hen is a rooster1. Those in
itials on lOMs belong to Herman E, Nieman, fast 
member of the hen’t and peck system’.

Seen out on the west coast at the Rose Bowl Game; 
Rusty Replogle and Herb Nieman,

day so he can fight freight at night and 
tend his cows, chickens and horses by day 
and still come out not too short on the 
dim..shores...of slumber,...,,.

PHIL is finally getting on its feet with 
the addition of much needed help - John 
Walsh, C, Taylor and Bud Donofry. Storm 
warnings are up for Bud who is currently 
considering diving into the deep sea of 
matrimony with Emerson and Brown ready with 
life rafts’. Rick Childs has another kind 
of battle on his hands - every week-ending 
with the National Guard,

NOTE: Pictures submitted for insertion in 
the Tigereview must be 8x10, glossy and 
clear. They should also be sent in in time 
to be processed at least a week before 
deadline for the paper.

Auto City Traffic Club in Detroit where Art and 
Josephine starred in a solo and duet as a result 
of which they are again booked for the Club and 
also for the Detroit Traffic Club.

Also MANI HAPPY RETURNS to Elizabeth Schroeder
- who, by the way, reports that it was Tabu and 
not Tigress that trapped her last month.

and
BLOCK & TACKLE...

We hope that Russ Emerson and Bob Burke, 
of PHIL, survived the ordeal of the GOAT. 
According to Bob a live goat which was 
"anticipating" (as they say now.,) arrived 
at PHIL for shipment. Russ and Bob were 
both sweating out her anticipation -- in fact 
all three were just "plane sweating",.. And 
since Bob left us at the end of the runway 
watching for both the stork and the air
craft, we will have to let you Imow next 
month which arrived first'.
Until then ---- -—Happy Shipping’.

DEN's New Sales Manager - George Zettler, 
ly transferred from Operations, showed up at BUR 
for a brief visit. We all wish him the best of 
luck and welcome new members of the Mile High 
station - Bill Ewing, John McBride, Bill Barclay 
and Chuck Thompson, Chuck is purchasing a new 
parachute as a safety measure in scaling ladders. 
His early solo flight up station hazard resulted 
in a fall and broken ankle. Better news comes 
from Bob Fraser, who has moved into his new home 
and from George Zettler, who is the. brand-new 
father of a baby girl,

»««»»»»
DEN’s arctic weather is no match for John 
Snyder’s enthusiasm for getting out in all tem
peratures to get the flights out on time, and 
from a brief photographic glimpse we got of Al 
Zimmerman skating around the field in what looks 
like long, long red underwear, California looks 
mighty good to your reporter. Zimmerman, by 
the way, is requesting Congress for a
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5. Paul Noah, Joe Pallotti. v
6. Dick Taverner, Helen Ruth Prescott, Jim 1

Jackson.
7. Philip Cormier, Jim Jackson and an unknown 

admirer.
8 TIGERS....
9. (L to R) Ursula Moriarty, Sue Warner and 

Cleo Hudson.
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PICTURESXMAS PARTY
1. Bob Prescott and two "Dons".
2. Jim Jackson, Phyllis Moriarty, and one "Don."
3. First row: (L to R) "Duke Hedman, Art Lawson, Paul Grace 

Joe Cuppett, Helen Ruth Prescott, lUiuel Trimble, Mayo 
Thomas. Second row: "Red" Duehren, Bob Ghormley, Joe 
Baker, Ed Hembree, Leon Colquette, Cordell Buchanan, 
Charlotte Waltz, Bob Prescott, Herb Wall & Jim Jackson.

4. Jim Jackson and Fred Benninger.
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ACCOUNTING FOR ACCOUNTING 
by

Alba Mungo

L.
V. 
J 
T

HEARD and SEEN 
by

Shelly Green

R.
J.
W.
R.

Orchids to ALL the Committees who did 
such a TERRIFIC job on the Christmas Party., 
It was greatly appreciated by all.

Lastly, I hope that EACH and EVERYONE of you 
will have a HAPPY NEW YEAR'.

I HEAR that DAVID VERRILL has taken over the 
log records in the Inspection Department. 
Welcome aloft, sir.

Well, now that all the Mistletoe in 
Acc unting is gone, we can all settle down 
until NEXT Christmas.

A Pop of the Cork, a Clink of the 
glass; the Glock Struck 12. THE OLD YEAR 
Bowed Out and the NEW YEAR Roared in.

FIRST OF ALL, I w ant to mention the XMAS 
PARTY we had at uhe Hangar. The various 
committees really "did themsleves proud". 
The food was good - the decorations love
ly - and the entertainment excellent. I 
know that everybody will want to extend 
their thanks, not only to the Company, but 
to all those who worked so hard to give us 
pleasure„

I SEE that JOAN JENNESS of the Tabulating 
Department, SUE WARNER of the Purchasing 
Department, and FRANCES FLETCHER, Credit 
Manager, are on vacations. Have a good rest!

Anything you want to know about HONO
LULU, just ask Rhea or Esther. I am sure 
they will be glad to tell you anything they 
can. It was reported that the trip was a 
Great Success and a Good time was had by 
both. They neglected however, to bring 
back a grass skirt.

Did you know the "Tigers" were shipping 
TRANSPARENT WOMEN and an OSCULATING turkey? 
At least that’s what the Airbills said. It 
really had Frank Smith wondering for a while.

«««
The Welcome mat is down again... This 

time for Lyle Frevert, who will be helping 
John Moynihan figure out what the Truckers 
charge us and why .....I HEAR also that "Nick" NICKLESROY is the 

very proud father of a baby boy, STEVEN 
DAVID, born on December 14, too. Our 
felicitations to Nick and Mrs. Nick;

W. HEDDEN
J. WALL
L. LAWSON 
BUCHANAN

Here are more FIVE-YEAR people'. ETL is 
grateful to them for their loyalty and 
service.

R.
H.
A.
C.

A few more sleepy eyes are now members 
of the "I WAS GOING TO BED EARLY, BUT THAT 
DARN T. V." Club........

I HEAR that R. C. SIPE, assistant to Mr. 
Benninger, went to San Francisco to ac
cept delivery of our new C-54 from Phili- 
pine Airlines.

Three Brides in 6 months, and they all 
work for Frank Smith. The latest Bride is 
Mrs. S. W. Du Bois, the former Mary Brady. 
They were married New Years Eve in Los 
Angeles. (That's a good way to end the old 
year and start the new one1.) CONGRATULATIONS 
to the Happy Couple;

«««

That's ALL until the TIGER passes in 
REVIEW again. HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL'.

I SEE that EDNA AVERY has become secretary 
and assistant to NURSE DUKE. Duke has 
been so busy that I’m sure Miss Avery is 
most welcome.

I HEAR that PAUL GRACE, Chief Inspector, 
accepted delivery of a bundle from heaven 
named JUDY ANN on December 14. Mother 
and daughter doing well. CONGRATULATIONS, 
Paul.
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by Janet Olson
It

the New Year.

BYE NOW,
(I NEED

« A PRAYER FOR THE NEW YEAR ''

Oalcley Smith is going to be on the ground for 
five months with that broken arm - how about 
some nail to keep him up on the news?

And, Dear God, the one to steer 
That course for us is YOU,
Forgive and help, please understand 
We are weak, you see, for we are Mortal

Dear God Please bring our Country 
Back safe to Peace on Shore.. .

PLEASE
THANKS

Alba Mungo
« >0 » « Wttlt if «-iHi « »

NEWARK visitors to Burbank - Captain Gold
smith, Captain LeClere, Captain Alexander, 
and Co-Pilot Felczak. Also Captain Sey
mour and Co-pilots Jack Martin, and Bill 
Hoey, from Denver,

We Need a Hand to Steer the 
Course, that is steady and true.

HAPPY NEW YEAR - to all you nice people 
was with a big sigh of relief that I greeted 

To me, it meant again we had 
pilots with all the time in the world again 
to start flying when the clock struck midnite 
Didn’t think we would make it as far as we 
did, but think that we did a fair job of mov
ing all that FRATE,

RUMMAGIN
AROUND

READYROOM

Dear God we Pray,
Show us the Way,
Our Country is a Boat to small
On Monstrous Waves of War-,

FLASH - before going to press, heard ths.' 
we had another broken arm in the family. 
Captain Lowe from Denver was getting our 
of the ship at Des Moines, when he sJ ip'::.: 
on the ice.

XMAS card from the Grohs in Bermuda report 
that Charlie now has a baby brother by the 
name of Chris,

readyroom cont’d,..
Art Wehl has been appointed Chief Purser,

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION - All the boys from 
the Bremen-Sydney run made it home for XMAS, 
of course D, K, Hopkins was somewhat fluster
ed,,,,, seems as tho one of those lovely Aust
ralian gals took his heart away - resulted in 
a wedding and D, K, took off three hours later 
for the good old U, S, A, Now he is spending 
his time trying to convince the State Depart
ment that his bride should come PDQ,

And Give us Strength, if we be rigi. 
To bring us Victors through this

BUSY MAN — Check Pilot Wall is a very busy 
man - even had him out giving check rides at 
4 AM on New Years Eve, Between Check rides 
he is doing some test work with #981,

Captain Rossi took off for around the world 
again, but understand that he had XMAS lay
over in Tokyo and then some maintenance trou
ble enroute, so he and his crew will have 
some reporting to do on their return, 
SONE NEWS FOR THIS COLUMN).

ORDERS FROM HEADQUARTERS * JILL McCORMICK 
IS APPOINTED FLIGHT CORRESPONDENT FOR NEW
ARK for the month of January and BOB MAR
TIN will fill the job in DENVER. 
SUBMIT your NEWS by January 26th.. 
FOR YOUR HELP.

SOMETHING MEW HAS BEEN ADDED: We now have 
stewardesses on the Tokyo run. Welcome to 
our FTL family - Olive Parker, Billie Welsh, 
Nancy Trude, Lois Weggeland, Beverly Cody, 
Gladys Rupert, Jean Evans.
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The Company has recently completed arrange
ments with a non-sch<?duled AIR COACH line which 
will enable employees to obtain special rates for 
members of their families or friends who wish to 
fly to or from Chicago or New York. One-way fare 
in either case is $50. Reservations may be made 
with Art Meyer in Personnel. Cash will be re
quired before tickets can be delivered.«««*•«

After a period of hibernation, the Suggestion 
System is again coming to life. Sparking the re w 
Committee will be Al Goldberg and Paul Grace, with 
others to be added later. All suggestions now on 
file and not previously acted upon will be re
viewed by the Committee. If you have a good

«««««« PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT ««««*«
SUGGESTION- put it in writing and turn it in! 
MORE ABOUT THIS IN FUTURE ISSUES.

This department has hod to keep pace with 
the growth of the rest of the TIGER organization 
by adding a Senior Clerk, DICK HOYT. Dick will 
handle all employment matters besides helping 
in other phases of personnel work. He was 
formerly in a personnel position with the CAA 
and majored in Industrial Relations at Loyola 
University and at U.S.C.

A

TigeRevew
■' » ?? c'C; M

The Flying Tiger Line Inc. 
Burbank, California

COMMENTS re CANTEEN; Some complaints, including 
a petition, have been received by this Depart
ment regarding the quality and prices of items 
served served in the Canteen. The present

LOS ANGELES & GENERAL SALES OFFICES,
Beck Row, L-R: Bill Staley, D. Howard, E. Ewart ( Pub. Rel.) Ike Lynn.
2nd Row, L-R: M. Cress, H. Kartin, K. Smith, L. Bullock, VI Bennett, T. Holmgren, M. Costa, Tania Lynn (Pub. Rel) 

B. Woodworth.
E. Kruttschnitt, Lola Robinson, Audrey Heil.

Jumping the Hurdle is George Cussen, over the top for $300,00 system revenue a month in 1950, heading for 
the next hurdle of ???????? in 1951.

NOTES from the-
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safely back in the Windy City.SALES REPORTS . .

By Katherine 11. Smith X

X X

-X- X

X X

Congratulations to BOE MCGEE (CHI) on his 
promotion to Senior Sales Representative. It took German 

She is of trans-

From the 13th Airborne Division ME has ac
quired a paratrooper - JOSEPH "BUD" SUTTER - 
new a.ddition to the sales force - Good hunt
ing End.

Deft Description by MARCIA SAI-ELSON (Faint) 
"She had a look that would drive a nail". <•.

is * » «

From SHIRLEY KRUEGER, ME, comes an expla
nation of the "Transparent Woman" mentioned 
in the January issue of TigeReview by Alba:-

We hear by sound-wave from GSO that our boy 
ART LOFTIS, in PEE, is doing a really nice 
job. Art is the sole sales sleuth at the 
Cheese State outpost.

k it

And to FRANK MAIN on his family reunion^ 
Frank has been trying to move his family 
from NY to CHI since last June. Finally, 
on December 13 he was given 5 days to pack 
7 rooms of furniture, 4 offspring snd one 
wife and to vacate to avoid beind sold with 
the home J With no place to go to in CHI 
an emergency move was made to "the folks" 
in Penn. The entire family arrived in 
Pittsburgh by air in a howling snowstorm 
at midnight. With no dogteams available 
the intrepid troup took to the trolley 
for surface delivery to Westview.

» it

« st

Said Dorothy Phillips (Bill Eartling’s 
Secretary) scanning the Wall St Journal: 
"I'm sure glad I ordered my Mercury before 
the price rise".
Marion Howell: "When did you order it?" 
Dorothy: " In Nineteen-Forty".'

« if

But, tha.t's not all. Returning to CHI, 
Frank left Pitts by TWA (free advertis
ing) at 3 a.m. Four horns later he awoke 
to find himself still over Pitts. (TWA 
can no doubt explain that one.') Eut what 
intrigues a Californian is that red hot 
slag from the steel furnaces was dumped 
on each end of the runways so the plane 
could land.(Was this for lighting or 
thawing purposes?) We understand the 
passenger lines have since been able 
to fly into CHI and that Frank and his 
family - now installed in an apartment 
practically in the lap of the A.A.F. are

EOE Burke (Phil) belongs to the "I-huvo-to 
think-fast Club". Recently in Rochester a 
certain TM asked "Do YOU use any of OUR 
Products?" "Sure", answered Bob - "Hickok 
Belts." Next came Yale & Towne with the same 
question. Promptly Bob replied "Certainly, 
Yale locks". Now, Bob wants to know, wha'll 
hoppen when he calls on the TM of the Baldwin 
Locomotive Co.

Thanks to JOE BAKER,foreman of shops,BUR, 
for a nice sales lead. Hearing that a 
sizeable shipment would originate EUF for 
LAX Joe turned the lead over to Gen Sales 
who TWX'd DAVE CRUICKSHANK,Buf. Prompt 
follow-up by Dave changed an abstract "Route 
Airfreight" to a definite "Route FTL". Re
sult a nice 1520 lb long-haul shipment - 
and a new customer for FTL. Nice teamwork 
Joe and Dave. NEXT ONE??? NOTE - - - - 
Gen. Sales Office is ROOM HO. 5 DUR

A minor traffic incident brought the police 
to Art's home the other night. On checking 
credentials (as one does with P.O's) it was 
found that both belonged to the same "fra
ternity" . The P .0. had served with the 
Tigers in India as a member of the ground 
force. His name - WILLIAM SCHENDEL - and 
he sends best wishes to EOE PRESCOTT and 
EILL BARTLIKG. P.S. The incident was settled 
out of court.'

The Transparent Woman (the only one in the 
U.S.) was made in Germany for the ME Health 
Museum. She arrived in NY by Am-Air then 
FTL to ME. Value $15,000. 
techs 5 years to build her. 
parent plastic, with all bones, arteries, 
veins, etc. visible. She is equipped with 
a voice and electric lights. As she turns 
on a pedestal she gives a talk on human 
anatomy illuminated by lights that flick on 
and off all along the system,
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ERNIE KRUTTSCHNITT, I AX, 
referring to THE THING.

.which appropriation 
has been transferred to the Defense Dept's

That shutterbug prowling around Rml is DOUG 
BUSH trying out his Xmas camera in a practi
cal way, snapping pix of damaged shipments. 
Not damaged by the Tigers of course. (How 
about a picture for the TigeReview of RML 
personnel at work Doug?)

iS iS iS iS

please note - we might get some business here,' two. 
Undoubtedly the transfer of funds will not be 
acted upon until the 83rd Congress. Ed).
ELIZABETH SCHROEDER (RML) celebrates one 
year with the Tigers come Feb Sth, and re
quests Toroatoe Sauce for the sardines at RML. 
The Ogles, Breyf & Repl, have merged offices 
and Liz says "Burbank you are not alone".

I your 2g- year old son fall out of a car and
i sustain a fractured skull. This happened
; back in Indiana where Bob's family is waiting
• transfer to Bur and Bob flew back during the 

Vie are glad to report that little 
That's the third one 

Lour reporter

. Which 
has nothing to do with the refreshments at

__________ ____________________TIGEREVIEW_____________________ Page 3 
"We didn't believe it until we saw it", said ’ PETE BLANCHARD is welcomed back on the job 

and I thought he was 
After osculating 

turkeys and transparent women,who knows what ’ 
we will be manifesting next? Anyway this 
Thing, complete with wheels and engine, turn
ed out to be a Flying Saucer, brainchild of 
The New Products Institute of America, Culver 
City, Calif., and bound via FTI. to CHI for 
exhibition at the Sth Street Theatre. (We 
hope that CHI will come forth with the why 
and wherefore of this exhibit since we were 
not able to find out more about it at Bur.
Speaking of Saucers - we quote from the Dec
ember 16 '50 edition of "AMERICAN AVIATION 
DULY", for your misinformation. "Today," 
it says, "for the first time Bell Aircraft 
revealed it had inadvertently had a flying 
saucer in production for several months...". 
It appears the company found itself practi
cally out of production back in '45 so decid-i 
ed to do something about the deplorable 
situation. Among various possible items for 
production they latched onto some aluminum 
pans and some model engines. 
Production lines were so laid out that about 
the center of the plant the items met and 
"somehow, somewhere, each pan came off the 
line with an engine installed". Before they 
got the matter under constrol "some 464S had 
been produced". Though the company says 
they "are out of production now..somehow the 
Saucer had been included on a production list 
and Congress had appropriated $8 billion ' emergency, 
for their manufacture.. .which appropriation ! BRUCE is recovering. 
I ' p i •„ '_k_ ~_p  D-j-'-’s j we have heard of recently. 
Incidental Expense Fund"..(EUF representative ' was unfortunately driving behind the other 

One was a small girl and the other a 
large dog. Both catapulted out of cars into 
a mess of traffic - so... Safety First! 

is » « ft
TOL dispatches just in by Carrier Pigeon! 
Our one-man station says Hello from Toledo 
and to make everyone in the Frigid Zone 
envious JIM MAYER tells us that Toledo just 
had a burst of 93° sunshine and daffodils are 
blooming profusely. If anyone wants to make 
something of that statement, just send it in!

ft ft « ft

It is rumoured we have a Sales Office in NY. 
We would like to hear from you in this COL. 
Meantime - --  Happy Shipping everyone.

ft ft ft ft

after his accident which kept him OS&D 
for several weeks. Pete is with BUCK'S 
EXPRESS.
Once in a lifetime it could happen! ART 
EREYFOGLE got his initials on his license 
plate this year. AB 94 84. Luclty Guy.

ft ft ft ft
LOLA ROBINSON (Gen Sales) spent an interest
ing (?) week-end celebrating her first wed
ding anniversary. With Robbie up in Fair- 
field Lola flew up to renew acquaintace. The 
COUPLE planned to visit SFO. However, the 
Bride neglected to get an off-base pass. 
The Groom had to work each day and evening 
and since HE was quartered in ECQ a mile 
away and SHE was assigned to transient 
nurses quarters, the only Eig Time they man
aged was Lunch at the Officers ' Club and one 
drink at same before closing time. At least 
that's what she tells us. However, she

; further reports that the SPIDERS at Fairfield 
i are all outsize and not the Quiet Type.
! the Club she insists....

«■ ft k ft
j Are you Car Door Conscious? If not you may
■ take it from EOE CRAWFORD, our Long Eeach
| representative, that its not funny to have
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cont'd.heard and Seen

In case I have slighted anyone,

««««»

Beware of those icy & 
Even with a heater.

J. H.
J. F.

R. CAMPATO
GWYNN
STUDER

HEARD AND SEEN 
by

Shelly Green I SEE that EVELYN FLETCHER, Tabulating Depart
ment, is back on the job, after suffering a 
near concussion in an automobile accident. 
Glad you're OKEH now, Evelyn.

I HEAR that DICK YUNG, Tabulating Department, 
has now moved into his new home in Canoga 
Park. We hope this unusual weather we are 
having will net wash away the new Lawn, Dick.

EDNA WET1ENGEL, one of our telephone operators, 
has been having quite a miserable time. She 
returned from one hospital a week ago, and 
was rushed back to another one yesterday.
Hope you recover soon, Edna - and feel better 
than ever before.

Here we go with the monthly FIVE-YEAR roster. 
We're very proud of them all.

W. A. MARGRAVE
F. FERLAZZA

please believe 
me when I say that it is unintentional, and 
it would be sincerely appreciated if you 
would tell me about it so that I may adjust 
our records accordingly.

««««»
I HEAR THAT Wedding Bells are ringing in the 

Purchasing Department. When will the knot 
be tied - and who's the lucky girl?

I HEAR that R. BENNETT, Leadman in the Radio 
Department, will rroceed to Newark this

CONT’D -PAGE 5...

BOB BENNETT, Radio Department, is on the new 
car list. He expects his Ford to be deliver
ed shortly.

VEVA TEMPLE, the Payroll gal whom we always 
love to see, has a new assistant - KRYSTYNA 
HAUGEN. There's a lot of hard work there, 
Krystyna!Our favorite indoor sport lately has been 

to watch the daily FTL stock quotation on 
the board provided by our former ace pilot, 
"Duke Hedman. He is now helping the DOW- 
JONES averages - and the Company stock - 
attain new all-time highs through his assoc
iation with the investment house of FA.CIFIC 
Company of California. Just seems that 
whether it's an airplane or the stock market, 
Duke makes 'em fly high! Anyhow, the stock 
has crept up, inch by inch or eighth by 
eighth, to reach the current magnificent 
high of SEVEN! Oh, HAFFY DAY!

ETTA BAEDEKER - wants to thank everyone here 
for the helpfulness and courtesy they ex
tended to her when she was alone on the 
switchboard for one solid week. As we all 
know, the work on our board has increased 
tremendously, and to handle it singly is no 
small feat. Our thanks to you, too Etta, for 
doing a grand job.

I SEE that DICK HOYT is now a member of the 
of the Personnel Department, as an interview
er. Happy to have you aboard, sir.*«««»

I HEAR that BILL CHOSE, Tabulating Department, 
has a new home only a block or so from Dick 
Yung's. "OH, NY ACHING BACK" may be appli
cable, Bill - that is, if you do much 
gardening.

I HEAR that PAUL GRACE and family are heading 
eastward on a short vacation. While back 
there they'll pick up a new Mercury and drive 
it out to the Uoast. 
snowbound roads, Paul, 
it's p-l-e-n-t-y cold!

«*«««
I HEAR that E. ARROWSMITH, Leadman in the Radio 

Department, is on an inspection tour of FTL 
bases to see if Radio Maintenance car be 
improved. Also, if any major radio problems 
exist, he's there to help.

«««««
IN CASE YOU'VE been wondering about the status 

of our FTL sponsored bowling team MARIE 
MILLER, of Purchasing, says that they are 
now in second place, with two teams tied for 
first. So far, FRANK WHITE, of Accounting, 
has been the only visitor to cheer them on. 
How about it, people? If your're near HOLLY- 
MONT BOWLING AILEY some evening, stop and 
lend moral support, huh?
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by
Alba Mungo.

Accounting
; for
Ac countin g...cont'd...

TAKE A LOOK at the January 27th issue of the 
SATEVEFOST - P. I48, for a picture of a 
Flying Tiger Line Plane.

ACCOUNTING
for

ACCOUNTING

Heard and Seen
Continued from Page 4. • • •
month to set up a radio shop there and hire a 
radio mechanic.

The New Year's started on It's way; the old 
one far behind.

May the NEW bring Happiness, the Old One 
failed to find....

««««#

I HEAR that J. HIRSCH, of Radio, has a new Dodge 
Congratulations on your foresight, sir. New 
cars may be hard to get in the future.

«««««

And you must have a Road Map before you can 
begin.

Now pack up all of your supplies, water and 
food stuff.

Bring your tank of oxygen, because we haven't 
much.

Where there is barely room for two, you'll 
find we've three or four.

But most of you have guessed this, from our 
bulging door.

Yet you'll find us calm and happy, and busy as 
can be.

If you don't believe me, come on in and see.
If you have taken all the cautions mentioned 

heretofore,
You are always welcome to venture through our 

door.....

The first three weeks of January showed 
many changes being made; for one, we have a 
New Comptroller- Mr. Ralph Stump, who moved up 
to the front office as Assistant to the Treasurer 
is succeeded by Mr. R. C. Sims.

Mr. Sims at one time served as Comptroller 
for Drayer-Hansen, Inc. of Los Angeles, and Ken- 
nametal, Inc. He also operated his own auto 
parts business at one time. We want to extend 
our congratulations to both Mr. Stump and Mr. 
Sims in their new jobs.

««)!«««
Joyce Neuenschwander is a new addition to 

Accounting. She will take over Mary Margaret 
Baumgartner's duties as file clerk. Mary Mar
garet plans to leave the Tigers sometime in 
February to go back home to Indiana. We sure 
wish Mary loads of luck on her trip home.

*«««««

If the increase in personnel keeps up in Account
ing, we will soon have to split up into a day 
shift and night shift to get everyone in the 
department.... To the situation, as it exists, 
I dedicate the following poem;

OUR Inspection Department is becoming "family 
conscious". DOROTHY ELDER'S spouse is work
ing in the Radio Department, and EARL NICKEL- 
SROY's brother-in-law is also laboring for 
FTL. Happy to have you with us.

THE RADIO DEPARTMENT has three new employees- 
R. Shrode, N. Goodwin and R. Mayfield, bring
ing the total employed in that department to 
twenty-four,

As you near the threshold cf our Accounting door, 
You'd never guess the wonders that you have in 

store.
You'll have to know the pass word before we let 

you in,

Another addition to Accounting is Don John
son, who is taking over some of Wally Parker's 
duties. Don is just recently graduated from 
Sawyer's Business College. He is originally 
from Minnesota, but has lived in California for 
eight years.

Well, that's all until the TIGER passes in 
Review again...

It seems we have had a bride groom among us 
for some time and I didn't find out about it 
until just a week or so ago. Frank White was 
married about a week before Christmas. Best 
Wishes from All of Us,Frank. ...

«««*««
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BLOCK & TACKLE(D) block and tackle (d) cont’d

BY

- E. Kennison

* 53; it is it «i: it it

No tracks of steel ours
Nor congested highways- 
We measure time in hours
As we fly the skyways’
Shorter routes to city mart
The cargo goes skyward 
Traffic's modern counterpart 
Becomes todays by-word.

Tiger kittens at RML: Small fry Jerry Trott 
came to the field one day with his dad, toy
trumpet in one hand and pistol in the other. 
When dad said, "Give it to 'em, Jerry!" - that 
desperado complied - walked over to Elaine and 
gave her the gun. Kept his trumpet, tho' -ns 
probably figured if things got smoky, he could 
blow...

Looks lil e snow news is sad news around CHI 
area - all you have to do to whip up a bliz
zard is buy a new car. Just ask Agent Sam 
Cravatta. Took his new pride & Joy to weekend 
in Savannah. Comes Sunday, comes Blizzard, 
comes Sam back via train. The Fosters literally 
plowed their way home from visiting in southern 
Illinois - followed the snow-plow all the way, 
Pop, flock and harrowed.

called to active service February 2. After a 
month's training at the Detroit - Wayne Major 
Airport, he will transfer to Luke Field, Ariz. 
March 1. I'erb enlisted in the Air Cadets - 
does not expect to be called until sometime in 
July. Speaking of Herb Nieman, it seems he 
turned up as "Herman" in last Tigereview. Kath
erine Smith tackled the block last issue (and 
very neatly, too) and she wasn't familiar with, 
all the names of our operations - hence Herman 
heaved-ho — hope Herb hisn't hostile - hey?

itiSitititititititiS

The skybirds fly their course 
Spanning the nation's skies 
Adding another great force 
To America, traffic-wise!

Sorry to see so many of our shining stations 
among the missing as this Review goes to press. 
We certainly hope we'll receive your news in 
plenty of time for next issue. That means in 
our hands by February' 25 - REPEAT, 25.....Till we meet again ...  OVIR AND OUT.

PHL REPORTS signs of gradually turning into a 
center for traveling goats - shipping them out 
at the rate of one a week. We're happy to re
port that the anticipating goat of last month 
arrived destination in time for "proper 
delivery."

ititisisititititisis
Our BUR Cargo Handlers are now in the State of 
the Union. Only reason that news didn't 
appear sooner was because of a personnel shift 
here in the Department. (Typing shift included.)

Contrib for the Poets' corner comes from Bob 
Burke of PHL - quoth he:

CARGO PLANES

The "Uncle Sam Wants YOU" finger has also put 
the whammy on Russ Park and Herb Nieman of RLM. 
Rus, full-time cargo handler, will be leaving 
Tigers for the 107th Fighter Group (Nat'l Guard) 
located there on the field. They are being

itititifiSit

Small Timmy Mulvaney, Pilot Hal's future co
pilot, starts out early - he brings his little 
red airplane right with him. Nothing like 
being set to go if Fop needs extra wings real 
quick.

ins# £-«»««««
"Oh, that's nothing!" rejoins CLE, "You had 
snow, we HADACOL" — 15,000 pounds of it. 
Seems Hadacol's trucks were delayed because 
of s torm, so LeBlanc Industries chartered a 
plane to bring the stuff from IND to CLE to be 
there in time for their CLE show, starring 
Jimmy Durante. Newspaper and radio people 
were there to meet the ship - CLE feared the 
Hadacol might freeze, but found it contains 
12^ alcohol. Hm, how we wonder- if the TOTAL 
15,000 pounds arrived for the show — appro
priately enhanced by the Durante proboscis?

NEW FACES AT CHI: Martin B. Wise, Elie Wilson 
and Leon Morris. Wei- come into the Tiger's 
Cage, fellas - we like large families.

AT CLE: Thomas Greer and Bud Whitney are both 
buying new homes. Nice going!

Bud Donofry of PHL expects to leave the com
pany for the Navy come March 1 - he received 
orders he will be out of Reserves and into 
the regulars at that time.

it it is intuit it it«
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is

by

-Thelma Goodman-

He has now join- 
The I'aint.

HAVE TWO MOKE boys to Welcome into the ETL fam
ily- Pilots K. Douglas and 0. Charp - Douglas 
has been in the Air Freight business before 
with non-scheds and Sharp was an all weather 
Test Pilot with Sperry.
EWR AGAIN IN AM UPHEAVAL: 
(cont'd on next rape......

a Day?
•s ‘

A new Section to the flight Dept, has been add
ed - Crew Control. Duties will be to set up the 
crews for the whole system; the boys will sit 
in BUR and tell EWR what crews will take which 
flite and where to - Course there will be other 
duties, but rite now they arc busy learning 
FTL system - we welcome Wald, Wheaton, Rasmus
sen, Dennis to FTL family.

Dispatched another

Rummagin Around
THE READY ROOM

I j
I

Mary Ann and we wish to report at this time that 
Kay, Red and Mary Ann are doing fine.«««
O.C. "Stubby" Stubbs is back with us at BUR oncei 
again aftei' having sparkplugged the crew at I 
Tokyo for the past 6 months. Welcome Home.Stubbyl 

■#### i

by- janet olson-
That sigh of relief that I gave at midnite on 
NEW YEAR didn't last very long - January turn
ed out just as busy as any other month and the 
frate just rolled in so fast we really had to 
spread the pilots very thin to finish out the 
month. THINGS ARE GOING TO BE DIFFERENT AROUND 
HERE--- -SO WE HEAR.

As I report in for the paper, we are in the 
midst of a SHIFT CHANGE involving over 500 men. 
Brother! how this Dept, 'does grow. It is be
coming more apparent all the time that we can 
no longer make the claim of being "A SMALL AIR
LINE" trying to struggle along. Only hope that I 
all TIGERS get the lift I do out of seeing muchoj 
airplanes on the line, 3 shifts going at a speed-1 
ing pace, and the way PERSONNEL is crowded all I 
the time with applicants for employment.
"Red"Duehren presented us with a new TIGERETTE i 
last Sunday morning. She is a 9# girl named

Introducing to the Westcoast our NEW corres
pondent... JILL McCormick.... .
Haven't met Jill myself, but hear tell she is 
a high jumper when it comes to getting to the 
TWX from the crew room. Jill was hired as 
Link Trainer in EWR, but like all good FTL em
ployees, she jumped in to do a job wherever it 
was to be done - such as alerting and dispatch
ing crews for domestic and OVERSEAS flights. 
Can't really give you a good description of her 
but think she is 5 ft. 4 in. and interested in 
anything connected with flying. My THANKS, to 
you Jill, for the following news:
EWR Quandary - Lapse time approx. 10 mins.2355 
Dec. 31 to 0005 Jan. 1 - did not know whom to 
contact for Flite Operations decision - Chief 
Pilot/1950 Capt. R. Souers or C.P^/.^ Goldsmith. 
EWR WELCOMED BACK to the Domestic run Capt's G. 
Myer and D. Buskey - both reported bright-eyed 
and sun-tanned. Each went thru a sudden trans- 
ition - Capt. Myer walked smack-dab into the 
Dec. rush and until the Nev Year wished he had 
in peaceful Bermuda. Capt. Buskey didn’t hit 
the Domestic turmoil until Jan. and then it was 
not enough for him to have Domestic checks -he 
even had CAA Farinacci ride back with him from 
CHI to EWR - guess both boys are back to the 
realistic side of LIFE...

We have lost some more of our Flight Line boys 
to the Tokyo Lift, namely Harold Cerniway, Doug : 
Laviolette, Bill Burney, Howard Chalupsky, 
Les Merril, and at this sitting, George Mansffeld' 
is about to depart for HONOLULU.

Andy Dubon departed into the "Wild Blue Yonder" 
once again on C-54, 548. This boy really gets 
around. We're doing good if we can hang onto 
him for 2 weeks at a time, however, we're glad 
to see Andy maintain the goodwill for Mainten
ance. Good Luck, Andiz!
No.11 and 12 C-46's are ready for ferry from 
Pyote to Burbank. Eddie Taesch and his boys are 
doing a wonderful job. We now have 6 of the 
Pyote aircraft on our domestic run
Congratulations to John Grago! 
ed the ranks of the "Married Set". 
Dept, extends BEST WISHES to John & his Bride.

Did you know that our Tokyo Lift ships are get
ting a maximum utilization of over 14 Hrs

WHS 
"Kenny"0usman and Art Evans are enjoying Vac.

This is about it for now. It takes a little 
time to shift change 550 men and am promising 
to do better in the next issue. 'EYE, for now.
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The Ready Room ., cor.t'd from page 7. J. Olson-

to dispatching.

Notes from the •■•

«««««««*

«««««»««

Glad to report that Oakley Smith is back flying 
and that Ed Lowe is progressing nicely with his 
broken arm.

The busy month of January brought pilots from 
EWR and Den into Home Base for the first time. 
Bob Powers, Frank Hawkins - EWR and Gil Foster 
Joe Bynum - DEN.

-DENVER NEWS-
Have you heard the latest rumor?

second boy and third child, so they are to be 
CONGRATULATED.

paper???) Bob collects rocks and belongs to
Club, that hunts rocks, so
terest our readers if he gave us an account 
the deal.

If you stop by the Muzinich residence you will 
hear a wee cry once in a while from the very 
small MISS that has come to mal e her home there.

Operators have been notified of these complaints 
and have stated that they will do their utmost 
to improve conditions. In the meantime, they 
will remain on probation for a reasonable per
iod to prove themselves. For further informa
tion, see your bulletin board.

After much waiting the Ewalds had a nice big 
boy come to stay at their house. This is their >

SECURITY REGULATIONS - More severe security 
regulations have been imposed on us by the Air 
Force which will drastically change the present 
system of parking cars inside the gate. The 
number of individuals permitted car passes will 
be reduced and more rigidly controlled. Ef
fective MONDAY morning, FEBRUARY 12, ALL PRESENT 
CAR PASSES WILL BECOME INVALID. Prior to that 
date, new type passes will be issued to those 
ind.-’ iduals eligible for them. The outside 
parking lot has recently been improved and 
additional guard protection will be provided... 
One more effect of the present NATIONAL EMERG
ENCY.

Do you have any spare time? Can you punch holes" 
Can you pull manuals? We only have the INTER
NATIONAL FLIGHT OPERATIONS Manual - NAVIGATOR'S 
Manual - RADIO OPERATOR'S Manual - PURSER'S 
Manuel - C-4.6 Manual .... and last but not least 
the DOMESTIC OPERATIONS Manual - all to be pull
ed and put into binders -- with NO place to
work. HELP US-is the word from Marion, C-rayce, 
Dick, Art, Tim, and even June cud use some help 
in that department.

*««»«««««?

T I G E R E V T E V

Am asking each pilot for one interesting enroute: 
item for the paper for next month, so get busy i 
boys, and have all items in not later than Feb. , 
23rd. Bye now....
(OOPS..MORE ROOM - More Rummaging. - ed.)

****** PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT ******* 
cont'd from, 
page 1...

Art Meyer, Personnel Director, has gone to 
Washington, D. C. on Company business.( In 
THIS below-zero weather, Mr. Meyer?)

Atlantic Flite Friday, Jan. 19. Ey the time the 
BUR personnel had been processed thru obtaining 
German Visas, getting checks cashed and EWR Capt. 
Korty and co-pilot Gass had received check rides, 
the 19th was well into the LAST HOURS. We then 
on-loaded freight and personnel, battened down 
the hatch and stood by to wave goodbye. LOW and 
BEHOLD - there was no fire ax or very-pistol! 
Where to find those items at that time of night? 
In the meantime dispatched the plane to KIDL, 
did much phoning end with the usual FTL ingenuity | 
managed to obtain requested items and get #548 
merrily on it's way - Once again we settle down 

EWR - CHI or EWR - BOS and ret.

Hear tell that 
Bob MARTIN, our DEN correspondent fell down on 
his last ROCK HUNTING TRIP up the Rocky Mts. and 
broke both arms.(is it true, Bob?)...,.(Or were 
you too busy flying to get some news in for the ; 
------- t>-x. —------------—j ----- i-) a 1 

thought it might in- ’ 
on 

How about Trudy doing the writing?

I 
1 Nick Ventresca from AVE was in town on business i 

and stopped by to give us the latest news on 
the Haywood, Groh and Barlow families. All is 
well in Bermuda and AVE is fast becoming an 
airline.

The R.R. ...cont'd.
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Hi’. - Things have been a little strange around 
the office the past two weeks with the BIG EOSS 
(J. E. Long) on vacation. Guess he is having a 
good rest, not even a picture post card from him. 
Captain Herb Wall has been cracking the big black 
switch over my back in the absence of Johnny.(Of 
course he always has a big smile with each crack 
of the switch, so things have been going along 
just fine).

YesSIR! We still maintain there is glamour 
in the airfreight business.— L-R- co-pilot 
R.A.Long; Capt. Morris; Nav. C.L.Sharp; 
co-pilot E L.Van Allen & Capt. G. Bode.

A
..-.J&a

and for a few days she had trouble with her nose 
but now she is fit as a fiddle and really in there on the job. „ -Cont’d next Fag«

look at our Newark correspondent, 
Jill is out in Burbank on tem

porary assignment, setting up Crew Control on a 
Working Basis. She didn't get a very good re - 
ception, as we passed the old cold bug off on her

L-R: Ethel Rish, Frank Clain, Harold Edgerton and Bob McGee.

CHI sales had an informal "farewell" dinner 
at Barney's for Bob McGee, who leaves for the 
U.S. Naval Training Center,Great Lakes, Ill. 
L-R Ethel Rish, Frank Clain, Harold Edgerton, 
Bob McGee.

Midst snow, hail and frost Art Breyfogle, 
of Detroit hosted the eastern offices on Feb.6, 
at a joint sales meeting, held at the Statler 
Hotel. In spite of ell obstacles our rugged 
force showed up 100? From EUR George Cussen, 
Mayo Thomas, Len Kimball and Art Meyer (Person
nel Director). Also attending were Al Farr-BOS; 
Bob Fitzgerald-HFD; George Dart-NYC: Bob Eurke- 
PHL; Dave Cruickshank-BUF; Walt Bowman-CLE; Jim 
Mayer-TOL; Bill Grant-CAK; Frank Clain-CHI and 
Art Loftus-MKE.

Highlights of the meeting, after the ser
ious business, was the nomination of Art Loftus 
as "MAN OF TEE MONTH". In token of which Art 
was presented with the months' firecracker and 
to do justice to the event he showed up sartor
ially beautiful in a checkered vest which Liz 
Schroeder reports he "wore with dignity and 
distinction".
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NURSE DUKE SAYS

Rumicagin around
the READY ROOL' ... coat’d from page one.

Pilot Jack Conroy, Co-pilot Jeane Conroy, pass
enger Barbara Louise, weight - 7 lbs. 7 oz. ar
rived Feb. 16, 1951, at La Crescenta, Calif. 
Welcome Barbara Louise to FTL family, - IL’.YBE 
you will grow up to be a stewardess on FTL.

Off for a rest cure for the flu bug
See you next month.. Bye Now. 

is iS iS is iiiS is i: is is -K is is is is is is is is is is iS iS iS- iS is is is iS iS

some news 
, let’s

trade. Best regards to all the BUR bunch from 
Trudy liar tin. UNQUOTE.....  and our best to 
you, Trudy, and Thanks for your contribution.

A SILVER STAR FOR STARR THOMPSON - Only pilot 
that came thru with an item for the column this 
month. Starr transferred from BUR to EUR in 
Jan. and from the sound of his letter, is a wee 
bit lonesome for BUR and the sunshine. He re
ports that first thing he did on arriving in EUR 
was trade his oxygen mask for a pair of long han
dles, but they aren't -RED( they should be,Starr) 
QUOTE "You all might have climate in Southern 
Calif., but we have 'THE THING' in Newark.» WHAT 
IS THE THING? #193, a DC3 - that is the bone of 
contention in the flight department a.nd espec
ially to the EUR Crews that must shuttle it back 
and forth to Boston. Thanks again, Starr.

An effort is being made to have a 
BLOOD BANK for our employees and their 
families. In order to ask the Mobile 
Unit to core to the Hangar, it is neces
sary for at least 150 persons to be 
signed up for donations. Otherwise, 
there is a weekly Mobile Unit Blocd 
Bank at 13425 Ventura Blvd., Sherman 
Oaks, on Monday nites from 5 until 9 PM. 
If there is a fairly large number signed 
up, time will be alloted to us there for 
this purpose. Please see the BULLETIN 
board for additional information.

A GOLD STAR FOR TRUDY MARTIN - She finally came 
thru for her husband, Capt. Bob Martin, DEN. 
Wonder where the rumor came from that Bob broke 
both arms- anyway he didn't fall from an air
plane to do it so he's unique in that respect. 
QUOTE-(Trudy) -"Bob and I belong to the Colo. 
Mineral Society and are called rock-hounds. Bob
by is a pebble puppy. The club conducts trips 
all summer. Being a widow in favor of an iron 
bird much of the time, Bobby and I often go 
alone, but being rocknuts, as Station Manager 
Bob Fraser and Ass't. Dick Schaklee consider us 
going alone is better than not going at all.
(Quote continued..) We drive to the collecting 
area and dig up our specimens, pick them off a 
mine dump or just gather them from the ground. 
To anyone not yet acquainted with this field, it 
is amazing how beautiful some of these rocks can 
be. Many of the minerals grow in crystal shapes 
appearing almost as if they has been faceted. 
There are transparent crystals of all colors. A 
few are the amethyst quartz, blue barite, green, 
violet, yellow fluorite cubes. Beryl, when clear 
and pale blue is Aquamarine - deep green is F.m- 
erald. There is shiny black tourmaline, pyrite 
cubes, or fools gold, and many more. Of course, 
we rarely find gem quality material ( that is 
mined commercially) but often we feel we've dis- 

. covered some rarely beautiful piece.
(More Quote - sane source) Then there are the 
ores, more homely but a joy to the collector. 
And the polishing materials as jade, jasper, 
agate, petrified wood which can be cut into stones 
for mounting in bracelets, rings, etc. There are! 
the plain looking rocks which are transformed ! 
into beauties by fluorescent light emitting red, 
orange, yellow, green or blue glow. At present 
Bob is needling "Dobbie" Dobson EUR into digging 
up fluorescent material, Franklinite and Wille
mite, at Franklin, N.J. We are always anxious 
to hear from anyone interested and love to effect 
trades hO?*'”? LA-IP nn vrm mrV 1 •„ 1 — 1

How about the Stewardesses giving us 
items for next, month? Come on, Girls 
show the boys up on this reporting.

LEND - LEASE: Two c-46's all fixed up for pass
engers are out on lease to Resort Airlines. 
After much scurrying, Capt. Wall departed #985, 
#988 on Feb. 15. With crews going to one cor
ner of the USA for staging and more crews go
ing to the opposite corner of the USA for stag
ing, it really was a wonder that everyone made 
connections - if you don't think so, ask Herb 
how he felt the morning of the 16th. Captain 
Otey and Captain Ewald report that things are 
working smoothly and they are really covering 
the good old USA and getting plenty of flight 
time.

Rumor has it that #5!+% will be winging its way 
home from the Bremen-Sydney run arriving EWR 
by Mar. 1. This should make some wives happy, 
as these crews are a few days over-due on their 
return to the States.
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It's
THE date

on

now

I SEE that G. N. FAULKNER and FRANK RIESS are new 
members of the Radio Department.

February 24. 
family.

HEARD AND SEEN 
by

Shelly Green

.IL.I^_£JCE._Y_L_E:_U___

I HEAR that H. E. Smith and John Mobley of the 
Inspection Department are enjoying early(or 
is it late?) vacations.

THE Radio Department is eagerly awaiting its 
quarters in the new hangar which will give 
it more than three times its present area.
Can they turn out three times the amount of 
work ?

WAT fair damsel is wearing a bee-u-tiful ring 
the third finger, left hand - and who’s the 

lucky man?

I HEAR that.A. D. Mobley and M. Meyers are 
members of the Inspection Department.

Bennett, Radio; Sue Warner, Purchasing; Dorothy 
Elderf Inspection; Marie Miller, Purchasing.

SPEAKING OF NEW QUARTERS; there is a very in
volved situation here. The Radio Shop must 
move, so that the PURCHASING Dept, may move, 
so that the Instrument Ship can move, so 
that the ELECTRICAL SHOP may enlarge. I sup
pose we could carry this moving business on 
and on and eventually make a complete circle 
back at the Radio Shop - but who wants to??

These people make HEARD & SEEN tick. They are 
regular contributors to this column and without 
then there wouldn't be one. So- my THANKS to 
them all - as well as to Katherine Smith, with 
her suggestions and photography, Nurse Duke, Doug 
Duly, and many others. In the above picture-L-R- 
Evelyn Fletcher, Tabulating Dept.jVeva Temple, 
Payroll.; Etta Baedeker, Communications5 Bob

IT SEEMS THAT the TIGFR FI YING CLUB is over
hauling its Piper Super Cruiser. There 
hasn’t been much flying by its 22 members, 
however, because they're all too busy. New 
members will be welcomed to the Club - but 
emphasis has been placed upon the fact that 
they should be WORKING members'

I WONDER how many of you over the system realize 
that we have women mechanics? For instance •> 
in the engine'build-up shop there are four 
women - Geraldins Buchanan, Celia Mrozcek, Mary 
Meraz and Marion Andrews. In the Paint, Dope, 
and Fabric Shop we have Roberta Melvin and 
Rosalie Milius. Louise Waugh Is in the Radio 
Shop, and Janice Franco is with the Modification! 
Crew.

I HEAR that E. L. Arrowsmith has been escort
ing a young thing around town. Don't jump 
to conclusions, though. He's the Radio Dept' 
only Grandfather, and the "Young Thing" is 
his three-year-old Granddaughter of whom he 
is very proud. Who wouldn't be?

if.______ __
I EEAE that Doug Duly is building himself a 
lovely new home - with a bomb shelter, no 
less J Are you extending a general invita
tion to all of us when it is completed????
The flu epidemic has really hit Burbank hard. 
At one time all the girls in Office 5 (Sales 
and Traffic Depts., to the uninitiated)were 
home ill. Other Departments have also been 
affected (or should it be "infected"?).

MANY OF YOU will remember HELEN TM-S, who 
worked in the Tool Crib for so long, 
sorry to tell you that she passed away on

Our sympathies go out to her

I HEAR that a furor was created by the mention of 
wedding bells in the Purchasing Dept.
LARRY IGNASIAK who is getting married, and the 
bride-to-be is not an employee of FTL 
is April 14th.

CONGRATULATIONS to the following people who 
have been with FTL for five years’ 
REEA LOCKHARD J. p. GOLDSMITH
E. G. HEAD B. H. SENN
C. S. MILLER C. THOMPSON

ATTENTIONS NIGHT SHIFT. If you are injured while 
working and your injuries necessitate a doctor's 
care- PLEASE RETORT TO YOUR FOREMAN and receive ! 
his permission to go to the doctor BEFORE DOING 
ANYTHING ELSE. Then, of course, a report must 
be sent to NURSE DUKE. If you will observe this 
requirement, it will avoid a lot of confusion.

mi
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BLOCK & CACKLE

"’Could not* is the imperfect participle of the 
verb scan!, and I deliberately used it because

show that 
excludes nothing.,

That does it - hope to hear from ALL stations 
’Till we greet again ..

Never too cold for romance - ask Joe Healy in 
EWR. Rumor has it that he’s hearing bells - 
or so we’ve been tolled, anyway.

Ooo, may she never meet an animated button J 
They’re vicious characters - sneaky things that 
spring up and stab you in the back, just as 
you’re settling for "just 5 more minutes", stimu
lated by eager alarm overdoing graveyard shift.

Unexpected room to spare. All we need now is a rumor. What would you like to 
read about - gossip? New faces? Parties? Does anyone like poetry - in a light 
vein, comic, serious, or mayhap the limerick variety? How about pictures — if 
you have any good ones, and they must be very clear, send them in - might as well 
introduce faces to go with names - and the more candid the pic, the better. Let 
us have your ideas on what you d enjoy most in the Tigereview ....

the word ’cannot’, in this instance, 
reflect the true situation. I do feel that 
we are competent, that we do have the tools, 
and that our arms are not severed at our 
shoulders; therefore, we are able to achieve 
accomplishment. (Paragraph) The correct, and 
most elegant, and formal word to use is ’may not 
but it is just that - formal and elegant, and as 
animated as one of the buttons on a mattress."

All we need now is a rumor.
New faces? Parties?
or mayhap the limerick variety?

Here's a cozy situation - a reporter with practi
cally no reports to report. In which case 
we'll just fill up on flotsam and jetsam, and 
let the quips fall where they may. Wistfully hope 
that next month will lift the lid a bit --  at
least long enough to give our stations a moment 
or six to relax - and give us the latest, dope?

Are you participle conscious? We weren’t, but 
how we've changed! To make a short story, long, 
here's the pitch: Sent out copies of a certain 
letter to all stations, and quite innocently we 
substituted "cannot" for "could not". Prompt 
rebuttal from authoress of said copied letters

the more advantage 
Operations 

the 
. "Air 
We !ve

Art Ives of HFD sez- he bought his new Chevie 
cause it had radio to keep him awake while driv
ing to and from the field meeting flites on the 
graveyard swing. The Chevie has a swing shift??

That brings to mind a quote we read someplace: 
"People were given two eyes and one mouth so 
they may see twice as much as they say" - or 
was it, "People were given two heads and 1 hand 
so they may slight twice as much as they write" ?

Birthday anniversaries at DET: Feb 20th 
Rusty Replogle; Mar 7th for Herb Nieman, 
has been with Tigers 3 years; Herb, one. 
a bit of celebrating there - have another Anacin 
fellas - take two, it was worth it!

Meanwhile, we’re facinated no end with the 
numerous duels to the death which click over the 
TWX (squawk) box here - expect 'most any time to 
receive a bid from most anyone to referee the 
deal. Sample conversation: "OVABXJCXE ZXAMEUR& 
BX0Y SJMDKI#$%V J" And furthermore, "XJDILX 
As any fool can plainly see, that means: Thanks 
just loads for your courtesy, fella - gotta rush 
message here." Whereupon, the very important 
squib gallops across the tape thusly: "RECVD 
FIVE EXTRA WASTEBASKETS LAST WK. THANX. THESE 
ARE HANDY GADGETS FOR COLLECTING EXHAUSTED TWX 
MESSAGES THAT SURVIVE SCUFFLE AND BREAK THRU TO 
DESTINATION. END. CLR." Clear? he says? ’

What a welcome-home-from-Germany surprise is in 
store for Ben Gass, co-pilot - invitation from 
Uncle Sam to a "come-as-you-are" party! Bob 
Nicholas is answering a bid to the Air Force. 
Best of luck to both Bob and Ben - two good B's 
for anyone’s bonnet.

Queery to GLE: If you hadacold, would Hadacol 
help? Not that colds need help, apparently - 
the more you do for them, 
they take of your hoarsepitality. 
all along the line are staggering under 
germ load - which just goes to 
Freight - World Wide" 
learned how to sneeze, honk the nose, cough the 
lungs up in a delicate manner, and say Gezundeit 
in 5 languages - all in one wheezy lesson.

CHI handled 155,000# inbound and 130,000# out
bound freight last week. How we love to see 
that Tiger put on weight.
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ACCOUNTING
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HEARD AND SEEN - cont'd from page #3.

«« K 5:«««««««« K «« >:-»*«

«•««««««
He received a "Thank You" card from Mary Mar
garet Baumgartner who is now "Home in Indiana". 
Mary sends her regards to all her friends. 
That's all until the Tiger passes in Review’ 
again.....

I sure as heck didn't think they could ever 
squeeze any more people into Accounting; but they 
only showed me how wrong I was... Not only do we 
have three new people added to the Department., 
but they found room for two more desks! Don't 
ask me how they did it... I'm still trying to 
figure it out.

I SEE that JENNIE FOX is helping out on the 
switchboard during the absence of EDNA WETTIN- 
GEL, AND IS DOING A MOST CAPABLE. JOB.

ACCOUNTING 
by
Alba Mungo

I HEAR that D. K. and Mrs. Robins are the very 
proud parents of a baby boy. Welcome to the 
paternal/maternal fraternity, you two!

Mrs. Lillian Colman, who is originally from N'.Y. 
is a new addition in this Dept. This is her 
first experience with Aircraft, and she is very 
interested in all the goings on around the han
gar. She is helping Mary Brady with Airbills.. «««««««

«««««««
Marland Beard, an addition to the Billing Dept, 
is a recent graduate from Woodbury. Marland 
will be helping Frank Smith rate and extend the 
Airbills....

‘ ELVIN TAYLOR of the Purchasing Department also 
had a vacation. He went to Mexico on a fish
ing trip, and caught a few of the big ones. 
He 11 tell you just K - 0 - W big;

Valerie Oshell journies all the way in from 
Alhambra every day to work. Valerie is Mr. Sims 
new secretary.

"W
C.

k - < - •

Sweepstakes Night is two weeks hence - and be
lieve me, they could do with a rooting section. 
They slipped from second place last week, due 
to the absence of one bowler. If you're in
terested in watching the game, call MARIE MIL
LER in Purchasing for the address.

I HEAR that ART KLEIN of Material Control just 
returned from his vacation. Guess what he did. 
Painted his house; At least it's a change, eh?

< Our Bowling Team is nearing the home stretch.

WITH BUR FEBRUARY WEATHER ranging up in the 80ss 
some of the girls from Acctg. cooled off with 
a picnic lunch in nearby Sun Valley Park.
L-R: Esther Coy, Priscilla McLain, Alba Mungo 
Betty Avery. Rhea Lockhard, Sadie Elliott. 
Mary Brady - front center.
(NOTE: All pictures of BUR personnel in this 
issue taken by KATHERINE SMITH - Sales Degt.

#««#«««
"WISDOM IS A VIRTUE, FEW OF US MAY CLAIM: 
UNDERSTANDING IS A VIRTUE, WE SHOULD ALL 

ATTEMPT TO GAIN."

,Shirlee Schamp, her husband Tom and son have 
moved into their new home in La Crescenta, which 
incidentally, she and Tom built with their own 
hands... Shirlee can really swing a mean ham
mer and saw. Of course when you ring the door 
bell the kitchen light goes on and off, but thej 
called an electrician who took care of all the 
wiring and now everything is all right...

Anyone wanting an estimate on house building, 
just get in touch with Shirlee Schamp in the 
Credit Dept...
■'•t seems that the spirit has moved everyone to 
get their little nests in order. Betty Avery 
and husband Emile have been quite busy weekends 
getting their home in shape... It seems Emile 
is also quite handy in the yard. From where I 
sit it looks as if he must sure be a nice guy 
to have around the house.»««««

- Wedding Bells will be ringing in Accounting 
again soon. Don Johnson plans to be married 
April 28, 1951. His fiancee, Mary Elizabeth 
Jansen has only been in America three years. 
Her home is originally in Rolland. Lots of 
Luck and Happiness to you both.....
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By Thelma Goodman Tony Vano and

Dept. pull some of our

Paul is station

!

Also

*

IF WE TAKE IT AND ALWAYS HAVE IT
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HANGAR FLYING

a flight line crew again., We don't think he 
misses Caracas very much.

on his recent visit to BUR. 
manager at Tokyo.

5
~ BEFORE YOU SEE IT - YOU'LL NEVER JESS IT 

'"JOIN THE CREDIT UNION®

Dave Wollisen and Grant Black have been trans
ferred to CHI and Joe Eour

i Joe Corsi to EWR.

j to"

As usual a lot has happened in Kaint. since 
the last issue of the TigeReview - 566 has 
departed on the Tokyo run after going through 
a major overhaul. This is one of our airplane 
that was assigned to the European run for 
quite a spell.

js x

! We have also lost Al Mobley and l&ynard Meyers 
J to the Inspect’ :.<■ Lept. it this rate maybe we

Eldon Arrowsmith., of Radio, has just returned j 
from an extensive tour of the system. tI

» ji-

Bob C-hormley is on vacation for a week. But 
the way we hear it he isn’t getting much rest.
He is painting his house.?

1 should let the Inspect 
’ Flight Line Checks!

; Sales Reports (Cont’d)

Sure is nice to hear John Dewey back ramrodding - • — - -
‘ was raised over our terminal yesterday
t a flight arrive on the same day it was supposed 

. Well things are improving Al!
« it «-

"Tiger Tales f :--m P;IL indicate a good month 
for February. Says Bob Burke "63,000 lbs in 
ore -eek and The RML meeting
was a reunion for Bob and Art Breyfogle who 
used to pound pavements together in Manhattan
Another loss to FTL is Rick Childs who from now 

Bob Jiminez and Jack Carroll have been tempor-| on will be addressed as "Captain Childs" of the 
. arily assigned to Fairfield. > U.S.Air Force.
We have lost several Modification boys to the 
service - Jack Wyatt, Don Lawson, Jim Hancock. 
Hope to see them back after their "term".

tt » x- st
: We hear that Ann Peterson of SFO has taken to 
i the air - and is now Stewardess Peterson.

' 1.1 y-.ur pass: - te airworthy Ann.
So long - and Happy Shipping Everyone.

There are 2 boys out on the transcontinental 
circuit who should be mentioned - John Snyder, 
at DEN, and Cliff Scott at CHI. Two more 
round-the-clock boys. Always on the ramp when; 
our plane arrives. Believe me, John and Cliff 
are to be commended for unfailing patience 
with FTL aircraft and particularly now the 
weather is bad. They work out in the open 
with no hangar space at all.

Our overseas boys are reporting in by mail 
every few days - Willie Nestling and his Tokyo; jax has a new Customer Service Bureau_  .o 
crew,are doing famously. Paul Massaro tells me j {.jar-tin, Ernie Kruttschnitt and D.S.Shortley

. Hugh
j are now off-the-road and on-the~telephone.
< They solicit new business and answer all calls
• for rates, coxplaints and inquiries re arrival 
; and departure of freight.
; D.S.Shortley and S.A.Rouse are two new addit
ions to LAX. Don was visiting las Vegas when

; he decided to drive on to LAX for a looksee.
" ’  Stan Rouse came

,■ to us from Oakland where he formerly had his 
. own distributorship.
i Hugh Martin and Stan Rouse have gone "foreign"
* on us - having invested in a British Ford and
' a Morris Convertible. How’s the petrol old 
; chaps?

it » X it *
; Carl Sandquist joined the CHI staff on Feb.
’ 1st. Carl is a forme:.- B-29 pilot, holds a com-
I mereial pilot’s license and a new B.S. in
I commerce.
; x x x -x -x
! We are sorry to lose Helen Hutcheson from HFD. 
' Helen had to resign to take care of her mother 
I who was stricken with a very serious illness.
Al Far reports "The commercial shippers 1 ’E ’

r. We had

By the same token Bill Hodson, and his crew at 
Honolulu, are accomplishing the same results. 
These mechs are round-the-clock boys, always 
on the line when one of our big white birds 
"hit the deck" at John Rodgers Field. A note 
of commendation too to our "Island of Paradise? He wound up with the Tigers, 
boys".

We wish to extend a welcome to Bob Waggoner, 
from Sears. Bob has taken Vic Swanson’s placel 
as Vic has been transferred t--. CHI. 
welcome to Paul Caribilli.
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Photo by Katherine

Smith.

EDNA AVERY keeps the records straight.

The above picture illustrates how to 
become TRAPPED IN FIRST AID J

Introducing DICK YUNG who is in charge of 
the Tabulating Department, and his crew of five 
They are running off the PAYROLL statistics 
from which all of us are paid. Hence, they 
are one of our most POPULAR Departments!

Left to right they are: Dick Yung, 
Marceil Fields, Joan Jenness, Eveyln Fletcher 
and Bill Chose.

In addition to his regular duties with 
IBM, Dick Yung is the new Treasurer of the 
Flying Tiger Line Employees Federal Credit 
Union. That's his week-end chore!

, As

DICK YUNG has completed his fourth, year 
with the company, IE0NA ROSS her third, and 
EVELYN FIETCHER her second. The rest of the 
department pictured above are comparative 
"newcomers". The girls are all keypunch 
operators, and BILL CHOSE is Dick's assistant 
on the machines.

Dick is very proud of the latest addition 
to his collection of International Business 
Machines. It is the new Type 403 Tabulator 
which runs off just about every form our 
Accounting Department requires. IBM's motto 
is "THINK" - and even though the machines are 
so accurate it's appalling - still the crew 
who handles them must be thinking and study
ing constantly, too. It's no "snap" job!

TigeReview
3 A, it
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Perhaps one or the busiest spots in the 

Hangar at Burbank is the First Aid Room. 
C^R. N. DUKE, more familiarly known as "NURSE 

DUKE" to all of the employees, is in charge 
of this department. It isn't an easy position, 
inasmuch as Duke is "on call" twenty-four hours 
a day. That's why it is so essential that 
everyone observe the rules laid down by the 
company as far as accidents are concerned.

■;JThe paper work finally became so overpowering 
.J that it was found necessary to give her a 
Hclerical assistant, EDNA AVERY.

Navigator R. W. GRIFFIN is on the receiv
ing end, while Radio Operator H. G. PORTER is 
eagerly (?) awaiting his turn.

! In addition to first aid treatment, and 
, 'rushing the seriously wounded to a doctor, 
-J NURSE DUKE administers shots to overseas per

sonnel. This consists of a series of five, 
for typhoid, smallpox, typhus and cholera, with 
booster shots every six months. She gives as 
many as twenty to thirty shots daily, and the 
monthly average is around 250. So, you can 
see why she's BUSY!
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NOTES FROM THE PERSONNEL DEFT, by A Meyer

-x

f

ANYONE WHO ENJOYS HARD WORK CAN HAVE A HECK OF A 
GOOD TIME DI THIS ORGANIZATION.

» « if »

However, Tiger freight volume on the carrier’s 
U. S. and foreign operations in February exceed 
9,000,000 ton miles, the largest of any world 
air line,,

Flying Tiger domestic airfreight volume in Feb
ruary totaled 2,994,000 ton miles, a gain of 
127% over February, 1950, against United Air 
Lines' 2,118,000 up 33% from February, 1950. 
This is the first tine that Tiger traffic has 
surpassed that of United, which, heretofore, has 
ranked third in the U. S. traffic. Air freight 
traffic of Slick Airways was in excess of 
5,000,000 ton miles, while that of American Air 
Lines was approximately 4,000,000, according to 
preliminary figures.

H.

«■

By the time you have received this issue you 
will probably also have received a subscrip
tion card from the RED CROSS along with your 
pay check. We all know the important work the 
RED CROSS has always done and is still doing 
in its blood and plasma programs for the Armed 
Forces, the supplying of food, shelter and 
clothing in the event of disaster and many 
other vital services to servicemen and their 
families.
If you wish to subscribe, fill in the card you 
have received or obtain a new one from Person
nel. Return the card to Personnel where you 
will gladly be given your RED CROSS pin and 
sticker.

LETS SUPPORT THE RED CROSS

it -s «

QUOTE FROM F-T-L NEWS RELEASE 4-4-51
"Air freight traffic volume on the Flying Tiger 
Line in February moved the carrier into third 
place among domestic U„ S. air lines and into 
first place in world wide operations, traffic 
statistics revealed today.

Due to the fact that many employees requested 
the privelege of ordering "long" or "short" 
coveralls, the COVERALL QUESTIONNAIRE is going 
out once more and, for what we hope to be, the 
final time. In the future, anyone wishing to 
participate in this arrangement may contact 
the PERSONNEL OFFICE for application blanks. 
Anyone ordering coveralls will be assured of 
always receiving the "long" or "short" which 
they specified. If not otherwise specified, 
"medium" will be issued. This service is sixty 
cents per change for one or two changes per 
week, deductible from your pay check every 
four weeks. The regular charge will be made 
for each week except that when an employee who 
has one coverall authorized and is absent an 
entire work week, no charge will be made. Sim
ilarly an employee who has two coveralls author
ized and is absent for the half week will not 
be charged for the half week. As mentioned 
before, these coveralls are embroidered with 
the Company’s name and insignia on the back.

if « » «

Several weeks ago, MILITARY STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE 
forms were sent to all FTL employees to be filled 
in and returned promptly to the PERSONNEL OFFICE. 
Although the majority have been turned in, many 
are still missing. THE COMPANY NEEDS THIS 
INFORMATION CRITICALLY in order to complete its 
survey for military purposes. Even though you 
have never been in the Armed Servo ces or are 
not subject to recall or draft, we MUST have 
your questionnaire. If you have not turned it 
in, please do so promptly.

ft ft ft ft
We have just received word that the special AIR
COACH rates we have obtained for FTL employees, 
their families and friends, have been raised 
somewhat. The new schedule is as follows: 
BURBANK to NEW YORK $60.00 plus $13.20 Tax a 
total of §73.20. BURBANK to CHICAGO or KANSAS 
CITY §50.00 plus §11.25 tax a total of §61.25. 
Children in arms will be carried free of charge. 
Children under 12 years occupying a seat will 
be charged §44.00 to NEW YORK or §37.50 to 
CHICAGO plus tax. Reservations for Tuesday and 
Thursday departures should be made at least two 
or three days in advance, while reservations for 
Saturday departures should be made at least 
four days in advance. For information or reser
vations' see DICK HOYT in the PERSONNEL depari 
ment.

Don’t forget to mark your calendar for Sunday 
July 1, 1951. That is the date of the COMPANY'S 
4TH ANNUAL PICNIC. It starts at 10:00 A.M. and 
will be held at the same place as last year's 
picnic, the VALLEY PARK COUNTRY CLUB. Plenty 
of entertainment, races, swimming, dancing and 
lots to keep the younger generation fully 
occupied constantly. Your WELFARE COMMITTEE 
consisting of ESTER COY, GENEVA SCHINDELE, 
BILL MARGRAVE, JOHNNY GRAGO, AND ART MEYER have 
already started the ball rolling by appointing 
committees and reserving the entire grounds 
and facilities of the Country Club for the 
FLYDJG TIGER GANG. Watch your bulletin boards 
and the next issue of the TIGEREVTEW for more 
information.
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PHL Vernon Gray has replaced Rick Childs, 
now in the USAAF.

» a « s
We hear that Eill Grant has moved into new 
quarters in Akron - how about hearing from 
you Bill?

man.
March 15 th.

SALES REPORTS
By Katherine M Smith

Only reaction to my photographic efforts 
ca-e from Ed Hembree. Said he, upon viewing 
the last issue of TigeReview "That's just 
fine J A few more issues and we will have a 
complete gallery of the SALES DEPARTMENT". 
Ch Well, I didn't take any of those anyway! 

it it it it if
News from the system, this month seems most
ly concerned with NEW PERSONNEL so to keep 
everyone posted on WHOS WHO and WHO WENT 
'.■HERE - here is the line-up:

it it it it it
DET - Art and Josephine Breyfogle are still 
doing a swell job of "singing for their freight". 
They have been very active on programs, recent
ly they appeared for the DET Board of Commerce 's 
"Perfect Shipping Month Forum", and the Motor 
City Traffic Club Meeting at the Detroit 
Leland Hotel. Doug Bush and Liz Schroeder were 
a.t the latter meeting to help along the encores. 
Art has completed two years with FTL.

BOS Margaret McKay has taken over for Helen 
Hutcheson who resigned on account of illness 
in her family.
CHI Gerard Johnson replaced Bob McGee, who 
was recalled to active duty in the Navy.
SFO Nancy Eoyer is secretarying in the spot 
vacated by Ann Peterson, presently hostess
ing on our overseas flights.
Hal Bauer, who for some months was up at 
Fairfield has now found his way to Honolulu 
(we learned lately), via transfer to Oper
ations at Travis AFB. Hal is succeeded by 
Charles Cornelison.

if if if if if
FINAL,LI FROM NEW YORK WE HEAR! Nicki Wilson 
has lifted the veil of silence around that 
spot and reports "The spirit has been con
siderably lifted,since Joe Garrity entered 
the portals at 207". For which event we are 
happy too.' Joe has been appointed Acting 
City Sales Manager and from what we hear he 
has a vigorous outdoor staff. Nicki says 
that Norm Schiffnan and Frank Rogers work 
up energy for the daily "track" by slicing 
the snowy ski slopes week-ends. (I think 
she said week - not weak). All the other 
sales sleuths are, she assures us, also 
"good walkers and 100-yard dashers". That 
goes double for Jean Keller - newly init
iated floor-walker. Jean does his floor 
walking at night though, as a brand new 
father. Congratulations & Solicitations J

it " it it it

£ V I E W
FTL now has a Foreigh Freight Department^ repre
sented by John Zabohon. John was formerly with 
Air Land Freight, specialists in inbond mer
chandise. The new department's base is in our

■ SFO sales office but John is working the entire 
system to promote our foreign freight business•

if » it it
DEN George Zettler put in 15 days duty with the 
Reserves at Lowry Air Force Base last month, 
but didn't lose touch with the DEN office. He 
included this time in his vacation credit and 
spent week-ends working on his direct-mail. 
We cite George for the EAGER ELAVER AWARD.

it X X it it
CLE - He hope Walt Bowman has recovered from 
the accident to his car in DET last month. It 
seems the DET sales meeting was so Hot it melted 
a 300 lb icicle on an overhanging roof which 
dived through Walt's parked car, went through 
the windshield and did interior damage. But al
though Walt found his radio down under the floor 
it still workedJ

NIS Forman Schiffnan has swapped his desk 
for an outside job, turning up pavements 
for new customers, and adding Corn Plasters 
to his Expense Account J He lias been suc
ceeded by Mary Eaggott.

Sorry we couldn't print all the ARTicles DOUG 
up at RML last month, but space was very short!

K x x »
LAX - The Customer Service Bureau is working 
out better than anyone expected. Ernie Krutt- 
schnitt spent two days in San Diego trying out 
the new telephone' solicitation system there.
Here we go again - Doug Howard is being called 
back into service and leaves April 5th. 
will be attached to the 78th Figliter Squadron. 
Best of luck Doug!

if if it «■ it
Our one-man station TOL now has a one-year

Jim 1-h.yer completed his solo term on

it :: -x :: x
PRINTS OF ANY OF THE PICTURES APPEARING IN
THE TIGEREVIEW taken by me, can be obtained 
by BORROWING THE NEGATIVES. (Cont'd on page 5 

it if it it it
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ACCOUNTING For Accounting HANGAR FLYING
By Alba Mungo by

Thelma Goodman
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-x- if is THE TROUBLE WITH DOING NOTHING '

A week or so ago Betty and her horse parted 
company for a few painful moments...It seems 
Betty kept on going after the horse stopped... 
After a few more of these fails she will start 
giving her husband competition...He's a Stunt 
Rider in the Movies

Believe It Or Not....San Diego is shipping
Lizards and Snakes to Johannesburg}!. .Yes real 
live ones....Things must really be tough when 
they have to start importing Reptiles to Africa

A request for a deferrment has been filed, 
all wish Manny lots of luck.

Have you noticed that Burbank i-iaintenance has 
been adding more WOMEN to its force lately? 
Could this indicate that women are at last 
receiving recognition for their mechanical 
ability?

YOU CAN'T TAKE TIME OFF TO REST.
if if if if ■

We are very sorry to report that George 
Mansfield' has just returned from Honolulu due 
to a serious back injury. We know he would 
appreciate hearing from his friends while he's 
recovering in the Queen of the Angels Hospital.

That's all until the Tiger passes in Review 
again .....

We are all sorry to hear that Manny Marquez 
received notice from the Air Force to report to 
Hamilton Field April 5, 1951 for processing and 
then to New Jersey for Transportation Overseas 
to the European Theater as an Auditor for the 
Air Force.

Sometimes it's not so important that we have 
our shoulders to the wheel; but that we push 
in the right direction.

John Feeney and John Mendes are leaving this 
weekend for field service duty on the Millville 
(New Jersey) San Juan Run..

Sadie Elliot has been learning a few tricks in 
the grooming, feeding, and riding of horses, 
from Betty Avery's Husband Emile...and I hear 
she is doing very well.....

it «

e it

it it

if if

it it

if it

« it

it it

it if

if it

it «

We have ono of the few Native Californians, 
Thelma Williams, working for Mrs. Fletcher in 
the Credit Department. Thelma had previously 
worked for Bendix Aviation over on Sherman Way. 
...Glad to have you with us Thelma.

It's more fun than a barrel of monkeys to 
watch Al (Goldy) Goldberg pulling in all the 
loose ends on a Monday morning after a two-day 
week end away from the Field. How the man 
does mobile around here, but to tell you the 
truth, folks, we love it! Doubt if there is 
a happier family in the Tigers than the 
Maintenance Department. Just stop any member 
of same on the floor and they'11.tell you!

Did anyone get a chance to see the beautiful 
paint jobs turned out on the Resort Airline's 
ships? Both aircraft and'flight crews looked 
very snazzy when they departed from Home Base.

(Cont'd on Page ,5)

If you are wondering why all the KEW FACES, 
once again, we've undergone a SHIFT CHANGE. 
This time it included the boys on Graveyard, 
which makes it the first time we've had a 
complete rotation since operating three shifts.

« -:t « it

On March 3, 1951 at 4=30 P. M. at the Cedars 
of Lebannon Hospital Mr. and Mrs. Wally Parker 
became the proud parents of a 7 lb 13 oz. baby 
girl, Helen Lou Parker. Since then Wally has 
learned how to snap a mean safety pin
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- - Give Now - -
All I’m asking you to give is blood, Buddy,

Blood is one thing they need plenty of, Buddy,

Stop a while — with a smile, at your blood bank;

Be a giant—give a pint, and you'll find you're

in the top rank;

Then you'll come out feeling pretty swell, Buddy,

Not with money, jewels or things that sell,Buddy,

But you'll nake

All I'm asking you to give is blood

By Earl Maestro (F.T.L ’ maintenance Dept.)
is

«• »
SALES REPORTS

i!

 THOUGHT FOR THE WEAK--

SC LONG - AND HAPPY SHIPPING.

is if
Conf d.

Before we end this column for this issue, here 
are a few well-chosen words from a new member 
of the Maintenance Department, Marcia Samelson.

So lets all sign up on the bulletin board this 
week for sure.

In view of the Korean situation, and the 
unpresidented demand for blood plasma by the 
wounded service men, it would also be wise 
from a patriotic stand-point to give this 
cause our 100 per cent backing.

TTP. EROT3M
Cont'd

And so six weeks and C later, when nature 
has fought off all the Vitamines and Serums 
you sadly reflect that you originally had a COLD 
and maybe a good old-fashioned dose of sulphur i 
and molasses would have been less of an ordeal 
and much - much - cheaper.

Our family is growing by leaps and bounds and 
as our number increases, so does our loyalty 
and confidence grow in the future of our company

HELPING OTHERS YOU HELP YOURSELF.

Establishing an account with this fine organ
ization, will assure us of a ready supply of 
blood for transfusions in the event of any 
emergency to us or members of our families, 
at an absolute minimum of cost.

You have, no doubt, heard that the Red Cross 
is conducting a drive for Blood Donors. So 
that we may establish our own Flying Tiger 
Blood Bank account with the Red Cross for 
employees and their families, we are attempt
ing to establish concrete evidence of our desire 
to become associated with this worthy cause.

But not the 1951 Edition - nowadays the "cold" 
has taken on the dignity of an algebraic problem 
...it comes in X Y or Z varieties and is known 
as a VIRUS. It requires the rest of the 
alphabet in Vitamines and Serums to help you 
feel, if anything, considerably worse.

a dying soldier well, Buddy,

In order to partake of the facilities offered 
by the Mobile Unit, we must have at least 
150 volunteer donors signed up. So that the 
Red Cross will visit us here in the hangar.

’..'e hope all you good people are back on the 
shipping lanes again after that bout with the 
VIRUS. We were about to say COLD but nowadays 
a COLD is unheard of. Back in grandma's day ' 
when you had a cold you stuck your feet in a 
mustard bath and your neck in an onion poultice ' 
and in a few days you were as good as new.....

The Global Map has shrunk considerably for me 
since I've been with the Flying Tigers .... 
with pilots and mechs dropping in from Japan, 
Guam, Europe — as casually as though they'd 
just left Glendale. And my viewpoint has under
gone some other changes. As a rank newcomer to 
the industry, I wasn't long in finding out it is 
well not to take all you hear too literally. 
"There I was at thirty thousand feet and the 
wings fell off," doesn't necessarily mean the 
pilot is winging in Saint Peter's flock. It 
more likely indicates he's had a spat with his 
best girl — or the boss. And "pancake" heard 
in a hangar has no more reference to food than 
"Snowed" has to that good, cold, old-fashioned 
white stuff. Far more base inspections are 
pulled on good looking girls than on airplanes, 
and "cage your eyeballs" is a frequent caution
ing against eyestrain.
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RUMMAGIN AROUND

THE. READY ROOM

'Tis Spring in EUR and summer in San Antonio

THANKS
-X- x-

Can't possibly get in all the changes listed EYE NOW

Ey Janet Olson
I T

Photo by Katherine Smith 
Rounded up from the READY ROOM just before 
take-off with RESORT AIRLINES lease.
L-R Co-pilots Fred Hall, Edmund Schley;
Captain John Ewald; 1st Officer Andy Chambers 
Hostesses Fern Hughes and Sandy Daine.

K- if it » if
Seems like American Airlines doesn't take the 
best of pains with the luggage of some of their

Herb Wall, Assistant Chief Pilot at EUR will 
soon have the READY ROOM so clean that I 
won't be able to do any rummagin' - at least 

. I am not getting any help on the rummagin' 
i for news -

it it it it if if
Much hustle' and bustle again readying for the 
new El>IR to SAN JUAN operation. Tim Huntley 
and Doug Robins took off for EWR to set up 
the operation which is scheduled to start 
April 1st. Tim was really loaded with sup
plies .

but here are some of our department transfers: 
Capt Dick Stuelke and family from DSN to EUR; 
Radio Operator Clough and family EWR to BUR;

i Co-pilots Roy Olson and Eob Long BUR to EWR:
I Pilots Richard,Dijeau, Bowles,McDaris and R. 
Murray to San Antonio with Resort lease.

it if it if it if it
Uncle Sam has started to take his toll from Flight 
Department. Capt Kortensen will report for duty, 
to the AAF and Co-pilot Morris to the Navy Air
force. Or is it all Airforce now? Good luck boys 
and we will be glad to have you back when Uncle 
decides he can get along without your services.

» it it- «•

if it it if it it
Have you been down our end of the hangar late
ly? Don't feel too badly when you see my new 
office - it's rite cozy - with a window so 
I can see the blue sky and spring coming onJ 
OH OH I hope the Boss doesn't decide to put 
me back in the dungeon againJ

Speaking of Fyote, we only have two more bat
tered and bruised C-46's to ferry to home base. 
I hear they should be ready soon.
(Pyote is the spot in Texas where we pick up the 
C-46's that are being put into our Domestic 
runs.)

if »

if it if if if if if
Capts Korty and Armstrong, Co-pilots Knitter 
and Kerrick worked their way from EWR by stages 

! on a charter and finally made it back to home 
base. They were all glad to see what is going 
on out here and get some good old California 
Sunshine.

« if

J passengers - or could it be just FTL passengers?
Capt Wall had a bag ruined on the first trip to

■ Fyote and on the last trip Capt. Brandenburg and 
'! Co-pilot Boswell lost their luggage. However, on 

xxx «,xu xxx ^eux xxxxuoxxxu, arrival back at El Paso with Number 15 from
reports from my crews on RESORT AIRLINES lease ^r°^e had the lost baggage standing by. 
say summer clothes are a MUST - #985 came in 
for engine changes on the 17th March with 
Captain Glen Myer, 1st Officer Chambers, Co
pilot Hall, Hostesses Neatherly and Harrison 
aboard. Again on the 26th #985 stopped in 
EUR for MX with Captain Otey, Co-pilot Rich1- 
ards and Hostess Daine aboard. All report 
its a good operation but they are glad to get 
back to home base once in awhile.

if it- if it if if if
If you have any late magazines that you have 
finished reading how about tieing them up 
in a bundle and bringing them into flight 
operc.tions to be delivered to the boys in 
Korea. We don't want you to clean out the 
garage - just bring the up-to-date reading 
in, in small bundles.

i:- it
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Looks as
planes.

How MANY of you

How do you LIKE that?
Our CONGRATULATIONS to

BW' -WT
Photo by Katherine Smith

DOUG ROBINS, administrative Liaison Officer, 
has gone to the EAST Coast on company 
business.

She belongs to

HEARD AND SEEN 
tyShelley Green

ED TAESCH should be returning 
from PYOTE before too long, 
all but two of our C-46s.

so E. L.

I HEAR that CLIFF LOCKERBY, Inspection De
partment, spent 10 days at Fairfield and 
had a "working” good time!

I SEE that LLOYD SHERMAN, Safety Engineer, has 
returned from a short vacation, 
though he had a GOOD rest.

ANN CUTTING, Secretary to ART MEYER, Per
sonnel Director, has resigned to accept 
a Civil Service appointment on OKINAWA, 
Good LUCK to you, Ann - and don't get 
homesick!

I SEE that the following people have been 
with FTL for 5 years this Aprils

L, F, JOHNSTON; J. L, THOMAS;
E, N. NICHOLSROY.

ED HEMBREE and AL GOLDBERG have been with us 
over 5 years, too, 
you ALL!

I HEAR that GENE HEAD, Maintenance Depart
ment, has THREE chocolate LABRADOR Retreiv- 
er puppies. They’re a rare breed, and he's 
very excited about them.

to HOME BASE
We have received

I SEE that EDNA WETTENGEL is at the switch
board once again after a prolonged SIEGE 
of illness, WELCOME back, EDNA,

I HEAR that the RADIO Shop has 8 new employees: 
D, L, THOMPSON, P. A, LIVESEY, J, E, CIESLAK, 
F, E, COLEMAN, R. HOLBROOK, G, L, KASSING and 
REX EDWARDS, Welcome to the AIRWAYS, fellows.

Meet 
ROSALIE 
MILIUS, a 
member of 
the PAINT, 
DOPE & 
FABRIC 
SHOP, She 
operates a 
sewing 
machine and 
MAKES drap
eries & 
upholstery 
for our 
PLUSH 

And, if you’ve ever wondered where 
the BLIND flying curtains for our Instrument 
Ships come from, ROSALIE makes 'em. She 
also made the COVERS for the first garment 
racks FTL ever had, and keeps them in repair 
now. ROSALIE hails from Minneapolis - is 
MARRIED and has a son in the NAVY. She has 
been here 2 years and JOE BAKER, Shops Fore
man and RAY PECK, her immediate supervisor, 
know how capable she is, HOPE you’ll be 
with us for a long time, ROSALIE!

It seems that the ASHTRAYS were full in his car, 
ARROWSMITH, Radio Shop, bought a 

new 1951 MERCURY.
R. M. BENNETT, Radio Department, just returned 

from 2 weeks at NEWARK, and J. L. HIRSCH, who 
is there now, will be coming back the FIRST 
of the month.

I HEAR that SUE WARNER, Purchasing Department 
is really a BIG-TIME bowler.
the 250 and 225 CLUBS, for which she bowled 
a series of 542 and 597 
FELLOWS can top that?

I SEE two new faces in the PURCHASING Depart
ment. DONNA BRUNTON and GERTA MeCORMICK are 
hereby welcomed ALOFT!

The PERSONNEL Department has re-arranged its 
office, giving it a little more SPACE. Which 
REMINDS ME. On an amble around the hangar 
recently, each department seemed so crowded 
I didn't see how one more body could be 
shoved in ANYWHERE. Oh well - the same 
condition existed in 1947. We survived it 
then. I imagine we will now!

I HEAR that J. C, WHITELAW, a new employee at 
our NEWARK base, is spending a few days in 
Burbank learning the FTL radio set-up. He 
has fallen in LOVE with California, and BOB 
BENNETT is pleading with everyone not to 
"talk up" the local climate because he NEEDS 
Whitelaw in NEWARK!

I HEAR that DOROTHY ELDER, secretary to PAUL 
GRACE, is leaving the Tigers after 2 years 
of service. She will be missed, and we all 
sincerely hope she ENJOYS a well-deserved 
REST. Come back and SEE us sometime, Dorothy.
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TALE SPINS 
by. E. Kennison

Make

In

POI’E

I

He’s

I

From Tigers by day to horses by "Sundown" — 
such is the happy situation of Margaret Pocze, 
new addition at OLE. Her prize quadruped (name 
of "Sundown") not only gives her pleasure in rid
ing, but lopes off with honors at the Western 
Horse shows as well (four of 'em). In other 
words, when she reins, he scores.

Wonder if they know wot a drugged rabbit is? 
An ether bunny, that is.
Herewith is Bob Percy's contrib to the Poets' 
Corn-er:

We're glad to hear that Mr. Montgomery is back 
home again, and may be up and atom soon, 
been in the hospital for almost a week.

"Th, Rubber Station", Canton/Akron, is right on 
the ball - bounced into their new office 3/15. 
Curtis Siutuck recently joined Operations gang 
at OAK — welcome in, Curt.

Mrs,, Mulvaney came down to the field to meet 
spouse, Hal, who didn't arrive 'til later. The 
crew member there at the time was Mr. Lowe - and 
we can understand his surprise when young Timmy 
Mulvaney called him "Daddy"'. (He sez it was his 
first trip to Detroit.)

freight, the help, and the rabbits! Dick Horne 
is 10® increase in the Station Personnel.

We think that we shall never see
The thing which we had hoped would be 

A regular daily scheduled flite
Come direct to OAK day or nite

Should the Tigers this service provide
Our biz would mount as incoming tide

The customers would think that it's just swell
And shower down freight on F. T. L.

This dream’s cut short - it's just my luck
Here comes the daily non-scheduled truck!

RML also made a contribution when the military 
hat was passed: Pfc. Russell Park left on 3/16 
for Luke Field, Phoenix, Arizona.

Enuff o' this - keep your props washed

From OAK, we have received a "Multiplication 
Table" — everything is on the increase: the

CLE announces the marriage of Dispatcher 
Terry Richardson to I<i ss Nancy Kragey, on March 
tenth. We hope Ter? ;. !s induction notice had 
the goodness to get lost for a while - who ever 
heard of taking your Uncle Sam on a honeymoon?

Our Station Manager at RML, Rusty Replogle, is 
expected in BUR today. Bet he'll mourn the ice, 
etc. The Kennisons' house guest, Margaret 
Hendrick of the Muskegon, Mich. WX Bureau, was 
not a wee bit sorry to trade the frosty atmos
phere for "the land of eternal sunshine" - she 
said people in Michigan hadn't seen the sun for 
so long that when it did come out they thought 
it was a flying saucer.

Shakespeare had a play within a play - but in 
Bob Moran's case, it was an operation within 
Operations: an emergency appendectomy for 
Bit's daughter. The young lady is doing just 
fine now - good news any way you look at it.

Now that Spring has sprung, the rabbit popu
lation of the runway area is growing by leaps 
and bounds. Conservative estimate of our 
furry friends ranges well up in thousands (1). 
OAK extends an invite to come join the hunt - 
if you don't have a gun, make a noise like a 
bunny and they will leap into your lap.
a noise like a potential shipper, and Van Hurd 
and Bob Percy will leap into your lap! (That's 
what th' man said ..„)

Wonder if this is an illustration of that ol' 
saw that "It all depends upon your viewpoint"? 
The other day, while watching a Flying Tiger 
(loaded, of course) take off, a four-year-old 
turned excitedly to his father and said, "Oh, 
look, Daddy, he's landing up" !

No doubt many of you have heard this one, but 
my optimism prods me into offering it anyway 
to the possibly uninitiated: Do you know 
what the do-nut said to the big, beautiful 
cake? (Did someone say, "no, whatdidthedonut 
say"?) "If I had your dough, I wouldn't be 
hanging around this hole! "
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Mr

a series honoring Dr
The speech was entitled "STANZA EIGHT" (from Robert Burns'

famous ode
it wad frae monie a blunder free us
summary of the reactions of various people throughout the world

He made us look at ourselves through the global mirror,
stating that we are barely tolerated in some countries and mis1

mostly due to complete lack of proper infor-
We must make a strenuous effort to educate the world to

the effort the American people themselves are making to keep the

In particular, he strongly urged greater cooperation with
the support of the free peoples of the Far East, saying it is
his belief that the reason Americans and Chinese today are killing
each other in Korea is because the Chinese people feel we have
let them down and turned our backs on them by withdrawing all
support from their fight against the Communists.

^7

Prescott was invited to address the Alpha Mu Gamma.
Foreign Language Society at Valley College in Van Nuys on Thurs
day, April 26, 1951 on the occasion of the first annual lecture of

A
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Lockheed Air Terminal

mation.

and was a most timely

Kersey, the College's first Director.

peace and offset Communist activities.

understood in others,
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to Americans and the United States.

"To a Louse" .. "To see oursels as others see us ..
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ACCOUNTING for Accounting

By Alba I-Iungo

THE GRASS

Another Bachelor* s Spoken for:

”Anyone want to buy a Hudson Cheap?”

% %a $

a r< %%

-JOIN NOWTHE DOOR IS OPEN

* a a*
Have you heard the one about—

Photo by K. Smith

Ara you one of those people who just can’t 
seem to save money? Always wish you could 
set aside a little cash for a rainy day, 
but never quite get around to it?

The moron who saluted the refrigerator 
because he heard it was General Electric
That's all until the Tiger passes in Review 

again.....

"SPRING HAS SPRUNG: 
HAS RISE.,....

As a member of the CREDIT UNION you will also 
find it much simpler to borrow and pay back 
those loans which are needed when those 
Rainy Days come around.

Our deepest sympathy is extended to Lillian 
Colman whose nether passed away April 16, 1951.

BE A SMART
AND THRIFTY ONE

SAVE YOUR DOUGH
IN '51!

Involved in this intricate maneuver as 
pictured below: Dorothy & "Dulce", Alba Mungo, 
Frances Fletcher, Bernice Sheldon, Dorothy 
Phillips, Lola Robinson, Shelly Green, 
Charlotte Waltz, Suo Warner, Katherine Smith, 
LaVonne Herold, Thelma Goodman, Esther Coy, 
and Viva Temple,

Dorothy Elder, who has just terminated two 
years service with the Company, in the 
Inspection office, hostessed a group of BUR 
General Office girls at a buffet supper on 
April 6th. Co-hostess at the Turkey Feed 
was Nurse Duke, at whose home in North 
Hollywood, the party was given, Duke's 
apartment was stuffed as full as the turkey 
but all 15 girls — yes 15 —• managed to 
navigate the traffic pattorn between kitchen 
and living room without any serious mid-air 
or ground collisions.

Dorothy Elder's Tin-key Dinner at Nurse Duke's 
home, N.Hollywood.(L~R 12 Hungry Tigerettes)

Do you own an OFF BRAND CAR?
Are you planning a trip9 Well, before you 
start, take a word of advise from John Moynihan 
and make sure that all parts are in working 
order before you venture to far from home..,, 
John and sone friends went up to Mt, Mamouth 
a few week ends ago for some skiing.,.Thanks 
to a voltage regulator that decided not to work, 
there wasn't much skiing done...John will admit 
the country side around there is very lovely, 
and he should know...They spent all day Sunday 
looking for a garage with Hudson parts.„.They 
did manage to get the car fixed and get home 
late Sunday night...

I've been told that Lyle Frevert had announ
ced his engagement to Doris Walker, April 21, 
1951. Doris works for Kaiser Steel in 
Los Angeles.,.Congratulations to the Happy 
Couple.

I WONDER WHERE THE POSIES IS...."

How about giving a little thought to your 
CREDIT UNION? A little deducted each payday 
will never be missed and you'll be surprised 
how fast it builds up.

' -'O
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Thelma

Operation Iceland.' Doc Powell,Dick Magaro, Margie Mar;grave .Dave Honaker,Jo§ Tiroanus Art Lawson.

Al Goldberg and Jim Duehren have just returned 
to Home Base from a- trip to Newark and a visit 

It's good to have them home

Oscar Vaughn has been transferred to Tokyo to 
replace "Whitey" Rollison, who is once again a. 
member of BU Maintenance. Welcome home,Whitey2

if if if

Since the last issue of Tiger-eview we have had 
several promotions in Maintenance — Jim "Red'' 
Duehren has been promoted to General Foreman 
in charge of Line Maintenance, and Joe Cuppett 
has been promoted to Foreman in charge of the 
day Flight Line. crew. Also, Stan Miller has 
been promoted to Foreman in charge of the Swing 
shift Modification crews. New Leadmen for the 
various crews are Kenny Gusman, Ralph Fillion 
and Phil Cirrito.

By Thelma Goodman
OPERATION- ICELAND'.

Art Lawson and crew of five left April 11th for 
the Icelandic air base at Keflavik, to make re
pairs on C-54 N68736, Ocean Air Tradeways1 ship 
that crash-landed last March. The boys are liv
ing at the hotel on the Air Base. Reykjavik,the 
capital, is but 32 miles away, so they shouldn't 
have too much difficulty finding interesting 
things to do and see — providing they can take 
the "bumps," for Iceland's roads are something 
out of Dante's Inferno. We understand Reykjavik 
contains 55.000 of the island's 135,000 inhabit
ants.
On Art's return from the initial inspection trip, 
before taking the crew over, he said the sparse 
population and the bleakness of the island have

» if if «
James Brummitt has been transferred to Chicago 
to assist in the Maintenance operation there.

We have lost Eddie Abraham to Honolulu and from 
the contents of letters received he has become 
a native already.

given rise to the Old Timers' saying "even the 
rocks talk back to you!" Contrary to popular 
belief, the temperature rarely gets below 7°F. •
and sometimes climbs as high as 45° □
The Keflavik field —• an army fueling base — is) 
kept busy on transatlantic flight service, and 
is maintained by Lockheed Overseas. It is also 
a base for air-sea. rescues, and. two B-17’s are 
kept there for that purpose.
Art says the hotel at the base is good. There 
is a movie theatre which seats 300, and bowling 
alleys, though the latter are always booked with 
tournaments. Cigarettes are 75{S a PACK — and 
American whiskey is $22 a fifth. The boys could 
take in only one carton of cigarettes and NO 
ATIISKEY, Customs frown on it. We WOULD like to 
know what the beys are saying back to the rocks!

Marcia

to all stations, 
again.

We had a member of EWR Maintenance visiting us 
for a few days this last month.
John Whitelaw, Radio.

« it
George Brashears informs us he's going overseas 
on vacation this year. CATALINA!

Our "Operation Rattlesnake" boys are beginning 
to return to Burbank from Pyote, Texas. The 
airplanes are all completed to-date and No.17 
and 18 are awaiting crews so they can be ferried 
into Burbank. Of the crew, John Davidson, Russ 
Schaffer, John Meziere and Ken Garber returned 
to us last week. Yfe expect Eddie Taesch, Art 
Koutras, "Bubba" O'Neill, Art Tapper, Ernie 
Johnson and Doc Nelson within the next week. 
A big ”ote of commendation to Eddie and these 
boys, for they have done a splendid job of 
preparing 18 airplanes for ferry flite, and 
all Tigers could judge by the ships' appearance 
when they arrived at Burbank what shape and 
condition they were in when the Pyote crew 
started "Operation Rattlesnake."

Andy Dubon, Ralph Dominguez, John Feeney and 
John Mendes have left Home Base temporarily for 
the San Juan Run.
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How

other Sunday.

Lillian.

I SEE that. ALICE GRIFFITH, Switchboard 
Operator, is on the Day Shift once again. 
WELCOi-E to the daylight hours, Alice.

HEARD AND SEEN
By

Shelley Green

I SEE that LARRY IGNASIAK, Purchasing Depart
ment, is home from his honeymoon, 
awful to have to return to work SO SOON.

and fractured her ankle.
Hope it gets well soon

DID YOU KNCW that, The Flying Tiger Line has 
a letter of commendation from the ECONOMIC 
COOPERATION ADMINISTRATION in Washington? 
Its concluding paragraph is quoted:

"I wish you would convey to the members of 
your organization the gratitude which all 
of us in EGA feel for the splendid way in 
which they cooperated to make the Technical 
Assistance Program a success, and in so 
doing helped in the united effort of the 
Western World to strengthen its defenses." 

EVERYBODY take a bow!

I HEAR that the Radio Department is in the 
process of installing a new and more

ALL of the
Three are operating

powerful public address system.
speakers are installed
at the present time, and four more will soon 
be tied into the system.

I SEE that PAUL GRACE, Chief Inspector, has 
a new secretary. BERNICE SHELDON is 
replacing Dorothy Elder, who resigned. 
WELCOME aloft, Bernice.

I HEAR that the new Administration Building 
will be constructed on Sherman Way about 
a quarter of a mile down the road from 
Gate 128. Work will begin within the 
next two weeks. A big HUZZA to Management 
is in order.’

I SAW Captain BOYD O’DONNELL on television 
the other night. He appeared on Groucho 
Marx's "You Bet Tout Life" program, and 
was subjected to some of Groucho's 
heckling.

In the office of RALPH STUMP and HOWARD 
FINNEY you will find another desk has 
been added. Miss LOUISE LUTH is at the 
desk conscientiously poring over statis
tical reports. WELCOME to FTL, Louise.

I SEE that GEORGE ENLOE is at present an 
Acting Purchasing Agent. He'll need all 
his know-how these days, with everything 
tightening up sol

I HEAR that DOUG DULY is working feverishly 
to beat competitors so that FTL will be the 
successful bidder in putting in the FIRST 
high density aircoach installation on a 
Lockheed CONSTELLATION. It seems that 
prospects for work in the maintenance of 
aircraft of this type are extremely 
ENCOURAGING. We're all rootin' for ya. 
Doug.

HERE'S a poem by "Anonymous" I thought you all 
might like to read:

"Listen my children and I shall tell
Of the harrowing saga of FTL.

It was midnight in Fifty One,
Hardly an airplane was on the run.

There was ice & fog & mechanicals galore,
And exhausted agents passed out on the floor.

Mad customers were calling at 1000 a minute.
The battle was uphill, didn't think we 

could win it.
But then like a miracle from cut of the blue
The solution was obvious to all but a few.

For troubles both transport & physical - all
We bought us a bottle of pure. . . HADACOL'" 

ENUFF SAID!

It’s SOFTBALL SEASON. All those interested 
please contact LOU MELZER, Maintenance 
Department.

I HEAR, that LILLIAN 'WENZEL, Verityper, fell 
We're all sorry,

I HEARD the baby calves that we transported 
from Long Beach on a radio program the

No kiddin' - I HEARD them'

SOMEBODY should take a picture of TONY BOGARD 
with his Mail Pouch every evening. He 
looks like a regular SANTA CLAUS. But 
you use a motorcycle, rather than reindeer, 
don't you, Tony?

I SEE that MARIE FAYE has entered the Inspection 
Department and is working with DAVE VERRILL 
in the Record Section. A big HELLO to you!

I HEAR that ART TAPPER will soon return to 
the Radio Department after a long stay 
at Pyote. Guess he liked it down there, 
as no complaints were received from him!!
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Maintenance
Department
of The
Flying
Tiger Line
Inc. She
and her

Jerry Buchanan husband

ilI

, this is I
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In 194.3 Jerry enlisted in the MAC 
and was assigned as a technical adviser to 
the Pacific Order of Battle (Air) in Wash
ington with the rating of Tech. Sergeant.

Roberta came with The Flying 
Tiger Line in December, 1950 - so she is 
a comparative newcomer to our organization. 
She holds an "A" License, which, to the 
uninitiated means that she has an Aircraft 
Repair License.

Pictured below is ROBERTA MELVIN 
who works in the Dope, Paint & Fabric Shop 
of the Maintenance Department here at Burbank 
JOE BAKER, Shops Foreman, is her Supervisor. 
She was caught in the act of masking a ship 
preparatory to a paint job.

We're happy to have you with us, 
Roberta, and hope you'll be with The Flying 
Tiger Line for a good many years to come.

[photo
Roberta Melvin

To be very formal about it, 
Mrs. GERALDINE BUCHANAN, a mechanic in the 
Spark Plug Harness Overhaul Section of the

came with us in 1946, and both of them have 
been very faithful and loyal employees.
This is a true partnership - because not 
only is her husband the boss at home - he 1s 
also her boss at work!

Everyone here at Burbank hopes you 
will be with us for a long, long time, Mrs. 
Buchanan, end that the war won't catch up 
with you in any way!

It isn't at all impossible that she 
may be recalled to active duty in the not too 
distant future. Anyone who has served with 
an Intelligence branch is subject to the 
daily "Gosh, I hope it's not in the mail 
today" blues, and Jerry is no exception.

Once, when Roberta was piloting 
a light plane back to Los Angeles, she 
diligently checked everything but the gasoline. 
As a consequence of overlooking this small 
item, she was forced to land in a tree top 
just below Mount Wilson. She couldn't climb 
out on the wings, because the plane was too 
precariously balanced. So there she was, 
out on a limb! However, rescue squads 
found her, and she was hauled down, sans 
parachute, to safe ground.

In 1948 Jerry confessed that she 
still had. to learn now to ccck. It's 1951 
now, ar.1 we're wondering if she has yet 
mastered the culinary art. Anyway, her 
husband looks well-fed!

Roberta has a private pilot's 
license, and 250 solo hours. Also, she 
belongs to the International Volunteer 
Parachute Jumpers Association. The word 
"Volunteer" is the amazing part. Roberta 
must be an adventurous spirit, for she 
made her first parachute jump over Long 
Beach Airport "just for the fun of it". 
Imagine wanting to jump from an airplane 
at ANY time!

Jerry served with the Civil Air 
Patrol during the hectic days of 1941-1943, 
in the communications section. She also flew ( 
as an observer on the Pacific Coast Patrol. 
She has piloted Cubs and Fairchills in her 
aeronautical career, and it was with the CAP 
that she received training as an engine and 
aircraft electrician.
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by JANET OLSON

INTRODUCING FTL'S OWN MOVIE STAR
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Henderson unreported.
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■ .- lit to 
H I knew?

«c •..•oleoma Pearl • riffin to f staff i.i the 
Flight Operations Office in Burbank,

Margaret, ; 
of Captain

The April Showers brought the ..elm DeKrarnei’S 
a nice uee navigator to add to the roster.

Our sympathy is extended to Radio Operator 
Jerry Kurts and wife on the loss of their 
baby „

the job, as he likes being pilot. ..ugrev. 
Bill nd drughtor Ann live in 'Toluca Lake - 
inr- is like all the other pilots's wives 
culling to find out when bo will be in and 
be-moaning the fact he is gone sc long. •‘•o 
all know that Margaret is now on her way to 
an "OSCAR"...,0H your problem. - . 
know vtet "THE THING"?is ...1 u

Tc^-'zt-A-A- z.-'X-hHcx -a >;-a

APRIL FOOL’S JOKE BACKFIRES - Hilda C. Gene 
Huzinich decided to have a :'.':.iu:-dr over 
on Sunday, April 1st. for some delicious 
barbo-cue chicken and to introduce the ne;: 
daughter "Candy". Gene called Tony l-.ci--~.hon 
Saturday afternoon to invite tic i-.cl : l:o:i,~ 

sene how or other they cooked. up the deal 
th it Tony was to tell Stu to ui-er his Tux- 
oo;i:e Sunday everyone in the patio dressed 
in Lil JEAK3 waited for Stu to appeal- in 
his Tux - wish I had a picture to show as 
he vias something to see- Tux, white collar
black bow tie - red checked shirt - corsage 
of violets - white tennis shoes -- he re
ceived a big hand from all present.

-a•?.•■>. -aA.

All is well on the San Juan operation and 
Resort Lease, but Captain Ray Carleton 
1-oportod this Ai-1 that he was down in Elko 
Nevada with MX trouble, so the passengers 
in Nogales, Hew Mexico ( our newest opera
tion) will have a short wait. 
Bye now ...

R U M 1 A G I N A R 0 U D 
THE 1- A D Y-R ? 0 i.

e. former FTL stewardess and wife 
i : ?.l Pattison has her first star

ing roll . in the current fil . "THE THING"? - 
produced by .if and now showing at the local 
theatres. J ---;-g wos jusc as excited about be
ing a _ !;:;:■ on the ROUND-THE-WORLD flite 
as she is about her break in pictures - she 
is just naturally enthusiastic and sparkling 
clout all things that she does. Producer 
IJowrd Hauks discovered 1-lcrg, when he saw a 
picture in Vogue Magazine - at that time she 
was one of the country's top fashion models. 
With all the glamor comes some very hard fork 
reporting for work at 6 Al . (which is tuff for 
Marg, as she likes to sleep late) then 2 hrs. 
of make-up ■ costume fitting - 8 hrs. of 
work in sub-zero temperature to get the effe
ct of the worth Pole isn't fur. - but, she en
joys every minute and keeps all the people on 
the set in stitchs with her keen Irish wit. 
he nicest tiling about the Pattisons is their 
interest in each, others work - Till is really 
petting to bs ruite an actor himself, as he 
has s ent his off time getting in on the 
publicity shots 2: FTL has certainly gotten 
it’s share of publicity - in fact Marg has 
considered sending Mr, RAP e. bill - on the 
other hand she is keeping her tongue in her 
cheek hoping he wont read where Bill is an 
EXECUTIVE of FTL - he really wouldn't have

VACATIONS- Spring is in the c.ir . v-:c..tion 
time has started for some of our fly boys- 
hay Fuchs to RML to drive a nor c;.r home- 
iJ.cn Iyar to Cupertino to visit bin r.other- 
"Woody Woodward" to parts unJ-nown - Ken

. report next issue-
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SALES REPORTS

By Katherine Smith

..e
DEN

ft

radio

We have news for Mr Heintz - there's a new 
variety. According to BARBARA ANN, of the 
PHIL DAVIES (Int'l. Operations) household, 
Gold Soup is now the favorite of the younger 
generation. 18 carrots that is J 

ft ft
WASHINGTON has a. new rumour - roomer we mean. 
It can be HEARD at the DOLAN JERRY residence. 
Congratulations to FATHER PERRY. (He or She 
Dolan?)

time job of home- 
keeping we have a 
new Secretary in 
Public Relations, 
1-TLDRED EUCKIEY, who 
claims she was "fin
ished" when she grad
uated from the made
moiselle School in 
Boston. We disagreed 
She has modelled in 

[ the East;written 
i verse for leading

ft ft ft
AKRON had its FIRST (non-charter)FLIGHT and is 
also celebratin'-; its FIRST Over-The-Goal month. 
Congratulations Bill and Bill;
The jingle jangle of spurs down the halls of 
35 E Wacker, OKI, means that FRANK C LAIN has re-j
turned iron 10 days with the Western Round-up 
boys at LAX t SFO, Frank has been named Co- 
Chairman of the Aviation Committee of the 
CHI Transportation Club.

x x w x x

Speaking of heads - our new boy in Phi, VERN 
GRAY, has a unique'angle on business contacts. 
He joined the Local Volunteer Fire Dept. So 
what happens? He helps put out a blaze at a 
chemical plant at 4 a.m. then sits on the TM's 
door step the next morning for some freight 
talk! It may be the hard way but let's not dis
courage him.

ft ft -ft ft
Must be something more than Oil in IRAN. . 
just shipped out 28,500 lbs of INSECTICIDE from 
a local firm, via Charter. It arrived in Iran 
72 hours later. A quick "flit" as it were.
The Hammer & Saw Brigade is busy at the new 
ZETTIER home. With concrete already drying for 
the foundation and basement George's handy 
helpers DICK SHAKLEE and JC’l'LY MCBRIDE are 
pushing completion for an early housewarming.

ft ft ft
Our TOL Cub Reporter, RUTH GAYER, says she is 
looking for a "health resort", defined by Web
ster a: a "Sanitarium", for a 2-week vacation.

S 7 I E '■!-AGE 7
Report from #PILGRIM FATHER AL FARR,Bos, says: 
"Our local trucker DAVE'S KOTOR TRAiiS.CO. now 
operates a daily round trip between BCS and PRO
VIDENCE, leaving EOS as soon after plane arrival 
as possible and returning in time for our even
ing departure". This is a vast improvement over 
our previous "overnight service". Since no all
cargo service is operated out of BCS by the pass
enger lines it is hoped that some nice revenue 
will develop from now on. SO HOP ON THE BOSTON
PROVIDENCE FREIGHT WAGON BOYS - and give a handJ 
*A1 is now living in Pilgrim Style(plus modern 
plumbing) in one of those 1670 Period Homes, with 
hand-hewn timber and lots of "atmosphere". 
hope at the 1670 era rent price too and no ter
mites Al J

Mildred Buckley 
greeting card companies,written and "done" 
shows in Cleveland; is a free-lance writer and 
was a member of C.A.P. With 3 hours solo time 
she volunteers for the Tokyo run any time they 
install a railroad track she can follow!
Another new member of the P.R.Dept. is FAT 
BARRETT, who replaced ED EWART, now of the U.S. 
"Walking Army"...Pat graduated from High School 
in EUR just last year so her background is all 
ahead of her. Hope it won’t be too rugged Pat.

ft if if ft ft
Sorry Fellas we just can't keep up with you.' 
BOE MCGEE is now out of the Navy and back in 
CHI Sales ... HAL EAUER is no longer at Hono
lulu but is again at Travis Field(Ex-Fairfield 
Suisum. Pronounced,we understand,like Too Soon, 
Which is what we don't seem to be with our 
news.) Hasta Luego . . . and HAPPY SHIPPING .

a x a a a

I have just been told that "To Get Ahead you 
have to Have One"... NOW they tell me!

ft ft * » ft
ART "GABLE" EREYFOGIE(a new camouflage MOO-Stach 
has been added) has been "checking out" some of 
the station boys on his sales rounds. Notably 
HERE NIEMAN in Lansing and RUSTY REPIOGLE around 
Detroit. When the station boys give up a day-off 
to do that it calls for Commendation. From all 
reports the experiment is paying off.

« k ” “

Row that TANIA LYNN 
' has taken on a full l 

Apart from ’flu, measles and chickenpox the ; 
Mayer household is "ouiet as usual". A crop • 
of callouses and blisters have grown (if nothing' 
else) from the dehibernation of the hoe, rake , 
and lawnmower from their winter quarters. Tree 
trimming, says JIM, can be a tricky task and 
is apt to leave you out on the limb. Pass 
the cold beer and sandwiches, wo are all in
vited to a garden and groan party!

-x st «• ft

i'H&i
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Going to have a hangar-warning, gang?
by

I

J

Travel Agent - Dick

To

of a

I

Over and out ...

here's new daffynition 
A bury patch.

into 
last.

Rcninds .me, 
cemetc ry:

PAGE P. ___
TALE SPINS

comes Joke: 
so what's 

the pilots' ■
From BUF's correspondent, Brv 3., 
"DON'T CRATE, SEIF AIR FREIGHT" — 
with human remains? Put them in 
compartment and call 'em deadheads, I guess. 
End joke. Nothing." End quote!

The tower gang all helped a lot
They cleared the field (ho ho}

Twin Beeches, Connies - they'd not forgot
Their daze of solo schnoes .....

RML really broke thru with news this tire - 
the boys in operations have a new tape on 
their TWX box - Bob Koran and Ed Trott have 
new cars (Plymouths in lieu of a Dodge and a 
Ford) - Joe Lauwers is blissfully planning on 
moving into his new hone in the very near future - 
Liz Schroeder has a new typewriter — and 
Elaine Jushkewich celebrated a birthday as of 
April 23rd .... (well, isn't it news when a 
lady actually celebrates a birthday???)

at CAK - the Jung Eeircraft, Infancy Division, 
announce their 1951 Model; Cereal number, one 
"Becky Lee"; Dry Weight, 7 lbs., 7 oz; heirport! 
not listed; Designer, Frank Jung - Production i 
Mgr., Bonnie Jung; Stork flits date, April 17,1 
1951. Mother and Baby crew-sing fine.

Down on the ground the runway leered
It dared us to come closer

Carb heat, throttle back, "Be not afeered" 
Afraid? Who, me? Chh, no, sir - '.

Cue day, sez I, I'll learn to fly
I'll show 'em I can do it 

Ercoupe and I both went up high
We banked, I shrank - but flew it!

DEN must have been hit by a
Shaklee helped his brother, Ken, former FTL- 
raan-gone-Karincs, drive to the best Coast - on 
return junket he stopped in main office for 
two days. Don't know whether it was the sun
shine and balmy breezes, or Sue Junior in the 
Purchasing Department, but we understand that 
Dick is completely sold on California. '.-.Tien 
a man starts thinking of starting his own air
line just so he can move to California - well, 
we didn't know sunshine was THAT potent.

Buffalo's begun a bowling binge beering (I mean 
bearing) the Tiger name and emblem - members 
of this proud group are: Ray Healy, Dill Cox, 
Dave Cruickshank, Erv Bielanski, Elmer Frank, 
and Lorry Hull. There's one union where a 
strike is always welcome.

By the way, Newark Tigers have moved 
HANGAR 6 at Newark Airport, at long

DEN Station Manager, Dob Fraser, took a well- 
yearned day of rest - tripped to his heme town 
in Wyoming. Understand the sheep made him home 
sick!

First things first - JULY FIRST, that is - a 
party, and we're told "It'll be a picnic" for 
the lucky Tigers at home base in bee-yoo-ti- 
ful, Sunny Cal. Flace: VALLEY COUliTRY CLUB. 
Time: A wHCFFIli' GOOD CHE. Date? OF COURSE. 
A smooth swimming pool; wading pool for the 
Small Fry. Tennis and dancing and plenty of 
good food - sounds like this year's outing 
should leave no room for pouting. JULY FIRST!

Personnel-ities: Wilson J. Kupfer, from SFO
to OAK to take over as Station Agent replacing 
Dob Percy, who transferred to International .. 
Ray McGinnis is Acting Station Manager at MKE 
now, since Jim Giffin's pacing the Halls of 
Montezuma as a brand new Karine him...  Bob
Moran, Acting Station Manager at RML, whilst 
Rusty Replogle is cruising as Assistant to the 
Superintendent of Stations, Ed Hembree, 
one and all, CONGRATULATIONS .....
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OPERATION LONG BEACH

— (Our First Headquarters)—-

From Inside the Office

They'll

Charlotte Waltz

The inevitable day came when a small hangar became available at the Los Angeles Airport 
Although we were exceedingly happy to have

Former AVG Pilots Prescott & Bartling 
Examining F.T.L.'s Corporate Records

On my first day at the office, Bob 
Prescott suddenly cut short his dictation 
and rushed out to test-run one of the BUDDS. 
The President was the only pilot available 
that afternoon! And so it went on, day 
after day—each person doing two or three 
jobs, sometimes simultaneously.

We all remember the incessant ringing of the busy telephones ... the red-letter day 
when the first teletype machine was installed and Helen Ruth Prescott and I had to find 
room for it and time to operate it ... the myriads of letters arriving in the mail each 
day which we hardly had time to open, let alone read ... the long line of eager-beavers — 
pilots, mechanics and so on ---- anxious to go to work for this new all-vet company ... the
publicity we got from THIS WEEK Magazine, THE AMERICAN and LIFE which helped to establish 
our name and brought new tons of letters from everywhere...the pressure from all sides to 
take care of this, or that, or the other thing...chaos and confusion, but slowly, little 
by little, getting a definite procedure established.

The big scheduled airlines had taken some notice of the TIGERS 
and Slick, now our competitor on the transcontinental run, but had 
comfortably decided we'd soon run ourselves and the new industry 
into the ground. BUT THE TIGERS HAD OTHER IDEAS AND PLANNED TO STAY 
AROUND FOR A WHILE. TAKE IT AWAY, LOS ANGELES — Over and Out 

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT FLYING TIGER LINE

And the ships always got out. How the boys worked on the planes in the cold, rain, 
and fog, often preparing a ship for turnaround by flashlight, I'Ll never know, 
just tell you modestly, "Where there's a will, there's a way."

and we moved out---- lock, stock and barrel. i~"
access to a hangar (of sorts), every one of us knew that finis had 
been written to the first chapter in the company's history and we 
pulled away from Long Beach and our many friends down there with a 
regretful sigh.
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1945

1951

THE TIGERS GO ZITO BUSINESS 
AT LONG BEACH

All we need is the same kind of teamwork we’ve 
had in the past six years.

Another six years, and 
what will it be?

and an increasing volume 
of maintenance contracts 
to keep our big mechani
cal force busy.

Today we have 35 airplanes, some 1400 employees, 
a transcontinental airfreight route to 43 cities; 
charters to any part of the world and from no 
hangars, we've grown into not one, not tiro, but 
three hangars - two at BURBANK and one at NEWARK,

The Port of New York Authority predicts an air
freight volume nine times that of the 1950 
traffic within the next 30 years.

BURBANK HEADQUARTERS-- Domestic aircraft 
and new truck fleet for speedier pick up 
and delivery.

We're like any other bus
iness we can't stand still. 
So our problems become more 
and greater, and likewise 
so do our opportunities.

We think it can be done in much less time than 
that.

THE BIG DAI--- THE TIGERS ARE
AWARDED THEIR CERTIFICATION

THE FLYING TIGER LINE has 
grown like topsy since it 
first started at LONG BEACH 
in 1945. Then we had only 
8 airplanes (six of the orig
inal 14 were quiclcly sold to 
provide necessary operating 
capital), a handful of em
ployees and no scheduled 
routes. We even borrowed 
"offices" when we had to 
interview important prospects. 
Bob Prescott's wife, Helen Ruth 
served as Secretary, Offi'ee 
Manager, Bookkeeper, Personnel 
Manager, in fact anything that 
came along.

However, we've only just 
begun to grow. Our com
petitors are growing too.

Six years, a lot of sweat and courage on the 
black days when the ink was mighty red on our 
books, and a CERTIFICATE from the C. A. B. 
have changed the scene.

1949

«*■M
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MOTES FROM PERSONNEL

Cargo handling by FTL - 1951 Style

ftw ft ft

REMEMBER- •JULY FIRST--- -YOU' LL HAVE FUN

The efficient operation pictured above can 
only really be appreciated after a study 
of the 1945 version of cargo loading as per
formed in our "good old days", pictured below. 
Ci course in those same days the customer had 
to bring out his own freight for loading and 
pick it up for delivery and handling was done 
direct from their trucks to piano.

SWIMMING - GAMES - BEER 
BARBECUE, TOO 

WE'RE PLANNING A PICNIC
YOU PLAN ON IT, TOO!

ft ft- ft
1945l Wasn't that something^

News for this column for the JULY issue can be 
sent to KATHERINE SMITH who says she will do her 
best to ruin an otherwise good column'.

Experiments are now being conducted at our Chi
cago terminal using a hydraulic lift bedded 
truck. s ,;f

Cargo "rassling"

The improved service from manpower to hydraulic 
power for air cargo loading is only one phase 
of our amazing growth. Ground service has been 
vastly improved also by the establishment of 
six 2g—ton Ford and Chevrolet trucks to perform 
our own delivery and pickup service in the Los 
Angeles area. This service by FTL is a brand 
new development in the airfreight field and it 
is hoped if the plan proves successful that it 
can be extended to other major population cen
ters on the Tigers' system. (See picture Page 2)

Several companies have extended to FTL employees 
the privilege of purchasing merchandise at dis
counts. Hartman's Appliance and Jewelry Go., 
315 West 5th Street, Los Angeles, and Music 
Capitol, 5280 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, handle 
all types of appliances, furniture and house 
needs. William Haas, Inc. are wholesalers of 
Men's clothing and sportswear. Courtesy cards 
to any of these stores which will enable FTL 
employees to purchase at a discount, may be 
obtained from PERSONNEL department.

ft » ft ft

With the vacation season rapidly approaching, 
requests are coming in to PERSONNEL for flight 
passes on Company Aircraft for vacation purposes 
As in the past, only company employees on offi
cial company business are permitted to travel on 
a C-46. All personal travel must be restricted 
to C-54's. Unfortunately all our C-54's are now 
engaged in our International flights, thus the 
only flights available at present for personal 
purposes are those between Burbank and Fairfield, 

ft ft ft »
The SUGGESTION COMMITTEE, consisting of AL GOLD
BERG, PAUL GRACE, DANNY FRIEDMAN and ART MEYER 
met on May 19th and considered sixteen sugges
tions. Many more are still to be considered 
and until this back log is brought up to date, 
the committee will meet every two weeks, and 
thereafter once each month. Many thanks to all 
of you who turned in suggestions. Cash awards 
will be forthcoming soon to the winners and 
letters of acknowledgement and appreciation to 
those whose suggestions cannot be used.

ft ft «- ft

We are sorry to miss the witticisms of the "TALE 
SPINS" column this month. Reporter BETTIE KEN- 
NISON is in for a "MAJOR OVERHAUL" and expects 
to be grounded for the next month. Hurry back 
and don’t fly under any bridges while under the 
ether BETTIE!

r ><!!!.a
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I SEE that DREW WEST, formerly of the Stock- 
room, is now helping TONY BCGARD in the 
mimeograph, etc.,etc.,etc., Department.

I HEAR that EVELYN FLETCHER of the Tabu
lating Department, is moving into her 
new Santa Monica home on June 1st. 
We’re HAPPY for you, Evelyn.

There are probably many of you who do not 
know that EDMOND KELLY, Director, Air 
Charter Division, has a new assistant.
MISS MEREDITH DUNLAP is her name, and hav
ing toured Europe herself, she makes a 
most capable helper.

HEARD AND SEEN 
by Shelley Green

IT’S good to see URSULA MORIARITY back at 
the Switchboard after a painful ear 
infection.

I HEAR that GENE HEAD, Plant Maintenance Dept, 
has purchased a new home up NORTHRIDGE 
way. A lot of FTL employees are buying 
in West Valley nowadays.

I SEE that PATRICIA CLARK has joined the 
staff of the Claims Department as a 
stenographer. Glad to have you with 
us, Pat.

This is the ANNIVERSARY issue of the 
TIGEREVIEW, and I, along with all the 
rest, wish to extend my congratulations 
to the Management of THE FLYING TIGER 
LINE INC. for seeing that we have a 
SIXTH anniversary to observe. Without 
the hard work, patience and faith of 
the founders and first employees, we 
wouldn’t be where we are today. My hat 
if off to ALL of you?

I HEAR that BOB LACOMBE of the Stockroom 
is moving into his new home on June 
1st. Nice feeling, isn’t it, Bob?

BY THE WAY, Patricia Clark, mentioned pre
viously, is tying the nuptial knot on 
June 9th. Our FELICITATIONS to you, Pat.

I SEE that N-63396 is in for a 9000 hour 
overhaul. This aircraft is the first 
C-54 purchased by the FLYING TIGERS, 
and had 00 time when bought in Febru
ary, 1947. It has flown a total of 
approximately 1,700,000 miles since then. 
(How’s THAT for statistics?)

I SEE that BERNICE SHELDON of the Inspec
tion Department is on her vacation. Hope 
you have a WONDERFUL time and a nice 
rest, Bernice.

TIGEREVIEW
I THOUGHT you all might be interested in 
knowing that we have a licensed real 
estate SALESWOMAN in our midst here 
at Bur-ban]:. CHARLOTTE WALTZ recently 
tool: the exams and passed with flying 
colors. May you complete many SALES 
and make lots of MONEY, is our wish for 
you, Charlotte.

And SPEAKING of Tabulating, I SEE that 
they have set up a SWING SHIFT. 
Personnel involved: JOAN JENNESS, 
MARCEIL FIELDS, and a new employee, 
DOROTHY BRADFORD.

I HEAR via the grapevine that R. M. and
R. B. were married recently. You two 
ought to know that you can't keep a SECRET 
around FTL2 Best WISHES to you from 
EVERYONE’

We have a very PROUD woman in the Payroll 
Department. VEVA TEMPLE, of Canadian 
birth, received her FINAL PAPERS recently 
and is now a full-fledged U. S. citizen. 
We’re HAPPY to welcome you to our birth
right, Veva, and realize that you probably 
will be more conscientious in voting, 
etc. than a good many Americans. We’re 
a wonderful country, but the average 
citizen (that's you and me, in case you 
didn't recognize the nomenclature) is a 
bit lax at times in performing his civic 
duty. Our SINCERE congratulations to you, 
Veva.

I HEAR that DUSTY DESTEFANO of the Inspec
tion Department is moving to the San 
Fernando Valley after five years of 
"mad traffic" driving from the other 
side of the city. Hope you LIKE it here, 
Dusty.

I HEAR that Mr. & Mrs. Al SHARPE of the 
Inspection Department had a baby BOY 
on Flay 19th. Weight: 9 lbs. Name: 
Steve. Our CONGRATULATIONS to you both.
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SALES REPORTS
Ey Katherine M Smith

Hasta Luego . .

J -

Mayo Thomas with the livestock lilt, 
ft ft ft ft ft ft

in Los Angeles that Oakland is now being used as 
a second proving ground.

% V,

J /I

Ernie Kruttschnitt in telephone contact 
ft 5; ft ft ft

FTL'S pioneer salesman MAYO THOMAS, and ERNIE 
KRUTTSCHNITT,of the EUR Customer Service, 
turned up a nice piece of business with a con
tract to ship 1,000 young Holsteins from Nor
walk, California, to Enid, Oklahoma. If you 
have never watched this loading operation your 
education has been neglected!
The first plane load left Long Beach around 
midnight with 100 tiny dairy calves, 12 of 
which were less than 24- hours old. The rest 
of the babies were less than 3 days. Cattle
man CHARLES UPFS lifted each of the 30-100 
lb bundles from the trucks to the plane and 
with wobbly legs they made their surprised 
way up the cabin into the pens where they 
huddled together in slight bewilderment.
The ship was lined with rubberized material 
and a heavy layer of straw bedding padded the 
floor. Plywood panels were locked in place 
across the interior separating the cargo into 
3 compartments - 35 calves to each compart
ment. A catwalk was installed on top of the 
partitions for use of the crew and handlers.
Captain GIL SHELTON and Co-Pilot KARL RADER 
took the bawling babies up to 13,000 feet 
where they settled down to sleep. Six hours 
later they landed at Enid to be met by an 
enthusiastic throng,including the Mayor, the 
Chamber of Cornier ce and buyer Herb Lipps.
Wily ship calves to cattle raising Oklahoma? 
Cattle Broker George Billings,of Norwalk,ex
plains "You may not know it but Los Angeles 
County raises the finest cattle either side 
of the Rockies. Each head will bring from 
$6O-$85 compared to §30 a head here." Also 
it tallies 6 hours by plane compared to 6 days 
by train or cattle truck, Feeding and

mortality on the long ground-haul are a problem. 
"The Daily Oklahoman" said of this trial flight: 
"Special equipment designed and built by The Fly
ing Tiger Line was credited with much of the suc
cess of the livestock airlift, the first of its 
kind into Oklahoma". The calves were auctioned 
off the morning they arrived and will be raised 
as dairy stock.

'V.
by K. Sliitti

ft ft ft ft ft

Well things have certainly changed since RHUEL 
TRIMBLE rode cross-cour.try bad: in ’45 with a 
load of assorted livestock which broke loose in 
the old Conestoga during a storm over Arizona. 
With considerable cunning and ingenuity he round
ed up the horses, dogs and whatnots and restored 
some sort of order out of the chaos.

ft ft ft- « «
MAYO THOMAS, who was FTL's only "official sales
man" in tLose days has come through many a storm 
and some chaos during our pioneering days. The 
company now lias 42 sales representatives and some 
thing quite new in Customer Service.
At Los Angeles the Service is turning up an amaz
ing number of new accounts and commodities» Apri 1 
showed they were nudging the 60,000 lb mark.
DON SilORTIEY and HAL HAMMOND,also on the Service, 
spend full time telephoning prospective accounts, 
answering all inquiries for rates and routings arc 
tracing shipments en-route. A trial period of 3 
months has proved this Service to be so productive

Soliloquy from BOS. Al Farr,railing his lawn: 
"Star Light, Star Bright
First Star I've seen tonight
I wish I may, I wish I might, 
Get 10,000 pounds tonight!" 

ft ft ft ft
and Happy Shipping.„
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II A II G A R FLYING
the Aviation Industry.

By Thelma Goodman
us.

Eddie Taesch and Bill Hodson have the wander- 
They arc departing this reek for

0

L01IG BEACH CREW
Reading from left to right, back row: 
Paul Grace, Joo Baker, Buck Buchanan, 
Bob Ghormley, and Colly Colquette. 
Front row: Red Dueliren, Art Lawson, 
Rhuel Trimble and Joo Cuppett.

The editors of Tigereview inform me this is 
to be an anniversary edition, so I will en
deavor to tell everyone a little bit about 
our department and the old-timers within its 
dominions,
The picture you see in this column shows a 
group of the boys who made up the I.iaintenance 
and Inspection Department at Long Beach, 
California, and of course you know how long 
ago FTL was based at Long Beach. I am very 
happy and proud to be able to say that all of 
this group are with us today, without ex
ception. As for the background, now there is 
an airplane for you — the Budd Conestoga J In our business it takes teamwork and FTL 

should well be proud of this closely knit ac
tivity within its dominion.
Al Goldberg, Rod Duehren, Dob Ghormley, Joe 
Baker, Joe Cuppett and the rest, including my
self, have seen the mechs come and go in our 
department, and what speaks better for a compa
ny than that once with the Tigers they always 
come back.
I know I am safe in saying that nowhere in the 
Flying Tiger Line ■.•.•ill you find more loyalty 
and faith, than in our department, for just as 
one of the mechanics remarked to me one day, 
"Where else could you find a finer group of

," andaviation people than in the Flying Tigers 
I’m inclined to agree with him.
May I take this opportunity on behalf of all 
members of the Maintenance Department to assure 
Management of our continued efforts to help 
make The Flying Tiger Line Inc. the most suc
cessful. and productive airline in the business.

I.iaintenance is the most unglamorous joe in 
However, we take 

solace in the fact that the rest of the indus
try couldn't get along without us. We take 
pride in knowing we have some of the best main
tenance specialists and trouble-shooters in the 
business, and well we should, for just as Bob 
Prescott, Bill Bartling, Dulce Hodman, and the 
rest of our famous Tigers pioneered our Airline, 
so do we have our pioneers in the Maintenance 
Division. These men are fine people and just 
as flight crews live and work in an orbit set 
aside from the rest of the world to a certain 
extent, so does the aircraft mechanic. What 
a feeling of pride and well-being he has when 
he sees an airplane airborne — knowing it is 
possible because of him and his fellow workers.

lust again.
overseas duty on our European operation 
Good luck, Boys2

However, for further information on this big 
white bird would suggest you contact one of 
the group shown in the picture.
Yours Truly became a 4-year employee this 
month, of which time I have spent 3-1/2 years 
in the Maintenance Department. I have watched 
end been a part of the growth of the largest 
department in FTL. This not only applies to 
Home Base at Burbank, but also to all the out
lying stations we maintain practically all 
over the entire world.
Cur boys are busy, no natter where the location, 
upholding the fine reputation of good service 
and maintenance whenever, wherever and how
ever necessary.

At approximately 0.200 Thursday morning, May 24, 
a 0-54 set down at Lockheed Air Terminal and, 
you guessed itJ 736 had completed its ferry 
trip from Iceland, where it had undergone major 
repair work. Aboard the ship was our mainte
nance crew, Art Lawson, Bill Hargrave, Doc 
Powell, Dave Honaker, J. Tiraanus, and R .Magaro. 
Welcome home, FellasI As always, another field 
service crew had accomplished a bang-up job 
ahead of the deadline date

v' ih H
y A

: :

a—sw Jfi
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by JANET OLSON
FLIGHT OPERATIONS ORIGINAL TIGERS

CAPTAIN R. P. HEDMAN CAPTAIN T. C. HAYWOOD CAPTAIN C. G. GROH

keep warm. Some of

R U M M AGIN 
THE

AROUND
READ Y-R 0 0 M

/I

■X X" % X

Tom Haywood first, joined the Tigers as Sup11„ of Engineering and being a former Tiger Pilot in 
China did some flying on the side. His first trip in the BUDD was to Washington D.C. on New 
Years with a load of Naval Cadets

His first trip in the BUDD was to Washington D.C.
They made six stops enroute and since the heaters had gone 

out the passengers spent their time at each stop buying newspapers to wrap around their legs to 
In the early days Tom commuted from SFO to Long Beach in his Culver Cadet, 

the new FTL personnel will have to be introduced to Tom for the first time, as he has spent some 
time out on lease, first as Chief Pilot with Associated Airways and then as Chief Pilot for 
A.V.A. based at Bermuda, Tom is now flying Captain on the Pacific - welcome home to the Haywood 
family. „ „ „ .. „'J W 1.- 7C W

I caught Cliff Groh for his interview just as he was ready to take off - Cliff what happened on 
your first flight with FTL? "0 - Duke and I lost an engine at Ponca City, Okla,, but put her down 
safe and sound. On the second trip we taxiied into the battery cart and ruined a prop, but on 
the third trip I was Captain and all went well," That's our Cliff and he will never change. 
Cliff spent a year flying Captain for A.V.A. and has just returned to FTL and the Pacific Run, 
His pride and joy "Son Charlie" is a miniture Cliff, so I am sure some time in the future FTL will 
have another Captain Groh with that great big smile and easy going way. --- bye now

"Duke" what was your first job with FTL? "AH - guess you would call it PLANE CLEANER, the mech
anics wouldn't let us do anything but clean parts while we waited in Augusta, Georgia for the 
first "BUDD", but when the plane was ready to fly BOB PRESCOTT took me up for a couple of turns 
around the field to check me out - then we loaded my car, mechanics and parts in the cabin and 
I took off for Philly where the planes got their final maintenance," Did you have a co-pilot? 
"No, but it was legal then for just one pilot to fly and we always had a mechanic to act as 
Flight Engineer. When the first plane came out of final MX I loaded my car aboard and headed 
for Long Beach, which was to be our home base. On August 1st we got our first pay load from 
Long Beach to the East Coast, so I took along a few new pilots to give them check rides enroute. 
We landed at Oklahoma City with MX trouble and two of our passengers disappeared and we hadn't 
collected their money. The balance of the trip was just ordinary - you know, no trouble," That 
is Duke our number one pilot, who worked his way up from plane cleaner to be R, P, Hedman, Vice- 
president of FTL and now dealing in Investment Securities, with Pacific Co. of Calif,, give him 
a call and buy FTL stock.
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ACCOUNTING For Accounting
By Alba Mungo

Winter planned vacation daze 
are not far out of reach...

Bathing suits and sun tan oil, 
week ends at the beach;

AVIS JOHNSON, who is helping RHEA LOCK
ARD typing and mailing checks and various 
other general duties, was previously an 
Assistant Advertising Manager for A Model 
Airplane Magazine in New York.....

Here they are... Esther and 
Nanny...Hard at work

If we would extend to others the 
courtesy we expect for ourselves.... 
WHAT A DIFFERENT WORLD THIS WOULD BE.

•• •< .

That's all until the Tiger passes in Review again...

Once more desks have been moved and 
the office rearranged. However I will be 
the first one to admit each time we have 
moved...it has been for the better...So 
if you enter the door of our office and 
can’t seem to find people you want to see, 
or information you need...Don’t feel too 
badly...You Haven’t a thing on us and WE 
WORK HERE.

Keeping up with the changes 
being made in Accounting is quite 
some job. Mr. R. C. Sims, Controller, 
has resigned in order to accept a 
similar position with another company. 
The position of Controller is being 
discontinued, and Accounting is now 
divided into two sections, General 
Accounting and General Auditing.

Accounting has two more new additions 
to the Department. EI-2ET BURKE, a former 

. Weatherman in the Air Force, is now rating 
airbills along with FRANK SMITH and the 
gang Emmet at one time was also a 
professional Irish Tenor He is originally 
from Montana but has been in California 
about six years.

ESTHER COY, as Chief Accountant 
is in charge of General Accounting and 
MANNY MARQUES, General Auditor, wi11 
supervise the Revenue Auditing or Airbill 
section and the Internal Auditing Section.

Just in case there is some one who 
basil't heard.....FTL Annual Picnic..... 
July First at Valley Country Club. .... 
Barbeque, swimming, music and a big tine 
are in store for everyone...Don't forget.

May we add our names to the list 
of those who wish the TIGERS congratulations 
on their SIXTH A1INTVERSAR.Y. May they have 
many more.

The new Hangar may have shut off our 
view, but we still manage to gdt some oxygen 
and a little light thru the windows ... 
As long as we can breath and see...All 
is Not Lost.

The Credit Department, including, MRS 
F. FLETCHER, THELMA WILLIAMS ARD SHIRLEE 
SCHAMP, have moved into their new office, 
(The Former Radio Room) and are very pleased 
with all the elbow room. ...They also now 
have an outside entrance to make any fast 
get a way, that may be necessary.....

At a Nuptial Service on June 24, 1951, 
in a Methodist church in Needles, Lyle 
Frevert, of Accounting, and his Fiancee 
Doris June Welker, will be married... 
May all your troubles be little ones, and 
remember they say the first hundred years 
are the hardest.......
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FLASH
TIGER PICNIC A HUGH SUCCESS

kiddieso
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If the owner will contact 
she will return it.

The Barbecue Dinner was a very tasty dish 
and there was plenty to go around too. The 
final event of the day was the dance, music 
supplied by SAM KEKO and his SEVEN SEAS BAND.

First of all lets give a big cheer of thanks 
so the PICNIC COMMITTEE, ART MEYER, ESTHER 
COY, JOHNNY GRAGO, BILL MARGRAVE, GENEVA 
SCHINDELE, MILDRED BUCKLEY, HOWARD KESSLER, 
SUE WARNER, IKE LYNN, LARRY IGNASIAK, DICK 
HOYT, and TONY BOGARD, who worked so hard to 
make the PICNIC such a big success. A very 
special thanks to JIMMIE JACKSON the very 
able Master of Ceremonies, who incidentally 
is opening Friday evening July 6th at DOC's 
on Ventura Boulevard.

Later in the afternoon there was a Talent 
Contest, with PLENTY OF TALENT, we might add. 
Judging the contest were FRED BERNINGER, BILL 
BARTLING, GEORGE CUSSEN, and MAYO THOMAS. The 
First Prize was won by FREDDIE BRIGGS of the 
Hydraulic Shop who really mde the piano do 
its stuff and accompanied the rest of the 
contestants on the show. Second Prize was 
won by TONY GELFO, the little fellow with the 
Big Baritone Voice. Third Prize went to PAT 
BURKE, a Terrific Irish Tenor. PAUL GRACE 
made beautiful music with his Trombone and 
George Harris and his family put on quite a 
show with their Hawaiian songs and gave the 
gang a real treat with their HULA dancing. 
Eunice Harrell sang St. Louis Blues.
There were prizes for just being there to 
enjoy the fun too !! Door prizes were won 
by E, W. Wine of the Instrument shop, who 
received a Radio, Krystyna Haugen of Payroll 
Department won a Camera, Bill Hutchinson of 
the Maintenance Department won a case of Beer 
and cases of 1-fotor Oil were won by Emmett 
Burke, Tony Gelfo and J. L„ Murphy.

The BIG EVENT of the day was the awarding of 
the Five Year Pins. Helen Ruth Prescott 
started off proceedings by awarding Robert 
Prescott the first Five Year Pin. Mr Pres
cott took over from there presenting the 
remainder of the pins to: TOM HAYWOOD, JOE 
BAKER, COLLY COLQUETTE, PAUL GRACE, MAYO 
THOMAS, JOE CUPPETT, CHARLOTTE WALTZ, BILL 
BARTLING, CLIFF GRCH, BOB GHORMLEY, DOUG 
ROBBINS, RHEUL TRIMBLE, ED HEMBREE, RHEA 
LOCKARD, BUCK BUCHANAN, JIM DUEHREN, ART 
LAWSON, BILL MARGRAVE, HERB WALL, JOE GWYNN, 
BOB NORTON, PAT CAMPATO, JACK STUDER, FRANK 
FERLAZZO, JOHNNIE FERLAZZO, BILL THOMPSON, 
GENE HEAD, AL GOLDBERG, BERNIE SENN, STAN 
MILLER, JCHNNIE JOHNSTON, JIM THOMAS, EARL 
NICHOLS-ROY, BILL KELLOGG, JOHN DEWEY, JACK 
DUPREE, WALT LOEFFLER, JACK RUSSELL, ROY 
BOX, GEORGE MARUYAMA, DUSTY DE STEPHANO, 0 
MEADOR, JERRY BUCHANAN.

Someone lost a man's Gold Wedding band while 
at the picnic.
THELMA GOODMAN,

We noticed as we were leaving the many sun
burned noses, happy smiles, and tired little

All of which goes to make up a 
very memorable day.

Needless to say, everyone (some 1400 people) 
had a wonderful time. We saw plenty of 
activity around the Swimming Pools, Horse 
shoe Pits, Volley Ball Games and races. The 
kids gave the TRAIN and FERRIS WHEEL a real 
working over.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT THE FLYING TIGER LINE
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& Kleiser Co to the Tiger family. Lots of happi-l neucoI,e/to Sales from local Glendale.
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On the Pacific Coast for company business - 
DAVE CRUICKST!Al!K,Buf; BOE BURKE, PUL; JCE 
GARRITY, N.Y.

55 55 K 55

SAN hosted the Western Traffic Conference. The 
3-day successful meeting was attended by GEORGE 
CUSSEN, MAYO THOMAS, BILL KENDEL and MONTY 
MONTGOMERY. Incidentally San Diego is our lat
est station to try out the Customer Service idea 
From all reports a wonderful job was done by 
BILL HEIDEL and HAROLD RAiSDEN proving what can 
be accomplished when Sales and Opera.tions pull 
together in the same direction on a single track!

5s -:s 55
WANTED: 1 pair dual lens binoculars for PHL. Bob 
Burke reports he can see only half what our com
petition is doing at his station because his 
binoculars have only 1 lens. This is most inef
ficient and donations will be welcomed He also 
reports that "Gray and Burke net Col George Dart, 
the 'Virginian1 and refugee from the VJCTU,Endi
cott, at Baltimore for a joint session". (What 
kind of Joint, Dob?). Our Quaker station was 
busy over the 1st to 4th July helping sign the 
Declaration of Independence - or was it celebrat
ing the 175th signing? Whatever it was both 
Lob and Russ Emerson were busy.

it
GEORGE DART reports on the dedication of Broom 
County Airport (NY):"0n lay 27th Captain Frank

Palms for a "Test" flight to • —'■“Chicago. 
Shippers were enthusiastic as they reported 100£ 
frost-free arrival.(The pilots 1 special gas masks 
survived the test alsoJ Those_of us in Sales G 
Traffic not so equipped recommend that "Sing" be 
assigned more and longer trips!)........

Coni’d on Page 5

from Big Names at the 14th Annual Inverness Invi
tational Golf Tournament held at Toledo in June.

% -:s 55 k
From LAX - ERNIE KRUTTSCHl!ITT,now a 3-time father.
Daughter CANDACE MARIE welcomed June 9th.
HAIIDND has swapped Customer Service for the down-

Page 2____________________________
SALES REPORTS .. . .

By Katherine M Smith
"Minds are like parachutes" says ART EREYFCGIE, 
"they only function when they are open"...
Just don't jump to conclusions.' 

55 55 55 55 S5
ART picked that one up while on vacation some
where in Alabama or Tennessee. In Detroit from 
the Pacific Coast: BOB WOOD.JORTH and JOHN ZABO- 
HON; MCNTY MONTGOMERY to pick up a new Olds 
and DOUG DULY a new Packard. Also visiting RML - 
SUSIE the sea lion from EUR via FTL,who created 
quit - ■ 'ensation by escaping from the Belle 
Isle A-... and heading for the Detroit River. Jay
flipping her way across Central Avenue a passing 
■ ioto?.’ist gave the alarm and several members of 
Detroit’s stalwart police force came on the 
double. They finally lured her under a picnic 
table in the park where her adventure ended.

55 55 55 55 55 |
Cur Junior Tigerette, NAN EOYER, of SFO celebra
ted her 18th birthday by attending the Spike 
Jones Show and'legally'buying a pack of cigar
ettes. 3 more years, Nan, and you can VOTE] 
BARRY ROGERS is lost to the single ranks. As a 
June bridegroom he added^JEGGY PALI'ER, of Foster ^‘“jm^les'oZu^ris" succeeded"^-"R.w7AL2ij7 

ness BARRY and PEGGY. | .1^ LJV J.XV1U --U a Vacation—
! ing: "Wild Bill" STALEY down in the desert at
! 29 Pains - and TED(Wilder) Holmgren up in Wash- 
j ington and Oregon. This too we must report: 
! Largest airfreight traffic ever carried out of
Los Angeles was recorded in liay by FTL when it 
loaded in excess of 530,001 

55 55 55 
TOP SECRET IS CUT _
A new type of ai 
heating has beeri

’ ’ The cue came / 
Citrus Grove/s' I 
Pots. The 
was born 
General 
The In
ion was 
SINGLETON 
GIANT 
So here I 
as he 
under a 
of

T I GE RE VI EW__________________________________ _
HAWKIiS and Co-Pilot JOHN PORCIUS did a find job 
in public contact work showing visitors through 
our C-46. A ramp was built at the pilot's hatch 

| and another at the cargo hatch so visitors (approx 
imately 16,000 in 3 days) could walk through the 
ship from cockpit to cargo door. Token shipments 
were loaded by IBM and Ai’SCO. On Tuesday 1-r.Pres
cott arrived and spoke at the Rotary Club in Bing
hamton. Tuesday night Messrs Prescott and Dart 
attended a dinner for 850 people for which Tigers 
flew in crabs, strawberries and orchids. Dedicat
ion of the airport was on Wednesday at which the 
main speaker was Vice-President Barkley.(Possibly 
we are prejudiced but we hear that our own Presi
dent, BOB PRESCOTT, took all the honors when it 
came to speech nalcing).

55 55 55 55 55
Nothing too good for Jll-i MAYER who has been talcing 
golf lessons from 16 professionals J By use of 
powerful field glasses Jim picked valuable tips
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new

I HEAR

Purchasing Department, 
now a Purchasing Agent, 
you, Bill.

They had a PARTY in Inspection the other day. 
'Twas PAUL GRACE’S birthday - (he didn't 
say how OLD he was) - and the office sur
prised him with coffee and CAKE!

This is to ANNOUNCE the marriage of MARY 
BAUMGARTNER, formerly of the Accounting 
Department, and BOB McNALLY of Maintenance. 
They were married "back home in INDIANA". 
All of our best wishes go to the both of 
you.I HEAR that the Radio Department has.two 

employees. We WELCOME to our midst 
AL CLARK and V. H. SYPHAX.

I SEE a new face has been added to the 
BILL VOSPER is 
Best wishes to

HEARD AND SEEN 
by

Shelley Green

It's REPORTED that WALTER LOEFFLER, Inspection 
Department, will be going to the hospital 
soon, too.

I HEAR that DOUGLAS DULY just received his 
new PACKARD - and furthermore, he is moving 
into his new HOLE in a couple of days. 
That’s really doing it up RIGHT!

I SEE that ETTA BAEDECKER is missing from 
Message Center. On vacation. Have a 
good time, Etta, and while you're at it, 
CELEBRATE your four years with FTL.

It is REPORTED that the new HANGAR at Newark 
is much better .than the old quarters - but 
it's still crowded when they get seven or 
eight planes in at one time. AND - their 
RADIO Department now boasts of TOO men.'

NURSE DUKE just returned from a well-deserved 
vacation and now has in her possession a 
new PONTIAC. How nice it must be to 
drive a NEVI car!

GUESS where J. L. HIRSCH, Radio Department, 
went on his vacation! That unmentionable 
State - the HURRICANE State - FLORIDA! 
Oh - you TRAITOR!

I SAW the diploma LLOYD SHERMAN, Safety 
Engineer, recently received from Pierce 
College here in the Valley, in Personnel 
and Management Relations. Our CONGRATU
LATIONS, Sherman. And you completed the 
course in such record time, too!

I SEE that pretty VIRGINIA BURCHAM, Purchas
ing Department, is wearing a lovely diamond 
on the third finger left hand. Our best 
wishes, Ginny. WHEN is the wedding to be?

We offer our deepest sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. 
Prescott on the death of Mr. Prescott's 
brother last week.

I HEAR that GENE HEAD'S wife is in the 
hospital. Vie all hope she'll make a 
speedy recovery, Gene.

REPORTS are drifting in that it is TOO hot 
for comfort down HOLTVILLE way. M. D. 
GOODRICH, who keeps the radios working 
there, feels that way about it, I HEAR. 
They SAY that BROWNSVILLE is also a trifle 
warm.' It's COOL here, fellas.

JOHN MOBLEY is doing a fine job on th“ 
Inspection end of our OPERATION WETBACK 
down in "’I Centro. I HEAR he'll really 
have some tales to tell when he returns.

GENEVA SCHINDELE, Personnel Dept., tells me 
that she has purchased a new home in 
North Hollywood. She'll move in in the 
near future. Has another house to sell 
first. You know how those things go!

RESORT AIRLINES had one of their DC-4's in 
for a No. 4 check the other day. 
they have two more that are due for a 
major overhaul.

If ANYONE has a free PUPPY to give away, or 
any old rabbits (preferably a doe or two), 
see DICK YUNG in Tabulating when he returns 
to work. His CHILDREN are starting a 
MENAGERIE!I SEE that DICK YUNG, Tabulating Department, 

is off on vacation. BILL CHOSE just 
returned from his. Oh, you LUCKY people.

I HEAR that RHUEL TRIMBLE, Inspection Depart
ment, is going off to the HOSPITAL in a day 
or two. Take is EASY, Rhuel, and get well 
soon.
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WEDDING BELLS RING

99999

by Janet Olson
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o

Captain Bill Ice and wife 1-feirion off on a honey
moon at Yosemite Park, Bet Marion learns to fish.

ins in;*##
■’f you see the CHIEF PUTTY CAT moving around a 
-ittle slow 'tis cause he strained his back last 
Saturday - gardening is getting pretty rough.

TIGEREVIEW
1
MUST BE SPRING - or is it the Captain's pay 
Captain Morgan W. Hughes of BUR took unto himself 
a beautiful bride on May 25th at Jacksonville, Ill. 
Jean, the new bride has found that FTL moves fast.

■ Morgan has been stationed at El Centro and now is 
at Brownsville Texas.

PHOTO by KATHERINE SMITH
b-R Frances Wilcox, Barbara Gilroy, June Haller, 

Pearl Griffin -

;ime.
.n

OFFICE GLAMOUR
The timing isn't so good - but did want everyone 
to see that all the glamour wasn't in the fly
boys- we have some very nice looking office girls- 
Tune Haller has been in Flight Operations since 
Nov. 2S, 1949, she does the auditing of the flight

capers and is assisted by Frances Wilcox, who has 
been with us since Sept. 20, 1950. Barbara Gilroy 
lad the flying bug bite her, so she left FTL to 
becomes a stewardess on North Star flying from 
Jurbank to Kansas City. Pearl Griffin became ill 
since the picture was taken and had to stop work 
low we welcome Vera Mae Schneider to our office 
staff and sorry that she came too late for the 
dcture taking.
JET-ACQUAINTED DINNER - The wives of the BUR Base 
>ilots had dinner at the Hollywood Hotel Redwood 
loom on May 24. Forty wives attended and all seem- 
:d to enjoy themselves very much. After dinner 
;he iri.ves joined their husbands in the Cina-Grill 
‘or dancing and I do believe from all reports 
;hat the husbands enjoyed the evening more than 
>he wives - at least they closed the Cina-Grill in 
.he wee hours of the morning. I enjoyed meeting 
ill the girls and hope we can do it again some

My thanks to Mary-Ann Hedman for her help 
making the arrangements for the dinner and I 

.hink she would make a wonderful chairman for any 
.’uture get-togethers that we might plan. - HOW A- 
iBOUT IT MARY ANN????????????????????

Captain Mel Boswell and Nelda Christensen were 
married June 23 rd. in Salt Lake City Utah. Still 
Honeymooning in parts unknown.

In case you haven't heard FTL went into HIGH GEAR 
again the first of the month - we have hired some 
thirty odd new pilots - started a run out of El 
Centro, California to Guadalajara, Mexico and one 
from Brownsville, Texas to Durango, Mexico. We are 
transporting Mexican wetbacks (illegal entries U.S, 
out of this country to Mexico. The pilots report 
that it is a very nice operation - Guadalajara is 
one of the most beautiful cities in Mexico, has a 
lovely terminal bldg, at the airport, but the ser
vice at the gas pumps is very poor and the help 
have to have their siesta every afternoon. Captain 
Tally had an interesting experience when he had an 
engine failure some two hours out of El Centro at 
night with no lighting facilities at the air field? 
in Mexico- so he turned around and on single engine 
brought his load of passengers safely back to El 
Centro. Outside of the heat at El Centro and the 
food or water in Mexico making the boys sick they 
all seem to think that it would be nice to contin
ue the operation for years. We are also going at 
a. full speed ahead in Newark with two C-4&1 s on th< 
San Juan Operations and three DC-4's operating ove: 
the North Atlantic to all parts of Europe. Of cour; 
we still have our regular freight flights with a 
few charters here & there, so you see we are an u; 
and coming company.
If you don't know anything about a motor-cycle sta; 
off of the things - two casualties, in one short 
period in the flight operations - Captain John 
Holmes did make the ride for six blocks and ended 
up with a broken hand and few scratches - but Capt 
Dick Stuelke only went thirty feet and ended up 
with a broken leg and collar-bone in several piece 
Pilots are too necessary to FTL operations - so 
lets stay off the things - MOTOR-CYCLES.
To all new flight personnel - welcome aboard and 
I am sure that you will find us a nice family to 
be with . Bye now ...............

RUMMAGIN AROUND
THE R E A D Y-R 0 0 M
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'.Jell the Sun should appear now most any day . .
. . IT DOES HAPJER SOMETIIES

THREE MORE IEU PACES IN ACCOUNTING.

and
Nappy ShippingI-iat's All 'till the Tiger Passes in Review 

again ............

« »
And so - lasta Luc go

? ass. 
(on a

Golly, . more air to breathe. . What Hap
pened? Oh, Vacation Time, no wonder . . LYLE 
FREVERT and new bride are on their Honeymoon. 
JOYCE 1‘EUENSCIMANDER is going to spend two 
weeks at hone in Denver and LOUIE CA1-ER0N is 
going to spend 2 quiet weeks at home wor’teng 
in the garden and taking it easy . . Lucky, 
Lucky, people . . .

I guess we have had at least one new face 
c. month in accounting for as far back as I can 
remember. . The newcomers this month are:

KATRRY1.' GILUNGI AM, who lias been in Cali
fornia since 1944 and formerly worked for 
Ueodlin Inc. in Burbank,Cal. She is originally 
from lew Jersey but does admit she sure likes 
our California Sun Shine.

At Last . . . Summer1 s Here 
Calendars say ...

ACCOUNTING For Accounting
Ey Alba Mungo

BILL CREIGHTON has joined the Accounting 
Dept as an auditor in various phases in account
ing and Airbill Revenue . . Bill has teen away 
from California for about 10 years, but says 
he is glad to be back home again. .

Sales Reports (Cont'd from Page 2)
Cur Boston office, AL FARR,HAL TL'JRETGN 

and MARGARET ’HCLAY hold their 1’IRiT ANNUAL PIC
NIC, a moot gala affair, at Lake Pearl ,'f renthan, 

Starting brighter and earlier than usual 
Sunday) June 24th a most enjoyable time 
.d and t...e L_.'_F -..res collected just in tine 

for Monday morning work, it- ;; a
The CALFLIFT has spread to MEE and ART 

LOFTUS is busy shipping young milk stock from 
the DAIRY 1 GATTIE CO. in lilwauk.ee, 1400 miles 
to Twin Falls, Ida. The first shipment arriving 
in Twin Falls, made quite c. sensation.fil'd 
Loftus "10,000 people -./ere at airport,plane had 
to circle field 3 times before field could be 
cleared. Radio,TV, and LINE were represented both 
at MKE and Twin Falls".. T-ic calves are to be 
raised as milk producers for - guess where?
Los Angeles!

BEVERIEI MARIN, -who hails from Chicago, 
Ill., is a rather new Resident of California. 
She and Her husband came to the Land of Sun
shine in January '51. . . Eeverlei will be 
doing most of the filing from now on.

» x » i;
KEH YORK - To JON GARRITY we extend our 

sympathy on the loss of his sister. . .
ft

FROM CHI comes word that PAT MORRISSEY, 
formerly of our CHI office, was married on June 
30th to VAREUII RICHARD FREYER. Best Wishes to 
:r and Mrs Freyer.....

ITS A 9-LE LOY at the RALPH FCSTJRS. Horn 
June 26th... Congratulations Ralph end the Mrs.

Culled from the Teletype: To Len Itemball from 
OLE "THE LION FEARLESS FAGAN IS OK HAND AT OLE 
STATION"...
2nd TWX - - reporting delayed ship departure: 
To Len Kimball: "Delay due loading lion and 
short one man"...... why didn't they feed the 
animal?????

LAURELS FOR OUR DENV.M STATION! Nchos of that 
charter to Iran.

Quotes fro..: a letter sent to Mr Prescott 
from JULIUS HYMN & CO. Denver "Our purpose in 
writing you is to call to your attention the 
exceptional cooperation. . of your ill 2ET1LER 
and your STATION l-lu'AGLR at Denver. . .He realize 
that most organizations write only when there 
is a claim, a complaint or an argument. ;'e feel 
that when exceptionally inc cooperation has 
been manifest you should know about that too. . 
Again, many thanks to you, your organization and 
members thereof for their very fine cooperation. 
G.T.Eoyle, Director of Traffic"...

A. customer called requesting billing for 
a shipment of some weeks back from Newark to 
Burbank . . . He had some 'tend of number he 
thought might be the flite manifest number and 
the date he thought tie freight moved. After 
about 35 minutes of research with no success 
it was decided to call the customer tack to see 
if he didn't have just a wee bit more informat
ion, that might enable us to find the airbill. 
Upon calling the customer and telling him this 
was The Flying Tiger Line and wasn't there any
thing else he could tell us to help locate the 
Airbill . . . There was a moment's pause then 
a rather embarrassed meek voice replied... 
"Oh, I am so sorry . . I thought I was talking 
SLICK".......

lilwauk.ee
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HANGAR FLYING
IBy Thelna Goodman

It « a «

Duehren is our roving boy these days.

it

What

«i;

FTL BASEBALL TEAM
Standing: Manager Davis, Lockerby, Rad
emacher, Thompson, Dewey, Penrose, 
Willet, and Box. In Front: Branch!lower, 
Robinson, Myers, Taylor, and Melzer.

"Red" Duehren is our roving boy these days. He 
has just returned from another trip to Newark 
and all points east.

back where he started from, 
the ’-en get all the breaks, 
an A&E license.

We understand that Harry Hinshaw has become a 
bone, fide native of Denver, Colorado, 
power of persuasion do you use, John?

We certainly had a wonderful time at the annual 
picnic. Thanks to all the hard working com
mitteemen and women. They did a fine job. ...

« a

* «•

is is

K IS if

boys are on the job. I saw as many as three 
ships on the ground at one time, and also saw 
Maintenance accomplish three engine changes and 
a #2 Service within a period of seven days.

It is with regret that Maintenance says good-bye 
to Bob Ghormley. Bob left FTL to accept a 
position with the Gee Bee Chemical Company. Good 
lu'.rBob!

rooters that has turned out to cheer the team 
on. How about supporting and encouraging the 
boys by turning out? . I believe you will all 
agree that the rooting section is half the 
game any old day. So; how about it? Let’s 
show the team we’re behind them!

it k if

it it it

e it » »

Al Mobley walked into the office this morning 
after a round-the-world flito aboard 566. He 
left Burbank June 14, and two weeks later was

It looks to roe like 
Guess I’ll get me

Yours Truly has just returned from a wonder
ful two weeks1 vacation in Honolulu. It was 
good to see all my boys, and a big cross
section of Flight Operations. And talk about 
hospitality! They really pulled out the 
stopper while I was there. After resting up 
for several days, I couldn't stand it any 
longer, and began going to work with the boys 
therefore I really found out what overseas 
duty is like. There is no such thing as a 
time clock, and while the work is there the

"Take Me Out To The Ball Game!" The base
ball season is now in full swing and FTL is 
doing its share, what with natty grey-and- 
red uniforms (furnished by the Company), and 
a full schedule for the season. The team 
has already played six games, with two wins, 
one over Slick, the score being 15 to 7 in 
our favor. The ball team’s picture is being 
run in our column and, as you can see, Main
tenance furnished most of the talent. I have 
turned out for several games and was really 
very disappointed to see the samll amount of

I would like to personally extend a vote of 
thanks and gratitude to HNL Maintenance and sta
tion Personnel, namely: "Stubby" Stubbs, Les 
Merrill, "Whitey" Rollison, Jim Nickless, Doug 
Balfour, Bill Burney, Art Chang, Emmett Speegle, 
and Ed Abraham.
It's speaking pretty well for a spot and the 
people there, when you get homesick, and I was 
definitely pretty homesick for the first few days 
after my return. Aloha, Boys!

UNSUNG HEROES! Our two Flight Line boys, John 
Feeney and John Mendes, chase all over the East
ern seaboard on the San Juan Run.

C. W. (Bill) Thompson has been promoted to Fore
man in Modification, to replace Bob Ghormley.
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(or How Bright are you Chum)

Put on your thinking caps TIGERS—but don't 
sprain the brain or get in a fit if you don't 
know all the answers as ERV has also supplied 
us with the solution which will appear sane 
place same time next month.

1. Recently all stations received their...
2. Capt. Henderson is a FTL...
3. River in Germany
4. FTL nickname
7. You'll get a "Charge" out of this.
8. Tiger Transport (Abbr)
9. Direction
10. Sales Manager CAR
11. Madamoiselle (Abbr)
12. Davis is the Station Manager of this sta.
16. I heard this as a "fack" that agents on 

nights spend their tine...
23. HFD Station Manager
25. For aroma with appeal, did you ever smell
27. Where the Tigers get their ships.
28. Freight that's to be flied, must be secu

rely ....
31. OAK Station Manager (initials)
33. Capt. Greber's initials
34. Love to hear from this gal at BUR

(Twice a month.)
36. Nurse Duke (Abbr)
37. DEN Station Manager (initials)
38. Innebriated
39. "Be a smart & thrifty one,

Save your dough in ...(roman)
45. Agent in CLE (minus the last letter)
47. Western FTL Station
48. Go ahead(TWX)
51. While

We have Erwin L. Bielanski, otherwise known 
"ERV" of BUF, to thank for this little (?) 
BRAIN TEASER. He certainly has gone to a lot 
of work to figure this out. Our hat goes off 
to him for a magnificent production.

I. The President of FTL
5. BA(Security Code)
6. Vice President of Operations
II. These are very troublesome part of C-46
13. One who atones
14. Midwest FTL station
15. This you shouldn't do to a ship

with a forklift.
17. MX(Mechanical)Security Code
18. To make a mistake
19. The 993 is a ...ship
20. Lost to the cause at RML
21. Overs & Shorts (Abbr) also means "Bone" in Latin
22. FTL is part of this organization
24. Gov't Shipment (Security code minus 1-A)
26. Tiger Pilot (Abbr)
29. BUF Station Manager (initials)
30. Stand by (abbr)
32. Pronoun (Poet)
35. A.Shipment to MSP would go ...line.
37. Asst. Superintendent of Stations FTL.
40. Superintendant of Stations FTL
41. American Airlines (Minus L)
42. The "Thing"
43. A C-54 has ....engines (Roman)
44. Western FTL station
46. VIC on nites, schedules
49. 101 (Roman)
50. Free Astray (Abbr)
52. If everything ran without a fault, he'd be 

out of a job.

ERV is that Blue-eyed Blond, hard working 
Station agent of Buffalo. He is a quiet, un
assuming fellow but his ability and accomplish
ment speak for themselves. He came to work as 
a Dispatcher for the TIGERS in September and 
has worked his way to Station Agent in a very 
short time.
He is a Veteran of World War II, serving with 
the Navy. His vital statistics such as height, 
weight, age, etc. you girls will have to get 
for yourselves from him.
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PERSONALITY PAGE

BY

ISABEL BERNARD

business

« if if if if

The serious note in her life is three year 
old Wayne Jo, her son and inspiration,.
In spite of all this living and accom
plishment Janice is not yet of voting age.

cycle, that is), 
FAVORITE list.

of dolls.
to use her own phrase, "a cycle fiend"(motor- 

a sport still high on her

The pretty puss peering 
from the galley of one 
of FTL'S plush jobs 
shown here, belongs to 
pert "Sioux City Sue" 

or Janice Franco, as she is listed on the FTL 
roster. She is a Junior Mechanic with the 
MODIFICATION CREW, where the feminine touch 
for interior decoration fits in very nicelv. 
She has her 90 day wings, and we hope she 
doesn't get the yen to try them elsewhere for 
some time.

Culture came to live with our heroine, however, 
when, at thcT’age of 3, she got her first pair 
of ballet slippers. This eventually led to a 
career as a professional dancer with a ballet 
company touring the U. S., Mexico, Hawaii and 
Cuba. Hollywood beckoned, at this time, and 
Janice was featured in M.G.M. movies. Her 
western American heritage is apparent in her 
enthusiasm for square dancing and western 
music. She frequently indulges her passion 
for this form of entertainment by attending 
"jam. sessions" held by famous western enter
tainers, many of whom she knows by their first 
names. A new enthusiasm's working out clown 
routines with her girl friend and the aid of 
a mule for rodeo's, in which she utilizes 
her riding ability as well as her definite 
feeling for comedy.

TALE SPINS
For Bettie Kennison(by K.M, Smith) 

Reports from Bedside indicate that BETTIE is "out 
from under" and doing o.k. We are looking forward 
to her being back in the^office very soon. 
ROY HAWORTH,SFO, is settled in his new home at Hall 
Moon Bay "under the trees and overlooking the 
ocean." Before moving from Redwood City ROY AND 
RUTH gave a party for the station boys, also cele
brating their 13th wedding anniversary. BOB 
PERCY has donated his sun lamp to his successor 
and taken himself and a bottle of sun lotion over 
co Waikiki. Sorry to Close you Bob.

» 8 it it 
HERB NIEMAN, ex-RML, is now stationed at Sampson 
Air Force Base, Geneva, NY. Before leaving Mr. & 
Mrs. Ernest Nieman held open house for relatives 
and co-workers from FTL. Welcome to the TIGERS - 
WALT TRELEHBERG, formerly with AAL, replacing DICK 
THATCHER who is now with Ford Motor Co, RML is glac 
to have JOHN O'DONNELL who transferred from EWR. 
Its a new Shepherd pup for the LAUWERS children anc 
a new home for the whole family'. BOB MORAN, 
celebrated 1 year with the TIGERS by being named 
Station Manager, Congratulations BOB'. Also con
gratulations to BOB KLEPAC on his 3rd wedding 
anniversary $ 

it it it it
We are sorry to hear that CPL JIM GIFFIN, (Ex-MKE 
station manager), now on active duty with the USMC 
is in the hospital at Camp Pendleton, Oceanside, 
Calif.(We will send you the TigeReview as requested

Janice made her first landing in Sioux City, 
Iowa, where her father was in the sheet metal

As a child, she cut her teeth on 
gears and played with tools and motors instead

Before she could walk she became,
, "a

JIM if you keep us posted on your mailing address.) 
« » « it

A DAY DI THE PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT—Or 
SNAKEPIT, HERE I COME’.

"Good morning," "What's good about it?" "Did the 
calves arrive in Oklahoma all right?" "Moo." "That' 
good. Have you heard anymore about the chimp that 
smokes cigars and rides a bike?" "I'll thank you tc 
save more respect for our foreman."—"Yes, Sir!" 
'How did those pictures of the seals we shipped 
turn out?" "REAL SLICK." "Watch your language girl 
'Yes, Sir." "Where are the aspirins? Say, did you 
near any more about shipping those TIGERS?" "Grrh." 
'That’s about the most intelligent thing you've sai 
today. Where are the aspirins?" "Did I get any cal 
this morning?" "Yes, a few." "How many?" "Sixteen, 
I said you'd call them all back and don't forget 
you have sons appointments today." "I have? Where?" 
('Well, first the TDIES, then THE HERALD EXPRESS, 
then THE MIRROR, and after that, etc., etc., "Where 
are those aspirins?" "Aspirins, gee whiz Mr. Kimbal 
Whaddya want aspirins for?"
|OUR SLOGAN
i We love all our stations and Public Relations
■ We say, "Happy airfreight to you’."
‘We're always on call, To please one and all
:And, boys, all our ulcers are. too.-MILDRED BUCKLE
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NOTES FROM PERSONNEL IEDNA AVERTBY

Tills

§50 toward the Hospital billAns:

3. Does this insurance cover the cost of X-rays?
Up to §25 on one claim per yearIns:

» ft ft *ft

SOMiT’EG TO THINK .BOUT------

" THE MAH WHOSE PANTS WEAR OUT BEFORE HIS

SHOES, IS MAKING TOO MANY CONTACTS AT THE
(Persian Proverb)WRONG PLACE."

The old saying "You can't get blood from a 
Turnip" certainly proves we don’t have any 
old Turnips around the FTL Burbank Station.

The .‘ted Cross Nurses who were here included 
Sally Langley, Shirley Lyon:;, Charlene Wolf 
Marie Madsen, Marion Hilburn, Wilma ilacel- 
rigg, Don ia Dacey, Madeline Dagnon and 
Katherine Ziller.

I
)

Does this insurance have Maternity Benefits 
for dependents?

Photo by K.Srri ch
'A’uce ..'aterrian donates his pint while 

Donna Dacey attends.

The demand for type "0" blood is so very 
great that all donations of that type were 
shipped immediately to Korea

On July 12, 1951 the Los Angeles Red Cross 
sent their Mobile Unit of the Bleed Bank 
out to visit us at the Flying Tiger Hangar 
and received a total of 55 pints of blood 
from our personnel.

1. Does this insurance cover the cost of calls 
to the Doctor.

While we are apologising, we want to include 
one to TONY GELFO. Last’ month we printed in 
this■column that he has a Baritone voice 
is very incorrect because he is a Tenor.

ft ft ft ft ft ft

From time to time there will appear in this 
colu’m the most asked questions and their 
answers in connection with the Connecticut 
General Group Insurance. This month we are 
printing the three most asked questions.

■x ft

Other pictures taken at the time didn't turn 
out due to photographer confusion. Cur 
applogies to those whose pictures were 
among them. (A.Smith)

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

2.

That cute little redhead you see in the Person
nel Office is non other than our latest addition 
to our staff—DODIE PENROD. Welcome to our 
FTL family DODIE. Hope you'll stay with us a 
long time.

BY THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT FLYING TIGER LINE

Ans. No. This is Hospital and Surgical coverage 
only.
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TALE SPINS for E.

A trim fleet of four pick up and delivery trucks 
is kept busy dispatching freight for the incom
ing two or three flights daily, as well as the 
two or three flights departing daily.
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SOLUTION TO OPERATION CROSSWORD
3E| s| c|

Ray became a member of the Tigers in 1948 as a 
Sales Representative in St, Louis, his "home
town" , and within six months was Assistant 
Station Manager in BUR, If you've ever observed 
him in action, or on his way to oi- from "The 
Hut" with an intense expression on his face, 
you'll know why his devotion and ability for 
his responsibility have placed him in this 
position.

_T

R

11
I
C

We think it's time you met RAY RYAN, Station 
Manager at BUR & his "TIGERS". Below you see 
in operation in the inner sanctum of the Quon-' 
set Hut, Ray and a section of his-staffs

Plans are completed and construction has already 
begun C-n an’addition of 40C0 sq, ft, to the exist
ing, 5000 sq. ft. This is in the nature of a load
ing area, which is ramped to provide facility in 
loading and/,unloading. As you can see, this will 
result in faster, better service, more satisfied 
’customers arid progress and success for F T L I 
KATS OFF TO YOU, RAY, AIT TO YOUR CREW i;
June, the month of graduations, found three happy 
and relieved personnel of CLE station graduating: 
Nick Cunovic, Cargo Handler, got his laurels from 
Cleveland Institute of Art. Homer "Bud" Whitney, 
•Dispatcher, r'eceived his B.A. degree from Baldwin-
Wallace College located in Berea, Ohio. "Bob" 
Beckman, Dispatcher received his 2.S. degree from 
B-W also. Congratulations fellas !
Attending a three day. 70 mile, trail ride along 
with 48 other horse enthusiasts, was Margaret 
Pocze, CLE ops secretary. Sleeping, eating and 
roughing it out of doors was the order of the day. 
Photos of Margaret and her fellow campers were 
taken on the trip by photographers of a Cleveland 
daily newspaper and Life Magazine. The horse suf
fered n--4 ill effects of his 70 mile hike, however 
after three days "in the saddle", Margaret had 
blisters, but she didn't say where.
OPERATION SCAT GNAT ’ BUF Station Agent Ciura put 
his Yank ingenuity to work by utilizing the APU 
(used in energizing aircraft batteries) for fumi
gating the office. An influx of mosquitoes, moths 
flying spiders and other winged pests, who threat
ened to take over the operation became "Big Dead 
Ones" in jess time than it takes to tell it. 
There's more than one way to kill a cat or should 
we say gnat?

E R

Not included in the photograph, but very much in 
the picture as well, are his Truck Dispatchers: 
W. Russell and A. Sachs; Cargomen: R. Amick, 
H. Dennis, G. Erickson, H. Gerson, B. Johnson, 
B. Mink, D. Luke, C. James, E„ Cena, S. Fletcher, 
and B. Green; Leadmen: R. Limond. H. Marshall, 
and M. Chester; Freight Dispatchers: H. Ayres, 
R. Medcalf, W. White and R. Newbold; and Statioi 
Agents, H. Brooks, E. Loomis and R. Spahr.

Eunice Harrell, Ray's secretary, has the unique 
position of being the only girl in the depart
ment. We think it must be a nice sort of spot 
to be in. How about it, girls? Like to trade 
jobs with '-'unice? You will remember Bun-ice as 
the "St. L-uis Blues" singer at the picnic.
a matter of fact, she too is from St. Louis and 
formerly was a professional songstress.

V | E | N | E |y
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h JANET OLSON

in:

«««■«*«»

Yes marm, that's

« !}«»««««« «■

«««« »«»■»»«

bye now.........

R U M MAGI N 
THE

Another girl at the Machado house - this makes 
four girls, much to Peg's delight - how about 
you Tony??

Little Mike arrived to make his hone at Captain 
Tally's house, while daddy was out on a trip to 
DEN.

AROUND
R E A D Y-R 0 0 M

under the wheel and curplunk again - this time 
Captain Otey fell through into what proved to be 
an old grave - seems like the cemetery at one time 
was where the airport is now and after moving the 
remains to another spot for burial the graves 
weren't filled in too well - at least they didn't 
hold for the weight of a C-46 - after much schem
ing and toiling they did get the ship out okay 
and Captain Otey heaved a big sigh of relief - no 
neck lost this time ????

Eave you seen our new office gal - 0 boy, what a 
gal - mustache and all - she even uses a cane to 
get around - the best worker - she worked right 
thru lunch hour the first day - took Captain Graff 
into meet her and was he sorry - all he got was - 
"why don't you do your paper work right - would 
do all pilots some good to cone in the office to 
work on these so-called flight logs for a while" - 
so says my new gal Dick Stuelke - Captain of the 
motorcycle brigade to you. Captain Stuelke has 
recovered enough to want to get back to some kind 
of work, so until he can go back to flight status 
he is going to be helping out in the office - 
don't be surprised boys if you get a nasty little 
note saying - in the future use Zebra Time on all 
Interna.tional Flights - that includes the leg 
from BUR to SUU too.

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS - Have you ever heard of 
that COUNTRY CALLED TEXAS??? ” 
where they grow the biggest of everything and 
the bestest of everything and the hottest and 
stickiest of all weather - net result to FTL 
pilots - the biggest and bestest COLDS - that 
is what you bear from any of the pilots who 
have been assigned to the "VIET BACK" operation - 
it is such a. relief to pet up in the great blue 
yonder at 6,000 ft. and feel the cold air that 
the boys forget to put their blouses back on 
(or should I tell all). Other reports from 
down-under said. Captain Garton lost his wallet 
in Guadalajar with much monies in it - Captain 
Otey and Co-pilot Janisse slowly taxied up to 
the terminal at Can Louis Potosi to off-load 
their passengers - just as they came to a stop 
curplunk - says Captain to Co-pilot - "What 
the — did we hit - why didn't you tell me 
there was something there?" - says the Co-pilot 
to the Captain - "you didn't hit anything - 
just lost the right wheel through the runway" - 
"well let's get out and see what happened" - 
looking the situation over the Captain began 
to thank his lucky stars that no prop damage 
or wing tips gotten - then he began to worry 
about getting the wheel out - so after much 
thought they began to dig the dirt out from

Chief Navigator Dick Olson reported back to home 
base, after a turn on the North Atlantic - Tim 
Huntley still lost in San Juan - Chief Pilot 
Wall off to Mexico City on business for the com
pany - now the Chief Pussy-cat (J. E. Long) off 
on a line check to TKO - 0 well - my time will 
come???????

Again Uncle Sam has asked FTL to share their pi
lots. Captain Ray Carleton from Burbank and 
Captain Buz Loane from Newark are both reporting 
this month for duty with the Air Force. Hurry 
back boys, we need all the Captains that we can 
get.

MEW STARS - It has been like graduation time a- 
round Flight Operations the past month - what 
with all the new CAPTAINS flashing their new 
wings with stars (wings referred to are part of 
the uniform insignia £ wings with a star indi
cate a Captain) - I feel like the mother lien 
clucking around my new brood - cause I did help 
raise some of these new Captains. Take Fete 
teed, or should I say Captain Heed - Pete first 
worked in the BUR station - but all the time he 
dreamed of some day being a pilot - finally in 
November of '49 Fete signed on as a reserve pi
lot - then in October of '50 he was signed on 
s a regular pilot with a seniority number and 
now in July of '51 he is realizing his dream 
of being Captain on one of ITI.'s aircraft - it 
sakes me as happy as it does Fete. Others re
ceiving promotions to Captain are Bledsoe, 
Bayne, J. Powers, Luccio, Hughes, Hopkins, R. 
Mitchell, Amrhein, Rader, hi. Smith, Snyder, 
Loane, Pocius, Olson, Felczak, Rossa, Richard, 
Petrick, White. Congratulations boys and the 
best of luck. We expect some more to make the 
grade soon.
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HANGAR FLYING

By Thelma Goodman

ft it ft

What hoppened, Howard?

Our loss is their gain!

re-

it

to Flight Operations 
Good luck, Fly Boys J

the interiors of our passenger aircraft clean, 
ft ft ft ft

E. C
Vest Palm Beach

Pclizzi Freitas and Meyers were visitors at Home 
Base from Fairfield this week.

» st ft ft

Eddie Abraham is home from Honolulu and busy on 
the Flite Line once again.

ft ft ft »

Harold Thorne of Burbank Radio is now a 
member of Ewr Radio temporarily. We look 
forward to having him home with us again be
fore too long.

Earl Jolly is back from Holtville with tales of 
scorpions, rattlesnakes, etc.

Our sincere congratulations tc Parker Gold
smith on his promotion to Eastern Operations 
Manager. )f ,,

tf * i'c

Spencer is holding the fort for us at 
How's the swimming, Spence?

Did you know that the Boss of I-hintenance holds 
"white glove" inspection every Friday afternoon 
of our maintenance facilities here at Bu? Just 
a helpful hint, boys, 

ft «

« ft « ft

ft ft

ft ft « »

« ft

ft ft ft

ft ft ft «

Our "Mexican Hayride" maintenance crew at 
Holtville, Calif., have departed for Browns
ville, Texas, to assist Ken Garber and Art 
Kcutras on our Hayride Operation out of there.

:< >< ?»■

Dick Coyne has replaced John Mobley at Holt
ville, and \:e are glad to welcome John home 
once again. ft ft » »
Welcome to our two nevi additions to the Flite 
Line, namely Adeline Hanson and Evelyn Burk- 
hiser, who have taken on the job of keening

We almost didn't make our deadline for this 
issue - what with another mass shift change, 
effective July 30th, plus merit increases for 
August, etc. Anyway, for this issue we are 
devoting a goodly portion of our column to 
our Ewr Station. Since the beginning of our 
Domestic Operation Ewr has expanded by leaps 
and bounds, until Ted Chikowski, our Foreman 
at Ewr has a crev; of approximately 35 men 
operating the clock around. We can remember 
the day when Ted was "Maintenance Period" at 
this station, and it was a familiar sight to 
see him sloshing thru the snow and sleet on 
the ramp at all hours of the clay and night. 
We Tigers at Burbank can well appreciate the 
pioneering that was accomplished at all out
lying stations. I would like to take this 
opportunity of extending a "Well Done" to 
Ted and the rest of our pioneers.
Belov; are a few items from Newark —
Richards and Haines left for Philadelphia to 
help our Burbank boys, Feeney and Mendes, on 
the San Juan operation.
We novi have a nevi stenographer in the Main
tenance Dept., namely Pat Drake, who is Ted's 
Gal Friday at Ewr. We extend her a welcome 
and hope she will enjoy many noons with us.

We recently lost Cort Dickinson and Dick Bentley 
to Flight Operations. Our loss is their gain!

Understand our "strong man," Howard Kessler, is 
ailing these days from merely bending over the 
wrong way. What hoppened, Howard? We know you 
can pick up landing gears all by yourself.

Welcome home to Bill Hodson, just recently 
turned from Europe.

Wonder what happened to our Ball Team against 
Stansbury Buick this week? Understand Lou Melzer 
has the answer. -Anyway, better luck next time,boys.

ft ft ft

A happy vacation to Bob Logsdon, Ed Carey, Chuck 
Muessel, Sherm De Wees, Elden Arrowsmith, J. C. 
Bentley, E. F. Dayer, Ernie Bayer, Don Schaefer, 
Walt Mroczek, Dave Gillespie, Henry Haszko, Walt 
Hardesty, Dan Kingsby, Paul McIntosh,Stan Miller, 
Johnny Munoz, Ernie Johnson and Frank Robinson.

ft ft ft ft

He are glad to have Johnny Sheldon back on the 
Flite line with us once again. John deserted us 
for a while to go into the race-car business,how
ever, we 're happy to see him back at the ''same 
old stand." ft ft » ft

Bob McNally is back viith us again after his 
marriage and honeymoon. Are you eating well these 
days, Bob? Anyway, congratulations and best 
viishes from all of us.

« ft
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WHAT GOES ON HEBE?

By Katherine Smith

Crew
Control

a-

TIGEREVISW ------------- -------- -

Dorothy
Faillips &

Bob Cole...

»
General

Photo by K Smith
"Where’s a bo:: of colored pencils - I 

want some orange".. .This was Dorothy Phillips,: 
who is always in a hurry... ,rWhat's that for?" 
I asked as I rifled the boss's desk for an 
orange pencil.."! want it for pilot's flight 
time" she enlightened me.

What does "legal" mean? That's a term most 
frequently heard in that corner of the office. 
I overhead that one of our pilots, returning to 
home base was due for vacation but wouldn't leave 
for another three hours because he was still 
"legal". Well, it means a pilot still has "time" 
left in which he can fly without becoming invol
ved in one of those daily, weekly, monthly, 
yearly limits on a pilot's flying time.

I have always wondered just how they keep 
track of all that flight time so I ventured a 
question. "Pilots, as first-officers are 
green" she said "but if they fly as co-pilots 
they are orange. Then Captains are red, or if 
they are check riding they are blue". Which 
was as clear as a smoggy day in Los Angeles 
to me. Thinking this was a mighty interesting 
department in our system I listened in while 
Dorothy and Bob explained a few of the prob
lems of General Crew Control.

All in all its no snap job for the four 
members of BILL HARTUNG'S crew who keep all 
these records. I ar: sorry ::e couldn’t get them 
all in the picture but ns IBS RASMUSSEN said 
"I’ll be sleeping" when I asked him to come in 
for the picture. Les was on the night shift and 
JACK ELLIOTT was enjoying his day off.

Pilots can only fly so many hours a day, 
so many hours a month, so -iany hours a quar
ter, and so many a ,"esr. Then there is also 
"duty time" when they are actually on duty

The combined operation of crew scheduling 
came under tire jurisdiction of Bill Bartling 
(V.P. Traffic) last March in conjunction with 
Flight Control. Previously flight personnel 
scheduling had been divide 1 into three sections: 
Newark, Denver and Burbank. With the expansion 
of our system the entire operation was brought 
together as General Crew Control. While the 
schedules are worked up in BUR, the actual cal
ling of the crews naturally is accomplished at 
the bases .'here the crews are located. DEN and 
BUR are notified by TUX what personnel to call 
from their bases. While PHIL DAVIES handles the 
international crews from BUR.

The Crystal Ball would be really helpful 
in forecasting zxschanical or weather delays which 
naturally threw a snarl into the pattern, and to 
predict charters which nay come up tomorrow or 
the reset day ui'ii : ay run fro.: Tao; :cori to Grund 
Gulch or, on the other nay be cancelled 
on short notice. For all these "possibles" crews 
must be set up and ready to go - or cancel.

As you inow (or should iuiow) we fly al
most everywhere and crews have to be schedul
ed for both regular and irregular flights. 
Someone is at the "control" desk 24 hours a 
day - they are surrounded by clipboards and 
charts and a real handy Aid would be a giant 
size Crystal Ball, because . . .

In this department they have to route, 
shuttle, control or what-have-you some 340 
members of our flight crews without stranding 
them at the wrong end, or in the middle of 
a run, with no flight time left. Its some
thing like the old game of fo:: and geese where 
you have to ferry them across the river...

but not necessarily flying. They require a cer
tain anoiuit pi "rest", or ti .e-off, after flying 
a number of hours, and the amount of rest depends 
upon the tine flown. There is also the matter of 
sick leaves and transfers from one base to another 
or from domestic to international.

IS
What's that Dorothy?...'Oh. one of the boys 
doesn't like Alas’:a. Now aid : e . now he had 
packed his water-si is because he thought lie was 
scheduled for West Palm Beach?.... Well, tanks 
for the orange 'encil....

« is is
Next Month - ire'll let you visit the"Ouija Board"
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GREEN
IRENE

L'OU'VE ALL had a hand in it, so 
CONGRATULATIONS to everybody.

CHARLOTTE WALTZ, Mr. Prescott's Secretary, is 
not yet on vacation, but she DOES have a 
brand spankin’ new CHEWI to take her places 
when she goes.

MOT TO 3E OUTDONE, Irene French, Secretary to 
Mr. Stump and Mr. Finney, has bought a new 
home in the wonderful (at least that's what 
they all tell me) climate of SUNLAND.

HEARD AND SEEN 
by 

SHELIEI 
thru

Mr.
Mr* BARTLU’G has
And Mr. CUSSEN

There seems to be a rash of new-home-buying 
among our executives. Mr. PRESCOTT has a 
lovely new residence, 
moved into Studio City, 
has purchased a place in Burbank.

AND speaking of VACATIONS, ALICE GRIFFITH, 
Switchboard Operator, is talcing hers in 
Salt Lake City visiting her mother and 
father; KRISTINA .'biUGEI-i, Payroll, is va
cationing in SANTA MARIA, and SME^EI GREEN 
is just letting her vacation take her where- 
ever the fancy strikes.

CCiMUNICAL’IOUS would like to give a vote 
of thanks to DOLLI STOKER, who's been 
pinch-hitting on the Switchboard, for 
her splendid cooperation and general 
helpfulness.

Several PEOPLE have wondered where the term 
"Wetback" (in OPERATION WETBACK) originated. 
Tears ago it was explained to me thusly: 
The people from Mexico who couldn't or 
didn't want to cross the border legally, 
would wade across the Rio Grande into Texas. 
(It isn't such a big river, after all!) As 
a RESULT, the word "Netback" was coined in 
order to distinguish between those legally 
and those illegally in the United States.'

I CAN understand where the "wet" came from - 
' and now we're demonstrating the "back," 
Simple, huh?

"WILD BILL" TUFTS, with his newly acquired 
sunburn, is radiating a terrific amount 
of heat these days. This, combined with 
our unusually warm July days, is making 
the Claims Division a might;- hot place.
I guess that's why Len Kimball moved to 
the other side of the hangar...Could 
that bo why May Booker left for Bermuda??

CHARLOTTE OBSERVES.......
With all the NOISE and CONFUSION around 
the hangar area lately due to BLUEPRINTS 
on the new buildings, TEARING up of 
blacktop and REALLOCATING of par-king 
space, one wonders if we'll ever get 
doi.n to normal. If it's .HARD on the 
boys doing the work in .the blistering 
sun, come on in the cool, cool office 
■and try to talk to LCNG DISTANCE in the 
midst of it ALL. However, guess a state 
of NORMAIM at FTL is ever one of increas
ing expansion, growth, and enlargement.
Never a DULL moment, eh?

We are GLAD to welcome 1UEUL TREBLE and 
WALT LOEFFIER back after their trips to 
the hospital. INSPECTION DEPT.—DON'T 
work them too hard—we want them around 
for a long while.

As some of you know, I-D. PRESCOTT was asked 
to present OUR side of the matter to Sen. 
Johnson’s Committee hearings on the Senate 
Bill, for separation of mail pay and sub
sidy. He ’done noble' by FTL. Do all of 
you !enow that out of come 13 domestic air
lines, we are now: 6th in number of daily 
miles flown, 7th in total dollars of rev
enue before mail pey, and 6th in number 
of aircraft operated?

I LEAR that EDNA WETTINGEL, Switchboard Oper
ator, had a GRAND time on her vacation at 
June Lake, To prove it, she'll tell you 
about the 43 fish they caught in one day'.

TONI BOGARD, Multilith Dept., and his wife 
took their vacation on a motorcycle. He 
had a little trouble in Idaho, so didn't 
get as far as planned. Had fun, though, 
nevertheless.
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SALES

f

For now - -

A Flying Horse for a Swiss Miss -
via Flyin;; Tiger Line - of course.

DIANKA BIXBY says "Happy Landings" to one of 
her famous Palaninos as it leaves for Switzer
land. Dianna will be remembered by sore of our 
eastern stations for the flights she made for 
us when we opened our BOS station. Dianna and 
Bob Bixby still operate their own flyine service 
in Southern California and are well known for 
their interest in raising American Saddlebred and 
Palaid.no horses,

POUTS
by Katherine Smith

«• » x-
The Quaker station is reporting hot news with 
temperatures at 19° and, says BCE BURKE, "tiianks 
to Lil KIIEALL in rushing copy The Flying Tigers 
will have a FEATURE STORY in the August issue of 
the PHILADELPHIA MAGAZIiX, official publication 
of the PIIILLY Chamber of Careroe. "
PHL has been busy inaugurating Customer Service, 
which operation is proving such a success.
We hesr VEEN GRAY did a very nice job in PIIL 
while Bob was away attending the Eastern Sales 
Meeting in I7Y. Friday, the 13th, kept all hands 
busy with one private charter,Puerto Rican and 
just plain domestic cargo flights.it it it
The Sales Executive Club of Los Angeles awarded 
TED HOIMGREII a "Certificate of Merit" for out
standing sales proficiency. They had 500 nomi
nations. Congratulations Ted I
On vacation - ED IBUTTSCHKITT with Australian 
visitor - his father no less. Two new members 
of the IAX force this month: JACK DEBAR SMITII, 
formerly with Liquid Carbonic Corp,LA, and RICKARD 
RUTTER, of I.’again a Lerner's Traffic Depts.« it it it if

• -Happy Shipping!

All of this is by way of czplanation why 
our bey ART BEEYFOGIE is today working for 
a living - but as Art says - Anyone inter
ested in becoming a BREYFOGIER?

Years went by and Ereyfogle sought in vain 
for the golden hill. Many mon came after 
him, heard of the legend, end lost their 
lives trying to find the nagic mountain of 
gold but it seemed to have vanished like a 
mirage.
There are rumours today that a large company 
is now operating on the site that has been 
identified as the Lost Ereyfogle - it has 
produced sone §5,000,000 in gold and still 
going - but then again that may not be the 
site.

We ran across an interesting legend about 
the elusive "Ereyfogle Mine" near Death 
Valley, in California. It was discovered 
by one CHARLES EREYFOGLE in 1349. Like 
most gold finds it was purely accidental 
when the finder was "just passing that way". 
Ereyfogle wandered for weeks lost in the 
desert clutching his precious nuggets be
fore he finally made his way to Austin,Nev., 
where an assay was made and the ore found 
to be extremely rich.

Hold on to your scalps fellas - Cones word 
from BCE FITZGERALD in HFD - "Had the 
opportunity on my vacation to discuss 
business with head-buyers"... . That's 
one way to spend your idle moments - and 
we will ship anything!St -X- K «
Do you Imow what a "EREYFOGLZR" is? Well, 
originally it wasn't a District Sales 
Manager for Flying Tiger Line. California 
desert lore says it is "one who goes 
hunting for mines" - preferably Gold Mines.

'.■filo was Charles Ereyfogle? According to 
ART, of RIX, his great grand-nephew (?) he 
came west overland in 1349 taking 3 months 
to make the trip from Delaware. With his 
2 brothers he spent years in the California 
gold fields but all Charles took back east 
was aii old Spanish Shawl and one Gold Nugget.

i:- « a n «
SAI’ tells of BILL TUFTS nursing a puppy all 
the way to EUR. He saved a claim out oh 
that suit!

Palaid.no
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ACCOUNTING FOP. Acounting
By Alba Mungo

TWO HEW FACES TH ACCOUITTriG THIS MQHTH.

it «• a a

"HO POSTAGE STAMPS OH GRIPE MISSIVES"

That's all until the Tiger passes in review again

DON'T START COURTING IT'S FAR AWAY....
THEIR'S QUITE A WHILE TIL LABOR DAY...

B
U
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Accounting is certainly proud of our own 
Irish Tenor who did a Terrific job of singing 
at the TIGER PICiTIO and cane away with Third 
Prize.

He married his wife, Corinne, in 1948 and 
now is the proud father of two Darling Daughters. 
We will all be looking forward to the tine when 
we can again get a chance to hear him sing....

We sure want to wish ..ALLY PARKER lots of 
luck in his new job. He will be working for 
Mr. Jackson and "Nationwide Consolidators".

Again we see the six’ ling face of our 
Revenue auditor, Frank Sri.th, back from his 
2 week vacation...UP NORTH....Thats about all 
we can get out of him,...Hope you had a chance 
to rest up from the Airbills Frank...,We have 
plenty stacked u; just waiting for you......

Mechanics who worked on the fleet of 0-46 
airfreighters at Pyote sent hone sone vivid 
descriptions of their life at the isolated 
field, but they usually wrote no letters to 
their fellow workers at far-off Burbank. In
stead, they used the fuselage of the plane 
to convey their thoughts r.t idle moments.

Pat started singing in 1938. He began 
as a singing waiter and later just sang. He 
toured most of the South West, Canada, and 
Mexico. During his tine in the Army he served 
for a while under Maurice Evans in the "Special 
Service Division" in Hawaii, entertaining the 
Servicemen and women.

GRACE HUTH, will be taking WALLY PARSER'S 
place as a General Ledger Bookkeeper. Grace 
lives in Sherman Oaks and is a former owner 
of "Tarsane Village Cleaners" and "Sherman 
Oaks Cleaners." She has a son in the Marines 
and a daughter now in Van Muys High....Welcome 
to the Tigers GPJiCE

Eve Granville, who works for RHEA LOCKHART, 
and her husband have planned a fishing trip 
up north to Feather River. They are renting 
a trailer and are just going to take it easy 
and enjoy life for 2 weeks....

HAROLD BROW, who is now taking LYLE FRS7- 
ERET's place in Auditing the Inter-Line ard 
Truckers Freight bills. He ar rived in Calif
ornia this October, from the "Windy City" of 
Chicago. He has previously worked five years 
in the Transportation Field for the Trucking 
Company. He spent 3 years in the Army, in 
which tine ho got to see Hawaii, France, 
England, and Germany.„. Glad to have you with 
us HAROLD

Dept.,

LILLIAN COLMAN of the "PLEASE I-LV3 75 COPIES 
OF AIRBILL 11234 AUD MAIL IT TO AIR FRANCE." 

plans to visit friends in Coronado on 
her few precious weeks off..

SADIE ELLIOTT back from 2 wonderful weeks 
in 'Honolulu and a few exciting days in San 
Francisco. Sun Tanned and rested she is all 
set for another year of work...Or so it says 
here....Did you get to buy a grass skirt SADIE?

A crude drawing of two trees was inscribed: 
"Only two trees in Texas." Another showed 
a tiny swimming pool, which was labeled: "only 
body of water in Texas." One mechanic boldly 
inscribed "Nhere the heck's our raise?" another 
"Texas-- just south of Siberia."
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FORE 11 ’ ’NOTES FROM PERSONNEL FORE I! FORE

by E. Avery

ft ft * ft

Comparing July 1950 with July 1951 we find:

ft ft ft ft

4 1.

5. Shares increased from $52,000 to $101,000 Only off the job accidents.Ans.
2. Does this insurance cover Dental Surgery?

ft ft ft

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

ft ft ft * V

We caught him at a quiet moment and came 
out of office #4 with some vital statistics 
we thought might interest you.

1. Outstanding loans amounting to $44,000 
increased to $97,000 in 1951.

3. July 50 numbered 398 loans while '51 
totaled 1010.

"A MAN CAN'T BECOME A HOWLING SUCCESS 
SIMPLY BY HOWLING."

Does this insurance cover injuries 
due to accidents of all types.

TiuRsvicvi

2. Loans to date came to §114,000, in '50 
increased to §323,000.

Once again we are listing the questions 
and answers about CONNECTICUT GENERAL GROUP 
HEALTH INSURANCE.

Having noticed a small traffic jam around 
office door #4 these afternoons, we decided 
to find out just what it was all. about. We 
found DICK YUNG up to his IBM Machines in 
CREDIT UNION BOOKS, papers, figures, etc.

Very happy to see BETTIE KENNISON back 
at her desk. She'll be back at the 
"TAILSPINS" column next issue.

This all goes to show that DICK YUNG is a 
VERY busy man, the CREDIT UNION is making 
money, and we have some pretty wise and 
thrifty people around the FTL family. Those 
people realize how smart it is to put their 
savings in the FTL CREDIT UNION.
Anyone else interested in being "Smart and 
Thrifty" contact DICK YUNG in Office #4.

Ans. Only if the patient is in a hospital.
If such is the case, only the hospital charges 
are paid, not the Doctor's charges.

Profit amounted to §1500 increasing to 
$4400.

6. Membership increased from 250 to 501.

With all this wet weather we are having 
at BURBANK at the moment, we hope it 
wont interfere with the FLYING TIGER GOLF 
TOURNEMENT now going on at CHEVY CHASE 
GOLF COURSE. Tournenient director, BILL 
FELTENBERGER informs us that there are 
around 40 members swinging and swaying 
their way to the final day which is to be 
August 31. Next issue we hope to have 
NAMES, PICTURES, AND PRIZES.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT FLYING TIGER LINE
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It's FANTASTIC!

Welcome

I told you

He's

Mothers and Ho Hum!

I HEAR that NURSE DUKE has guests visiting from 
Washington State.

I HEAR that VEVA TEMPLE, Payroll Section, will 
be going on a vacation trip to CANADA. 
Yty - how our employees get around.

I HEAR that H. A. THORNE is back in Burbank 
Radio Department after spending more than a 
month in Newark helping J. C. WHITELAW. 
Are you glad to be back, huh?

DICK YUNG announces that since the last EDition 
of the TigeReview, he has had an ADDition of 
18 rabbits to his original three.

I HEAR that BILL KELLOGG, one of our Inspectors, 
is off on a trip to INDIA, 
everyone was scattered around the GLOBE.

BERNICE SHELDON, former secretary to Paul 
Grace, wants to extend her thanks to all 
those who wished her well with ROSES!

MOLDAVSCH1, our new Admin- 
Hope you

FRED BENNINGER and HOWARD FINNEY went East on 
a business trip in August.

HEARD AND SEEN 
by

Shelley Green

We WELCOME Mr. C 
istrator of Fuel Requirements, 
like it in CALIFORNIA, sir.

A hearty WELCOME is extended to OLGA WASKCNICZ, 
a new employee in the TABULATING Department. 
Hope you'll like us, Olga.

I HEAR that VIRGINIA BURCHAM is going to 
PHOENIX on her vacation. What's the matter 
Ginny - isn't it warm enough HERE?

I HEAR that RHUEL TRIMBLE, Inspection Dept., 
is having a LOT of TROUBIE trying to ADD one 
little old ROOM to his house. His four 
children like to give him as much HELP (?) 
as possible.

ED TAESCH, after returning from Europe, went 
to San Francisco on his VACATION, 
driving a new CHEVROLET (?!), too.

HERE are some of the VARIOUS and sundry reasons 
given by prospective WOMEN employees for not 
working at FTL?

"It's too far to WALK through the DIRT 
from the parking lot!"
"There's too much NOISE around here."
"I WON'T use a Dictaphone."

THEY DON'T REALIZE we're going to have a new 
building - and that we're a nice group of 
people to work with - DO THEY?

I«y THANKS to IRENE FRENCH and CHARLOTTE WALTZ 
for the grand job they did on "Heard and 
Seen" last month.

URSULA MORIARITY, Switchboard Operator, is 
leaving in September for a vacation in ALASKA 
where her daughter is singing in Fairbanks. 
That's a NICE way to celebrate your FOURTH 
year with FTL, Urs. Have FUN!

TIGEREVIEW - ’ <■
I SEE that R. K. BENNETT and E. L. ARROWSMITH 

of the Radio Shop, have returned from their 
vacations. They SAY they're all ready for 

______ another YEAR'S work. Oh - my - goodness!

W. L. TUFTS, Director of Claims, went on his 
vacation. When asked where he could be 
reached, his answer was an unequivocal 
"I Don't Know!" Believe me - that's the ONLY 
way to take a vacation.

NURSE DUKE wants to thank EVERYONE who contri
buted to the BLOOD BANK. Especially now that 
we are availing ourselves of it for LEE GIRON. 
She states that several of the men are vol
unteering to give more blood, and is grate
ful that they are. For your INFORMATION - a 
Mobile Blood Bank is stationed at 13425 
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, Mondays 5-9 p.m. 
How about DONATING a PINT’

The TABULATING Department has a new IBM machine.
Get DICK YUNG to explain all the things it 
can do.

I SEE that INA MAE BARKER has come to work for 
Paul Grace, our Chief Inspector. 
ALOFT, Ina Mae.

I HEAR that MARE MILLER of the Purchasing 
Department had a nice VACATION. She went 
to SAI! FRANCISCO, the most cosmopolitan of 
West Coast cities. (Or - am - I - being - 
disloyal? ? ?)

There are TWO proud PAPAS in the Radio Depart
ment. DEAN GRIGSBY and D. L. THOMPSON are 
the fathers of baby girls, 
daughters are doing well - but the fellows 
report they aren't getting enough SLEEP!
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Aboard the "Four Winds" Catalina-bound.
C.Heintz,Sr.,W.Rusch; H.NoyesjD.Needles;0.Miller;
B.Zuetell; J.Lee; R. Prescott.

on Page 4)

SALES PURPORTS
By Katherine M. Smith

Meet the LAX BATHING BEAUTIES’ Hal,Costa,Stan, 
Rick,Mayo,Ted,Ernie,Jack,Bill. (Photo by Ted) 

■X "X X- -X "X-
LA Seles is voting a big THANK YOU to Director 
and Mrs. T.J.Sullivan who invited them to hold 
their Aug 3rd & 24th Sales Meetings at their 
lovely home in Pasadena. After the business 
meeting was over the boys took to the pool and

K « M
Bill Kendel,SAN,says the only way to make money 
on a horse is to fly it! Two of our recent 
"passengers" netted Bill and Hal Ramsden no
thing but experience. Says Bill "One of them

never ran - - and the other one - well,they had 
to turn the lights on to find him.1" Bill gave 
us the horse's name but we can't print it.' c- « » « » -r «
We are sorry to lose Ethel Rish,CHI, wh o is now 
on "medical leave". We hope you will soon be 
well enough to return Ethel.
Bob McGee and his family spent an enjoyable va
cation at Eagle River,Wis.,and Wonder Lake,Ill., 
fishing for fish and sunshine. How he wonders 
why he didn't spend it all at Wonder Lake - he 
found 3 hours of sunshine there. Try California 
next time Bob.'
CHI has lost Gerry Johnson to Akron where he will 
replace Bill Grant who 'is taking a leave of 
absence. Good luck to Gerry & hurry back Bill.'
On August 4th FTL and Carl Heintz(our Ad.Agency) 
entertained traffic managers from the LA area 
aboard the Heintz schooner "Four Winds". Leaving 
the Yacht Club at 7:30 A.M.they sailed to Cata
lina where they anchored for a day of fishing 
and swimming. Our guests for the day included: 
W.Zuetell,Northrop;H. Noyes,Bendix;B. Cook;Lockheed 
C.Lamb,B.0.P;C.Miller,Chrysler; F.Anderson,N.Ameri
McCulloch Motors;D,Needles,Douglas;W.Kruger of 
Byron-Jacksonj Hosts Carl Heintz Sr., and Jr., 
Bob Prescott, Mayo Thomas,Ted Holmgren,Hal Ham
mond & Ernie Kruttschnitt of FTL. J.Lee (Heintz). 
Fishing was fair - with Russ Himmelspach catching 
the biggest sheephead and small honors going to 
Ernie Kruttschnitt for a 2" deal,which earned 
him the title of "Shorty"..Russ also did a pro
fessional job of sailing the party over to the 
Island while Horace Noyes brought them all back 
alive (more or less with one or two casualties ).

s « i:- » «
(Photo by T.Holmgren) (continued

wonderful refreshments were served by Mrs Sulli-- can;R.Himmelspach of J.E.Brulatour;W.Rusch, 
van and Miss Una Pierson. This was a most wel
come relief from the Valley heat. Audrey Heil 
says "for once we didn't have to sit on waste
baskets and window ledges to hold the meetings!' 
The pool was no place for Audrey - water polo 
and underwater endurance tests were just too 
rough - even for Audrey.1 « « « « «
We hear that Helen Weyant,of our NY office has 
quite an interesting background. With her hus
band, Bill,who is a U.3.Weatherman,she has liv
ed in such foreign places as Keflavik,Iceland, 
and the Kimpo Airbase,Korea. They were evacuat
ed to Japan when war started and saw the start 
of the airlifts at Haneda Airdrome. Last report 
is that Helen is an ice-widow as Bill is on 
Government business back in Iceland.
Belated congratulations to Pete Albert, most re
cent convert to the "Bride & Groom" ranks J
"George Dart", says the NY Traffic Club Bulletii 
"came to earth long enough for a 2-day meeting 
with his staff..We hope the end of the session 
found the snarling of the big cats subsiding 
into a contented purring like the motors of the 
flying box cars. We mean,we hope everything was 
unsnarled!"...

I Js 1 ■
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HAVE YOU HEARD?

NEW ADDITIONS TO ACCOUNTING THIS J-IONTH o o

Chasing men again, huh?"
June Kroutil has also joined our happy 

little group as typist and general Airbill 
Helper-Outer,. She will be replacing Lillian 
Dolman who will -now be working for Jack 
Coveny, in the Claims Department,

Our sincerest sympathy is extended to 
' Esther Coy on the death of her mother, and

To William Creighton for the loss of 
his wife , , .

Congratulations to Doug Bush - new parent 
of daughter Marcia Ellen, born August 13th.

ACCOUNTING FOR ACCOUNTING
By Alba ilungo

« » « « *
SALES REPORTS (Cont'd from Page 3)

A smile is like a Ray of Sunshine on a Rainy 
Day , , .

Shirlee Schamp, after what has seemed 
years, is finally expecting her husband home 
from Overseas,..Glad to hear it Shirlee,,,.

That's all until the Tiger Passes in Review 
Again . , .

Frank White back from his two week va
cation is about ready for a rest . . It 
seems he spent his time working in the yard 
and fixing his car „ , Would some HADACOL 
Help Frank?

Try to make the Sun Shine a Little more 
each Day . .

Betty Avery and husband spent their 
vacation driving up to San Francisco, and 
thereabouts, then to Reno and back to Los 
Angeles „ , They sure covered a lot of terri
tory in two weeks' time , .

Competing with thrills at the Air Show 
Liz Schroeder put on her own demonstration 
by falling through the office ceiling (she 
says - this seems to be a new version of the 
Pink Elephant Story) into the surprised arms 
of Bob Moran and Joe Lauwers of our RML stat
ion. Liz, it seems, was up hunting material 
for our display at the Show when the accident 
happened. Result "multiple contusions on arms, 
legs, shoulders and back"..But NO Runs in her 
hose.' How did she do it??

Hope you are better Liz and that you 
were able to enjoy the Air Show. All person
nel from RML got passes and had a swell view 
from the top of our trucker's Truck.' Doug 
Bush drove the fork lift out - this year with 
no mishaps.

The personnel manager was interviewing a man 
for a job.
"How long did you work in the other place?"
"Sixty-five years."
"How old are you?"
"I'm 40 years old."
"How could you work 65 years when you are only
40 years old?".
"Overtime",

of in front of the tower." Signed Thompson..
Just be nonchalent folks - it could happen 
to anyoneJ

« « » «■ «

OLE is really in there pitching - even 
taking UAL's Conat away from them.' CLE/DEN.

Vacation for Walt Bowman meant getting in 
some flying time and for Shirley Krueger an 
interesting experience in an elevator. . After 
touring Washington she became so confused she 
followed the wrong (?) man off her hotel ele
vator. Her embarrassment was not lessened 
by the remark of her girl friend "Up to your 
old tricks.

it « » « »
Thought for the week - "To a good salesman 
there is no such thing as a poor town"...

Hasta Luego - and - Happy Shipping.'

Well most of the Accounting gang is 
back from their much deserved vacations and 
ready to settle down to work again . . Get 
those noses back to the grindstone. .

Norman Todd has joined our staff, as a 
General Auditor. Born in Portland, Oregon, 
he came to California in 1929 and has been 
here ever since. He previously worked for Cali
fornia Central Aircraft. He at one time owned 
his own plane and has done quite a bit of fly
ing. He, his wife, daughter and son now live 
in Burbank . . . Glad to have you with us 
Norm.

« if if it it
Which brings us to our Quote of the 

Month: "161-6-959 will be delayed in DEN 
as he was taxiing out the left wheel fell

T T G E R E V T E W
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By Katherine M Smith

LINK

THE
BEAM

THE

This may sound like something out of a dream and 
of course it could only happen in a nightmare un
less you happened to be in our "Link Room"... 
where flight personnel do what used to be called 
"blind flying" but which nowadays has the more 
scientific name of "instrument flight".

This staccatic message was competing with the 
whine of a generator, machine-gun rivetting, 
drilling, a blaring P.A. and a "4" warming up... 
While 4? Nan was clipping it off on the BUR air
port I ducked under a wing..the janitor spread 
sawdust over the runway...Minutes later while 
reporting 6,000' over Sirai CAPTAIN CHAMBERS open
ed the hatch and climbed out of the ship....I 
saw and heard it all!

Equipped with all flight instruments, normally 
found in twin-engined aircraft, including

IT
KEEPS THEM

ON

Capt. Pete Reed says - it simulates every
thing but the unscheduled interruptions such 
as "How about some coffee,fill out this form"...

I.L.S.(instrument landing system);artificial 
horizon, directional gyro, compass, fuel gauges 
A.D.F.(automatic direction finder); altimeter, 
air speed, vertical speed, tach and clock the 
pilot can work any problem given by the in
structor. The second piece of equipment is even 
more intriguing - a desk covered by various 
charts and a duplicate set of instruments which 
coincide with the movements of the "Link"., 
then there is "the crab" - a mystical piece of 
mechanism which crawls over the charts record
ing the maneuvers of the "flying Link".....

Ina MacClanahan & Capt.Andy Chambers in a 
huddle over the"0uija Board."

» w « ii «
"FTL 47 Nan you are cleared to depart on heading 
260° to intercept.... to not climb above 3,000' 
until....north leg of Los Angeles...course of 
Newhall radio range...southwest..report on the 
Siml........ at 6,000' Over"...

» *

C.A.A. and company regulations require all flight 
personnel to take at least 2 hours of this simu
lated instrument flight each month regardless 
of the number of actual instrument hours they 
may have logged. In order to accomplish this the 
Link Trainer has been installed in Hangar Ho.2 
at Burbank. This captive aircraft can simulate 
every maneuver of a plane in flight, even (I am 
told) to making its occupant thoroughly airsick 
and to produce that "must not" of all pilots - 
vertigo!

i:- «

Instructor INA MACCLANAHAN can set a problem on 
any phase of a flight plan, can start the pilot 
off at a mythical point and "lose" him and make 
him find his way back on course or just give 
him straight take-off and landing procedures. 
She has a drawer full of range signals that 
beep and hum and c an crank up a windshift or 
if she feels really tough can run him out of 
gas or make the Link simulate the pitch and yaw 
of a turbulent flight....

« « « k «
So that's the "Link" and our "Ouija Board" 
that predicts a pilot's future..now about our 
instructor INA... When she first joined the 
Waves and was assigned the job of Link'Instruc
tor she thought it was something to do with 
chains and maintenance and was somewhat disgus
ted - until she found out what a Link was. How 
5 years later she is still enthusiastic about 
the job, has acquired a husband, MAC, (after 
some 75 hours of Link instruction) and a small 
son, JEFFREY. Ina got her instruction in the 
Navy at Atlanta, was stationed at Pasco,Wash., 
Memphis, Tenn., and Columbus,Ohio. She carried 
the rank of Specialist T 2nd Class. What she 
want now, after 2^ years with FTL, is a sound
proof room and those other 2 Links to take care of the 300 hours a month our boys should take!

WHAT GOES ON HERE .
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by Janet Olson
HIS SIDE OF THE STORY it******************-******

I sit on the righto

******************

********************

it* it* **** *** ** *******

********************

*******************

is courting.

MUZ CAN DO ANYTHING - Not everybody that can 
have those wings hovering over the house twice 
in eight months, so a group of friends gathered 
at Capt. Muzinich's house Sunday to have a pot
luck dinner and present Hilda & Gene with a 
high-chair and play-pen for the expected one. 
Glad to report that Candy is getting to be a 
very charming young lady - not quite ready to 
walk yet, but wont be long now.

Our Texas Cowpoke Boyd O'Donnell has gone 'un 
done it --  so now all the girls can go back to
work an stop those sighs, cause boy 0 boy - 
Joan is something to look at and she cooks too

.. Morrow
0. Smith

o

Hear tell all our Texas boys will be coming 
back to the old homestead by Sept. 4th - guess 
FTL has done such a bang up job getting the 
"WETBACKS" down under, that things are slow.

Bye now ***********************************

******** ***********
NORTH ATLANTIC - we hear tell the operation is 
in full swing again - but not much news from 
over there - Jerry Kurtz R/O to Capt. Hedden 
"Have you seen da guys' caps, Capt.? Da looks 
as sharp as da leaddin edge of a wet noodle." 
Hear tell the new uniform cap in Europe these 
days is a Beret - ask Capt. Dobson if they feel 
good on the head.(be glad to print any info)

without ever coining to BUR. 
to keep up with all the. changes 
any of you boys - let me know.

FTL #552 OVER PARIS ON BASTILLE DAY (7/14/51) 
(Left to Right) 1st. Off. Bob Johnson of EWR 
Stwds. Marg Gillette of BUR, Nav. Harry 1-yers of 
EWR, R/O Bob Clough of EWR - they hadn't yet 
connected up with Capt. Glen Myer of EWR, but 
they finally got together and completed the 
circle around the world in the real Me Coy.

Chambers.

I'm the Co-Pilot.
I'm not important; I'm just part of the flight 
I never talk back, unless I have regrets;
I just have to remember what the Capt. forgets 
I make out the Flight Plan & study the WK.
I pull up the gear & stand by to feather.
I make out reports & do the reporting. 
I fly the old crate while the Capt.
I take the reading & adjust the power 
I handle the flaps & call the tower 
Tell him where we are on the darkest nights. 
I do all the book work, without any lights. 
I call for my Capt. & buy him cokes 
And always laugh at his corny jokes and once 
in awhile, when his landings are rusty, I come 
through with, "My but it's gusty". 
All in all, I'm a general stooge as I sit on 
the right of the man I call scrooge
I guess you think this is past understanding, 
but maybe someday, he'll give me a landing.

R U M M A G I N AROUND
THE READY-ROOM

GENERAL SCRAMBLE - Back to the AIR-LIFT went 
Captains Perreault, Rossi, H. Brooks, Tally, 
Flanagin, Edge, Kelley and clear from EWR comes 
Capt'. Jim Martin ( Jim is transfering from EWR 
to BUR, so we will be seeing him around). 
Co-pilots new to the AIR-LIFT are Zahnd, J. 
Adams, Urnezis, Jenisse, Kaegi, A. J. Adams, 
R. B. Carpenter, B. L« Hopkins, Cunningham, 
Donnelly,. ( have to give the initials on some, 
as we have more than one of the same name). 
Back to Domestic come Barton, Cullen, Conroy, 
Libra and from BUR to DEN a new Captain Andy

Our changes come so fast that Captain 
John Lamping transfered from DEN to BUR to DEN 

Sure is fun trying 
If I have lost

CAM FLIGHT 288 ARR BUR 8/28/51 - Cap't. Hawes 
C/P Newcomer of EWR reporting to Operations BUR. 
These CAM FLIGHTS are sure circulating the crew 
members around the U.S.A. In case you don't 
know what a GAM FLIGHT is it is the movement of 
Army Personnel within the U.S.A. Capt 
from EWR, C/p Thelen from DEN, Capt. I 
from DEN are a fow more that have ARR BUR,
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Here's a note from

petitor.

ALL IN THE WAI YOU LOOK AT IT

'If ’•rex-.

Terri Buckley
All of you who have been loyal enuf to read 

this far will be happy and relieved to know 
that Bettie Kennison will be taking over this

STUFF ABOUT STATIONS 
AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

HEAR NO EVIL..SEE
NO EVIL...On one

American Way"
Fly Avianca and see the NEXT."

anon.
Pictured below is the new hydraulic truckbed lift 
equipment now in use in the Chicago and Cleveland 
stations of FTL.

When you say you have troubles 
as great as ray own,

I'm forced to admit that it's 
true;

But consider the fact that mine 
happen to me,

While yours merely happen 
to you.

Does the carfree chap in the upper left-hand 
column look familiar? He does to us!

page again, next month. 
Bettie, to all of you..

"They" say a woman is never at a loss for 
words, but I beg to differ with "They", - at 
least in part. There's nothing difficult about 
saying "Thanks" - it's just a little word, but 
to exnress it the way I feel it, that's the 
hitch! I can only hope you will all know how 
much I appreciated the beautiful flowers from 
"Employees of FTL", as well as the cards - they 
made my hospital excursion ever so much less 
tedious. To each of you, deepest thanks: I'm 
grateful to be associated with people like you - 
and you...... and you.

WONDER HOW THAT HAPPENED DEPT .—Received 
the following TWX from Noel Gilbert, in Boston, 

last week. "You 
have 50/ of ny 
cargo personnel 
as steward on 861/ 
13/993 & it would 
be appreciated 
that on arrival 
in BUR George 
Griffith be dead
headed back to 
Boston ASAP."

SOMEONE LAYED AN EGG—'Least that's the im
pression we got when Railway Express called & 
told us they had 14 cases of eggs to deliver to 
the Flying Tiger Ranch. While the Tigers are 
famed for their ingenuity of utilizing every 
bit of available space, we hadn't seen any 
chicks (of that type) running around, and 
assured the man that there must be some mistake 
However, we almost had one h__  of an omelet,
kids!

of the first flights of the "Wetback" operation 
one of the passengers entered the plane, sat 
down, covered his head with a shopping bag,and 
remained that way for the entire trip....the 
original Mexican Ostrich! Another chuckle we 
got was on hearing how one "wetback" who was 
deathly afraid of flying decided to leave the 
plane. He would have jumped, but since the 
plane was flying over water decided against it. 
Reason....he couldn't swim!

While in the U. 3., airlines are very care
ful about the wording of their advertising, 
such is not the case in Colombia, S. A. where 
one of the airlines is trying to lay out a com-

The following piece of advertising 
copy shows the direct approach the "South

— "Fly Taca and sec THIS world.

WELL! Slick personnel in Cleveland asking 
for jobs, after viewing all the new cars purchaser 
by Tiger employes!

OVERHEARD RECENTLY...One of the office gals 
explaining that she never dated pilots 'cause 
she didn't like their "altitude!"

-aifi-
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FLYINGHANGAR

By Thelma Goodman

1! if

if

if

A Nice long letter from Willie Westling at 
Tokyo, and all our Tokyo crew wish to be re
membered to the gang at Home Base.

Ernie Boyer back from Denver where he sub
stituted for John Snyder during his vacation 
absence.

Welcome home to Al "Goldy" Goldberg, just re
turned from vacation at Lake Tahoe.

"Phil Gold back home again after helping Ted 
Chikowski at Newark by holding the fort down 
while he was on vacation.

Our sunny California weather caused us to move 
our operations to Palmdale for a couple of days

We were pulling everything fromlast week.
turn-around checks to No. 3's.

"Buck" Buchanan substituting as Foreman of 
Shops during Joe Baker's vacation for two 
weeks.

However* they 
so we are glad to

Tom Martines writes from Luxemburg that the 
cost of living is really high, but he's en
joying the sights.'.

It seems to me that my mechanics are flying 
as much as the Flight Crews these days. 
Hardly a day passes that Goldy doesn't say 
something like "Need 2 Flite Line Meehs for 
Karachi or Luxemburg or Tokyo" and off they 
go into the wild blue yonder, 
always return to Home Base, 
see them come and go.

Jerry Hirsch and Bob Logsdon departing for the 
East this week to attend school at the Bendix 
factory, Sidney, New Jersey.

« « it «

It is mighty good to see Ralph Dominguez 
back on the Flight Line after his sojourn in 
San Juan, P. R., along with Dave Hein and A. 
Formanack. Home Base is beginning to see 
some familiar faces around here once again.

if if if if
Our best goes to our John Snyder of Denver 
who is recovering from an appendectomy.

We understand John Mendes and his wife are 
proud parents of a bouncing baby boy, born 
while John was on field service duty at Phila
delphia. Congratulations to -the Mendes family.

if if if if

There should be a monument erected to the 
"fools" who didn't heed the advice, "It can't 
be done" - - so they went ahead and did it 
anyway.

Bob Croskell and J. R. McDonald have depart
ed Home Base for Overseas duty at Honolulu.

it it if it

«■ it

it it it

» it

it it

it it
Bill Kellogg and "Colly" Colquette departed 
for Europe this past week to keep our air
planes flying over there.

it »

if if if if

if if it

if it

if if

it it

it it if if

it it if

This issue I would like to dedicate to all my 
Overseas and Field Service boys, wherever they 
may be. We know they are doing A-l jobs and 
want them to know they are not forgotten even 
though they are thousands of miles away. So 
to all of you, a big fat hearty "Hi" from 
Home Base.

A hearty "Welcome Home" to our Brownsville 
and Holtville crews, after several months on 
"Operation Wetback" duty.

if if it *

it »

if if if if
John Feeney arrived at Home Base from several 
months' field service duty on the East coast 
at Millville, N. J., and Philadelphia on the 
San Juan operation. We are glad to have you 
home, John.

« it

it if
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Moteo from Personnel
by E. Avery

HOW ABOUT YOU? ft ftINTERESTED???? ft ft

See Dick Yung, Flying Tiger Credit Union DON'T FORGET THE CREDIT UNION

Tit eReview I

Any news items about sports activities can be 
sent to Clint Gill of Flight Maintenance Dept, 
who has agreed to handle the job of Sports 
Reporter for the Tigereview.

So far there have been signs of Softball, Golf, 
Baseball, Tennis, Bowling, Rifle, Fishing, and 
Flying Clubs. How about representatives from 
each of these activities getting together to 
form this Recreation Committee?

The Credit Union is good for your community in 
other down-to-earth dollars and cents ways 
too:

Many Credit Union members have bought homes of 
their own, thanks to Credit Union savings and 
many more have been able to repair, paint and 
improve their homes with money they have 
borrowed or saved through their Credit Union.

Due to the increasing amount of interest in 
the different sports activities around the 
FTL Hangar lately, it has been suggested by 
Art Meyer, Personnel Director, that a Recrea
tion Committee be formed for the purpose of 
organizing a Flying Tiger Recreation Club. 
Such a club, after proper organization would 
control and administer the present Employees 
Welfare Fund, thus making money available for 
prizes, equipment etc., as well as welfare 
purposes.

"Just as a pebble dropped into a pool moves 
the water in ever widening circles, the 
Credit Union invigorates every aspect of 
community life. How? Because the Credit 
Union builds better citizens—who are social 
as well as financial assets to the community.

Officers and committee members would be made 
up of representatives from each of the various 
clubs. In that way each Club would have proper 
representation.

How about some sports items from you other 
stations? What's going on out there?

There are over 14,000 Credit Unions with 
6,000,000 members in North America. Each one 
like a pebble falling into a pool, is setting 
in motion such widening circles of good for 
its community."

Through your credit Union you solve your own 
financial problems instead of depending on 
others. You learn to budget, to spend wisely 
and to save for the future, instead of living 
from pay-day to pay-day without plan or 
purpose.

Volunteers and suggestions along this line 
will be greatly appreciated. We have also 
added a Sports page to our Tigereview for 
Publicity, Advertising, Announcements, etc. 
for the clubs and Recreation Committee.

Low interest Credit Union loans make it possi
ble for you to pay cash when you buy, avoiding 
high carrying charges. The interest you save 
is that much more money you have to spend for a 
fuller and richer life.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
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’HAPPY' BIRTHDAY TO YOU FROM ALL OF US

by Janet Olson
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Farewell to our gal Susie Warner. - she is off to 
Georgia to live after low ohese many years with 
FTL - we’ll sure miss you Susie ~ don’t forget us.

School not only started for the children, but if 
you watch each morning you will see teacher Doug 
Robins taking Frank Jackson. Bill Ice, Thor Garton 
Bill Reed and a few more pilots into the class 
room for some ground study on the DC-4 - they 
claim they are learning.

and coming back with a nice tan and all refreshed.

Have you heard of Francis ( the talking Mule)? ?? 
Well I hadn't until Francis came out to take a 
ride with FTL so the publicity department borrow 
ed our Frances Drew to get some publicity pictures 
they were too late coming back to make the paper, 
but from what I saw I thought our Frances was much 
the best looking - - TAKE A BOW FRANCES _ - - - -

We have also had some regular new arrivals or 
additions to the flight department family ——- 
Marylyn Joy arrived at R/O & Mrs. Harry Campbell's all, the heat by taking her vacation at the beach 
house - - Rainey Edward arrived on Sept. 2nd. 
in Newark to stay with Co-pilot Clarence Taylor 
and his wife - Saturday nite Gene Muzinich called 
very excitedly to say it was a boy and they would 
call him Thomas - we hope that you all grow up to 
be active members of this Tiger Family.

Since early spring I have been planning and schem 
ing on a vacation ~ with the thought in mind that 
in August we would move to the new building - 
come August not ready - come September sure by 
the last Saturday in the month we would move, but 
no today they tell me it won't be until Oct. 6th - 
now all I have to wait for is the verdict that we 
wont move until Friday the 12th and that is the 
day I plan to start for the wide open spaces in 
good old Idaho to do a little resting and a lot of 
hunting - anyway my plans for being settled in the 
new office before leaving are all shot - I’ll give 
you a report on the vacation next issue „

Bye now ***************************************

Stewardesses Ann Petersen and Frances Drew gave 
my husband a helping hand one night this month in 
one of his publicity deals - they handed out 
ORCHIDS at the opening of the new Chevrolet Garage 
on Sunset - I hear that they caused quite a STIR, 
when they arrived (FTL has nothing but the best) 
Mr. 0 sends his best to you girls and thanks again 

it ititititif if* if if********«»*

NEW ARRIVALS ft********************** ***«»**«***»

RUM MAGIN AROUND
THE READY-ROOM

Chief Pilot Art Seymour from Denver spent two days 
with us this month going over the business work 
of the Flight Department - - Tim Huntley finally 
came back to home base after a hurried trip to 
San Juan to dispatch three more flights - he says 
he plans to stay this time - Dick Olson has been 
on the list of those suffering from the cold, 
(in the head) after our heat wave and I mean heat 
wave - 105° in the valley it is no wonder Vera, 
Ray and Dick caught the thing - June Haller missed

Best of wishes./to--all of our September born crew 
members - At Newark - Bill Armstrong, Doug Buskey, 
At Denver. - Bill Baker, Mark Devereaux, Bill Hoey, 
Oakley Smith - At Burbank - Tom Haywood, Chuck 
Janisse, Boyd O’Donnell, Frank Otey, Gil Shelton, 
Gene Taylor, Ted Thomson and Arnie Zahnd. Guess 
Boyd and Frank ..will, get their wishes some place in 
Europe - Never happy to stay home - always on the 
go ~ but do have a good time boys.

******************«««««***

Not what you think - They are identified by 
N 86574 & N 88819 - two additions to our fleet 
and from the out side they look to us ground folks 
just like ary other Douglas DC-4 - but OH BOY - 
the Flight Crews think different - they call them 
the PIN BALL MACHINES ~ seems like every time they 
touch anything in the cockpit a light FLASHES ON 
or OFF - the main difference is that they have 
Wright Cyclone engines instead of the Pratt & 
Whitney engines that the boys are used to, SQOOO 
the Flight Department went right to work writing 
a short instruction manual and new check list to 
help the boys out - then too they had instructor 
pilots Bill Stevens (from Resort Airlines) and 
Dick Stuelke to help them out on their flights, so 
all went well and we are really glad to have them 
in the fleet.
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WHAT GOES OH HERE ..1

job by our Motor Pool

Well folks,here we have Margaret Pooze, Nick 
Canovic,an unidentified Slick Sleuth, and Bob 
Beckman of OLE Operations, snapped by Shirley 
Kruager,as they were giving a couple of Seals 
their Saturday night Bath.'.'Rain"?Said the Cali
fornia seals. "We’ve never seen that stuff.'" s s « « w « » *
As we go to Press Ike Lynn is preparing to take 
off for the Land of Grass Skirts and Ginger 
Flowers - Hawaii - We wish Ike and Tania the 
best of luck in the fair islands. Ike has tur
ned over his duties to Ernie Kruttschnitt...

Irving Jensen & Arba Hale with an orange trac
tor and blue jeep ready to ship to Chicago.

SALES REPORTS
.... By Katherine M. Smith

w if

The 8-man crew, consisting of headman Irving 
Jensen, Arba Hale, John Munoz, Art Naftel, 
Claude Williams, Sam Arnold, Marty Martinez 
and Chris Hytten, under Gene Head, work two 
shifts - 7 days a week.

if « if if if if if if
The equipment below is a complete rebuilt 

Photo by K.Smith

The LA boys are up to their ears in the County 
Fair at Pomona where to date some 1-g- million 
people have been fighting to obtain the 10,000 
paper coolie hats(complete with FTL name and 
insignia)anc} other material,given out at our 
Booth. With the mere up to 90 and 100 those 
hats are mighty popular. Just mention HATS to 
Audrey Hei] who,with her entire family, folded, 
stapled,and elasticed the things assembly line 
style.’ We wish to particularly thank those not 
connected with the Sales Dept for their help 
at the booth:-
Lillian Coleman,Doria Jones,Terri Buckley,Pat 
Barrett,Pat Lintell,Frances & Doc Wilcox and 
children Karen & Ronnie. Margot Loos,Eunice 
Harrell. Our Department Wives: Virginia Cussen 
Genita Thomas,Doris Holmgren,Nan Rutter,Bette 
Allen,Rene Costa. Messrs Bill Staley,Jack Smith 
and Mac Cress..and Buzz Kruttschnitt.

« ft « if « if if if
Sorry to hear you sprained your ankle Doug 
(Bush at RML) and that it isn't too painful 
being a Hop-Along-Salesman.

By - the same -
The Motor Pool? What's the Motor Pool? A lot of 
FTL folks admitted they had never heard of our 
Motor Pool so I wandered down there one noon 
time to find out what it was all about,...
5 years ago Gene Head says they operated under 
a piece of canvas stretched over four poles.
2 years later they improved their lot with a 
roof and one wall...today Gene and his crew are 
bulging the seams of the 40’x]6! shop located 
at HDQ,Bur.
The Motor Pool is responsible for the upkeep of 
all the system ground equipment - such as the 7 
trucks, 2 jeeps, 4 tow tugs and 15 pieces of 
small mobile equipment at BUR which in itself 
is quite a job. Then they build up, according 
to our requirements, such things as alcohol 
carts with spray nozzels to be used in deicing 
wings and fuselages at our "winter stations" 
and snow plow attachments for tractors for that 
frigid zone.
There is also constant repair work on battery 
carts, air compressors, electrical units for 
airplane repair work not only along our domes
tic system but, Irvin Jensen tells me, we ship 
in and out such vital equipment for our foreign 
stations Tokyo and San Juan; Germany,North 
Africa and Honolulu. All this equipment is 
shipped COMAT and it all comes back to our Motor 
Pool for service.

fl
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New faces at RML: 
dispatchers.

George Richter, cargo handler; Jim McLaughlin and Leslie Dickinson, 
Well, hel-loooo!

Cargo
(not

R
M
L

foregoing constitutes all the news received from Operations throughout the System this
i — were very glad to hear from Buffalo, Chicago and Detroit - but we are getting a little 

curious about th! rest of th' gang - surely there must be some printable laughables to send 
us, hunh?
Before I get off this perch, just want Katherine Smith and Terri Buckley to know they have 
my thanx for taking over this Editors'-nightmare while I was creeping off the effects of a 
scalpel’s Cook's tour. They did such a good job - hm, wonder if there's some way of 
coaxing them back onto this page?

the office sports a two-tone green
the black little teiphones have green little polka-dots (imagine, dots on 

and a crew room has been added for the weary air jockeys who 
Station spokesman, Anonymous, says that in the past 

we don't need beds here, because we never 
See why we decided to dub him Anonymous?

General Scuttlebutt sez that Buffalo Dispatcher (sounds like pioneer cowboy) Morris 
Hull, and Miss Eileen O'Connell took a walk down the Road of No Return on Saturday, 
22nd of September; sez "they're going swimming in the Sea of Matrimony". Hmm, so 
they pack their trunks and head, (oops, omit comma) Virginia-way for The Honeymoon 
but understand they'll be "t'home" somewhere in Buffalo.

Visitors to RML: Ed Hembree - Rusty Replogle - and Herb Nieman who is now of The 
Military. Herb best-manned his brother's wedding September 22nd. Never could under
stand that "best man" deal - seems so contradictory - if the Bride has a Maid of 
Honor, why not a Male of Honour for the Groom?

The Vacation shift found Station Agent Ed Trott and family at Manistee Lake; 
Handler Angelo Demario also in Northern Michigan; John O'Donnell and the Mrs. 
misses) at the Jersey Shore --  and we're told that this time John wore his own trunks.
There must be a story behind that story, but we received no details so guess we'll 
just have to let our curiosity weave its own delusions.....

We have here a plea from CHI for "an extra pair of water wings". When the rains 
come there, they flood the hangar and personnel swish hither to yon on their ingenuity. 
Immediately following that item, we learn that Station Manager Ralph Foster was on his 
vacation at that writing; his assistant, Emmet Haran, had just returned from a visit 
to Boston; and Clifford Scott transferred to Burbank (to get away from rain?!). 
Now don't get excited, people - pretty soon comes winter - then we'll send you some 
ice skates to navigate on and you can give your ingenuity a rest, hokay?

By the by, how about some pictures from you? They must be very, very clear - otherwise, any
thing goes. Naturally we want the stories to go with the pix.

BUF station is getting its face lifted 
outfit;
a Tiger mouthpiece!); 
pass (out?) thru that station, 
there was no such convenience 
sleep on the job. Ha."

We always heard that Tigers and monkeys had no special adoration for each other, but 
this time the little anthrapoid took out his spite on his very owner ... the man 
picked him up at Detroit Wayne-Major Airport, and the ungrateful apelet turned and 
bit him - there was bleed all over th' place. Station Agent Bob Klepac mused that 
The Tigers are out for blood ... maybe all those things we hear about monkey business 
are true after all.
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HANGAR FLYING

By Thelma Goodman
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Tom Martines and Leon Colquette are due back 
from Europe any day now.

Ken Ousman and Jim Beckwith have joined the 
ranks of overseas personnel and are now 
stationed at Tokyo on the Pacific Airlift.

It's good to see Jim Suriano of L. A. Air 
Service in the hangar again after his combined 
business-pleasure trip to Europe this year.

As usual, another shift change is coming up 
October 1st. This one shifts crews for 
30 days only, then we undergo another one 
November 5th. The reason for the doubling 
up is that the same crews have always worked 
on the Holidays, so we are rotating for this 
year and changing the crews all around, and 
will do so each year hereafter.

Jan T; :menga visiting us from Newark this 
week. It's good to see him back in the fold 
again after a year's illness.

Harry Hinshaw back at Home Base after a tour 
of duty at Denver. Welcome Home, HarryJ

ft ft a ft
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By the time the paper goes to press, imagine 
the general offices will be moved into the 
new building. This means we will also be 
moving our offices to the other side of the 
hangar. So, we will not be seeing all of 
you daily as in the past and hope that you 
will pay us a visit every now and then to 
see how things are progressing maintenance
wise.

Bill Hodson passing out cigars and candy for 
the new addition in his family. However, we 
are sorry to report that Mrs. Hodson is still 
ill in the Hospital. We are all rooting for 
you, D. J., so get well quickly}

Andy Freitas and Ken Underwood have returned 
to Home Base from Duty at Fairfield. John 
Carroll and Earl Jolly have reported to 
Fairfield as their replacements.

Ken Garber, Brownsville, writes he is mighty 
busy but lonesome all by himself down there.

We have a new addition in Goldy's office, 
namely Josephine Skochinski. This is her 
first trip to California, fresh from Min
neapolis, Minnesota and we are hoping she 
will remain with us for a long time.

Reports from my overseas stations indicates 
that all is well. The rains have begun in 
Tokyo. Honululu is enjoying beautiful 
weather but lots of work. Fairfield is 
progressing as usual. So, maintenance-wise, 
the Pacific Airlift is in good shape.

Al (Goldy) Goldberg just back from a week's 
vacation at the Desert Inn, Las Vegas.

Happy Vacation Time to Pete Markasich, Art 
Naftel, John Lafreniere, Harley Chsunbers, 
Hank & Mary Meraz, Dick Kanaly, Gene Wilmarth, 
Ed Abraham, Aldo Dipre & Tony Gelfo.
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GOLF TOURNEMENT RESULTS
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JOEJ THE CREDIT UNION JOIN THE CREDIT UNION

Anyone interested in joining the team please 
sign up on the Bulletin Board.

Tournement Director Bill Feltenberger walked 
away with the best score of 74.

SPORTS ROUNDUP
by CLINT GILL

We discovered another baseball great in our 
midst. He works on the Graveyard shift and 
is hard to find so we’ll get a full story 
and possibly a picture for next issue.

Anyone interested in joining up with the 
Rifle club contact Doc Powell, Don Torgeson, 
or Bill Hodson in Flight Maintenance Dept.

We didn't get the pictures but here are the 
results of the golf tournement  
Low Gross of 79 by Vern Olson—Sheet Metal 
Took home a merchandise prize.
Second prize honors went to two with identi
cal scores of 82. Bob Farge and John Dewey 
Each won three Golf Balls.

The Tigers are forming it's own Rifle Club. 
It is in it's very infancy at this time, but 
the enthusiasm shown is very gratifying. So 
far there are about 40 members. They are in 
the process of electing officers and setting 
up rules and regulations right now. We hope 
to hear great things from them in the very 
near future.

High Gross of 115 was John Soltwedel.
Blind Bogey 78 A.E. Droll 2nd prize of 78 
Vern Hicks, 3rd Prize 74 T. Papagna, 4th 
prize 73 R. J. Nelson, 5th Prize 83 Larry 
Ignasiak, 6th Prize 82 C. E. Bellows.

Bill says there is another Golf Tournement 
shaping up and is expected to be held about 
October. It is to be a three day event 
at Brookside Country Club. Watch Bulletin 
Board for further announcements.

He play
ed against the great Yankee hurler Carl Mays, 
who fomented all of baseball in 1920 by "BEANING ! 
Sam Chapman, who died the next day as a result 
and by doing so left Carl Mays' career in doubt. 
"Lefty" also played against baseballs all-time 
great, Babe Ruth, when the Bambino was a great 
Southpaw hurler with the Boston Red Sox. He 
came to Calif, in 1936 and lives in Northridge. 
He went to work for the TIGERS in the Motor 
Pool on September 7th, 1951. He has offerred 
his services and great knowledge of the game to 
our proposed Tiger Baseball Team.

His record for 
five years with 
the "SOX" was 
52 wins against 
23 losses. He 
unfortunately losm 
2 games in the 
famous 1919 World 
Series against 
Cincinnati which 

later became famous as the BLACK SOX SCANDAL. 
"Lefty" was a close friend of the immortal "Shoe
less Joe" Jackson, regarded as the greatest 
natural hitter baseball has ever seen

Hey, FTL Family'. Did you know that in our midst 
is a former Major League baseball great? He1 s 
none other than Claude P. "Lefty" Williams and 
one of the Chicago White Sox’s great pitchers 
of a few years back. "Lefty" started his pro 
career with Nashville in the Southern League 
in 1912 and ’13 and joined Sacramento in 1914. 
He switched over to Salt Lake when they bought 
out Sacramento's franchise. In 1915 "Lefty" had 

an amazing record 
of 33 wins agains ; 
12 losses with 
Salt Lake. 
1916 the White 
Sox purchased him 
and he stayed with 
them until he re
tired from pro 
baseball in 1920.

All you outside station-- How about sports 
news from out there. Let us hear from you. 
Send any news items to GILL c/o Personnel.
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HEARD AND SEEN 
by

Shelley Greer. .

I SEE that F. G. RIESS and J. L. HIRSCH of the 
Radio Department, are back in Burbank after 
DETACHED service at Newark.

I SEE that PAUL GRACE, Chief Inspector, has 
been away on a trip from HOME base.

Your CREDIT UNION is here to SERVE you, 
Take ADVANTAGE of it.

R. MALLON, G
We heartily welcome you!

THERE are three newcomers to the Radio Depart
ment, namely: R. MALLON, G. ABRAHA1-S0N and 
P. RUTSCHMAN.

There are TWO new faces in the Purchasing 
Department. We extend a welcome to DOROTHY 
FOSTER and PAT SOIEM, and hope you’ll enjoy 
working for FTL.

I HEAR that BILL CHOSE, Tabulating Department, 
is going to Night School at PIERCE COLLEGE, 
taking a course: in Gardening. Really 
sounds INTERESTING, and the Tabulating 
Department can look forward to receiving 
many varieties of flowers NEXT summer. 
Send some MY way, will you, Bill?

I SEE that EVELYN FLETCHER, Tabulating Depart
ment is on her vacation (just RESTING at 
home), and JOAN JENNESS has returned from 
hers, She spent most of her time in the 
HOSPIM waiting room, waiting to visit her 
father, who has been quite ill.

I HEAR that WALT LOEFFLER and AL PENROSE, 
Inspection Department, are on a deer hunting 
vacation. D-e-e-r, that is!

TIG E R E V I E H_____ W______________ PaSe 7
I HEAR that ART 1.EYER, our Personnel Director, 

is hoping to begin HIS vacation soon. L-’ll 
_______ keep our fingers crossed!

I HEAR there’s a new STATIC CHASER in Newark.
G. JANSON is his name. Glad to have you with 
us, sir.

Those Coolie HATS you've seen about the Burbank 
Hangar are our give-aways at the Los Angeles 
County FAIR Cute, aren't they?

I HEAR that ETTA BAEDEKER'S husband is donating 
blood to the Blood Bank and asking that it 
be credited to the ACCOUNT of FTL, 
really THOUGHTFUL, and we hope that more 
husbands and wives of our personnel will do 
the same.

By the wav, NURSE DUKE says all hospitals 
demand TWO pints of blood for ONE pint 
given. However, the BLOOD BANK doesn't. 
So, GIVE to our credit to the Blood Bank, 
please,

JACK NEELY, P. A., became a PA again on Sept.
22, when a baby GIRL, named Sally, was born 
to his wife. Congratulations PA and MA.

After five year’s with FTL, SUE WARNER, Purchas
ing Department, left California for GEORGIA. 
To celebrate (?) the event, 23 of the gals 
gave her a dinner PARTY at Bill Storey's. 
Some of the highlights:

MARY BRADY bringing in the Chef, complete 
with HIGH hat, to wish Sue a happy journey 
(with a kiss on the cheek, no less!)

GENEVA SCHINDELE playing the piano - by 
ear - "For She's a JOLLY Good Fellow" - ably 
assisted by CHARLOTTE WALTZ.

JANET OLSON table-trading her medium rare 
steak f:r one well done.

THY PHILLIPS throwing flash bulbs
(bu. they didn’t pop;)

ESTHER COY being a good hostess and seeing 
that everyone 'was comfortable.

KATHERINE SMITH eating her first frog's 
legs.

THELMA GOODMAN arranging the table, and 
flowers, etc., so beautifully.

SUE shedding tears over (but not on) the 
lo,rely hostess gown she received.

MARIE MILLER herding everybody out to her 
house for a PROPER nightcap.

Those present (aside from the ones mention
ed above) were JOSEPHINE SKOCHINSKI, URSULA 
MORIARITY, DONNA BRUNTON, VEVA TEMPLE, NURSE 
DUKE, ETTA BAEDEKER, JERRY BUCHANAN, LOLA 
ROBINSON, LAVONNE HEROLD, GERDA McCORMICK, 
ALBA MUNGO, KRISTINA HAUGEN, VIRGINIA 
BURCHAM, and myself. AVE ATQUE VALE, Sue!

Speaking of Hospitals - the following have 
returned to the Radio Department after a 
sojourn in ones LOUISE WAUGH, M. W.
COLLINS and C. A. WELLS. Glad you’re all 
recovered and back on the job. Take care 
of yourselves!

INVEST in your CREDIT UNION. It PAYS to 
have little money put away.

I HEAR that EDNA AVERY, Personnel Department, 
has recently moved into her new residence 
in North Holly-rood. We envy you, Edna.
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TEH THOUSAND MILESJust as a reminder:

(Son of Ted Brandes
Traffic Mgr. Rexall Drug Co.

Los Angeles, Calif.)

ALL THE FIGHTING WE'VE GONE THRU 
IS HORSE THAN I CAN TELL 
I HOPE IT’S NICE HI HEAVEN 
'CAUSE I'VE BEEN DI HELL!

AND WHEN THIS LIFE IS OVER
AND HE SHALL FIGHT MO MORE
VIE WILL HAVE OUR FDIAL DRESS PARADE 
ON THAT BRIGHT AND GOLDEN SHORE.

IF VIE FINISH THIS BATTLE
AND I LIVE TO .TRADE BROWN FOR BLUE 
I' LL WALK THAT TEN THOUSAND IDLES 
THAT TEN THOUSAND MILES TO YOU I

NO ONE CARES IF WE'RE LIVING 
NO ONE CARES IF WE'RE SLADI 
FOR WHEN THE 7ICT0RYS WON 
WE'LL BE FORGOTTEN AGAIN!

OUT ON THE ROADS WE'RE MARCHDIG 
EATING THE WIND BLOWN DUST 
SLOUGHING ALONG LIKE A "CHAD! GANG" 
AND TOO DAMN TIRED TO CUSS'.

WE SPEND OUR SPARE TIME SLEEPDIG 
AND WRITING OUR FOLKS AND GALS 
WONDERING IF WE'LL EVER SEE 'EM 
OR IF HE'LL DIE WITH OUR PALS!

WE ARE THE BOYS FROM KOREA
EARNING OUR I EAGER PAY
GUARD DIG THE HOMES OF MILLIONS
FOR A MEASLY 2.50 A DAY

HIGH ON THE WIND SWEPT HILL-SIDES 
KOREA IS THE SPOT 
FIGHTING AND DEAD ROTTEN ODORS 
DI THE LAND THAT GOD FORGOT!

THERE ST. PETER HILL GREET US
AND TO THE PEALING OF A HEAVENLY BELL 
HE'LL SAY "COME IN YOU GUYS FROM KOREA" 
YOU'VE FLUSHED YOUR TDIE D’ HELL!

UP DI THE SNOW COVERED MOUI’TADIS 
HERE'S WHERE A MAH GETS BLUE 
LIVING WITH LICE AND LIZARDS 
TEN THOUSAND MILES FROM YOU!

by
CPL. DONALD D. BRANDES
25th INFANTRY DIVISION KOREA.
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NOTES FROM PERSONNEL
By Edna Avery

Etta:

Edna merely said:"Oh! my.

%■

"Oh! it's so quiet here."
if if it if

The BIG DAY finally got here and we are now 
moved in our new offices and settled (?) 
What a time everyone had, packing, marking, 
sorting, and getting things ready to move.

Anyone looking for the PAYROLL department 
will find it located at the west end of the 
new building on the first floor door #114.

Finally I managed to get them to say a few 
more words and the description went something 
like this:

Just to add to the confusion of all the exten
sion numbers being changed, they have added 
total of FIFTY (50) more extensions to thea 

already busy board.

in the new office 
said, "Phew!"

TiceRewcw |
An interview with the girls in the new Switch
board and Teletype room was very amusing and 
enlightening.

Things are running smoothly now thanks to 
the patience, sense of humor and hard work 
of the girls.

The most used expression heard in the new 
building.

Our first day in the beautiful new building 
was hectic to say the least. People were 
wandering around like lost sheep. Voices 
coming from the hallway outside the Person
nel office sounded something like  
"Hey! where's our office'!. ."What's behind 
this door?"...Where's the Personnel office? 
..'.'Who has the key to this door?" .
."HELLO! where are you located now?"  A.^Bso on.....

"If we rang an extension and the right 
person answered we nearly fainted."

Everyone seems to be more or less settled 
and we have NAMES AND NUMBERS on all the 
doors now for easy identification. However, 
every once in a while the door will slowly 
open and a face will peer around very shyly 
then suddenly disappear and the door silently 
close again.

We, in Personnel, were very sad to find that 
the PAYROLL department had been separated 
from the PERSONNEL office. We certainly 
miss those bright and happy faces of VEVA 
and KRYSTYUA.

Ursula said: "Lights went on and there wasn't 
anyone there. People would say 
they were calling from one exten
sion and the light showed another."

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

(YOU CAN SAY THAT AGAIN AND AGAIN)
-x- * # -x- x-

BY THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT THE FLYING TIGER LINE

When I went in to interview them I asked them 
for a few words to discribe their first day 

o Simultaneously they all
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SPORTS ROUNDUP

by CLINT GILL

Not

x- it x- it

a a a it it

Better luck next time.
it a it it

Now fellows, Let’s get together

for the future.

x-x- x X-X-

-X- X-it it

DON’T FORGET THE COMMUNITY CHEST.

(This information came to us through the 
He says he has

LET'S ALI^LP

The club -will use the Legion Rifle Range 
which is located in Burbank. The Flying 
Tiger Welfare Committee has consented to 
pay for the rent of the range and we all 
sincerely appreciate their co-operation.

a room or
storing equipment, guns, etc.
must and has top priority in their plans

Can ANYBODY help???????

Also understand Mr. Dickerson from the Hydrau
lic shop was a successful DEER Hunter too.

They didn't
They

On September 28th the FLYING TIGER GUN CLUB 
held its first meeting at which time officers 
were elected and plans discussed. Elected 
officers were: B. H. Senn, president, M. E. 
Powell, Vice President, D. M. Torgeson, Sec.- 
Treasurer, A. Penrose executive officer, and 
T. Max range instructor.
Shortly after the meeting, the list of the 
charter members totaling 57 were sent to 
the National Rifle Association. The II.R.A. 
will, furnish four Garand Rifles and four 
22-calibre Winchester Model 75 rifles also 
targets, ammunition and field telephone, to 
be used at the range during practice and 
matches.

At present, members are filling our appli
cations for membership in the Legion Rifle 
Club and they intend to have their first 
shoot in a week or so. The instructors are 
appointing comm' ttees and working out the 
details to see that safety rules and Range 
and M.R.A. rules are followed properly 
from the beginning.

Since the Charter was sent in there have 
been many requests around the hangar and 
offices(which, incidentally, are now well 
represented in the club) for membership. 
They hope to be able to admit new members 
as soon as they have their present set 
up operating, and will post a notice of 
opening for membership at that time.

courtesy of Pat Compato. 
pictures to prove it.)

MORE ABOUT THIS UP AND COMING CLUB IN THE 
NEXT ISSUE. MANY THANKS TO BERNIE SENN 
FOR THIS FINE BIT OF INFORMATION.

WALT LOEFFLER and DOC POWELL were out on a 
BEAR hunt the week of the 20th. 
seem to have any luck with the bruins, 
saw signs of 'cat tracks but didn't locate 
any of those either.

Biggest problem at present is obtaining 
building in or near the hangar for 

This is a

It seems that three members from the Inspeojkjn 
Department namely Al PENROSE, Hank GARCIA eKf  
Walt LOEFFLER recently returned from a very 
successful DEER hunt. They teamed up with 
Al's brother SID and father EARL for this 
sojourn and it seems that there was plenty 
of venison around that camp-fire as they each 
bagged a buck for a total of five, 
bad, fellows '.

The Inspection Department is telling a fish 
story that is typical of all fish stories. 
The more they tell it the longer it gets. 
Ten of the fellows from Maintenance went fishing the other day. Namely, PENROSE, MA^y 
MEADOR, COMPATO, MOBLEY, BOWER, MARUYAMA, 
FELTENBERGER, THRASHER AND WORMDAHL. Seems 
they didn't catch anything worth telling about 
except a BIG GREY-BLUE SHARK. The first time 
we heard the story it weighed #135 the next 
time it weighed #200 and at press time it 
had gained #50.

Haven't heard anything from you other stations 
since last issue. Certainly would like to 
get a few items. Send them to GILL at Burbank 
Maintenance Department.
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(Please continue

« a ;s k a
Best wishes to WALT BOWMAN and SHIRLEY KRUEGER 
of OLE who have passed the 2-year nark with 
FIT..

on Page 4)

MARGARET POCZ3 surprised everyone by showing up 
on Sept 24th as MRS BURT MURRY. Congratulations 
Margaret and don't make a Third Fall - we heard 
about the Horse too - aU in the sane week.'
B03 welcomes a very lovely new member to the 
Tiger Family - CAROLINE "RUSTY" HILL, who became 
MRS AL FARR on October 5th. The wedding was held 
at the home of the Bride and the P.eception at the 
fashionable Salem Country Club. Caroline, in 
soft pink satin with matching Cap and cut-in 
train, was attended by her sister, MRS R.HERNDON, 
who wore a gown of rust velvet and net. AL, al
most as "lovely" in Tails, was best-manned by 
JIMMIE FISHER. FTL was represented by Hal and 
Mrs Thurston, Noel and Mrs Gilbert, Hair Gillis, 
and Maggie MacKay who says Everyone had a won
derful time, but doggone it I didn't catch the 
Bride's Bouquet." (Note We caught a glimpse of 
the newly-weds in BUR as they went through en 
route to Hawaii on their Honeymoon and we all 
wish them lots of happiness.

w is « is iS
Hothi;- -rs-.iting in r.'l,,thev report. . fow visi
tors however livened up their otherwise drab 
(we co -clu’e) life - DOROTHY PHILLIPS from GTO 
0:1 a system tour. (We heard Dorothy node it over 
to Europe). RUSS PARK of the Rational Guard in 
to say hello just missed HERB NIEMAN who (it 
seems to us) is always "on leave" and showing up 
at ?f;L. BOB MORAN made a quickie trip to the 
West Coast and Art Breyfogle livened up the sit
uation by sneaking before the Advertising Funeral 
11 ■ oi.ors; of Ijaerica. Ho Hum vlggcm O'Dell,',,.is is i: r is
HELEN DG..HE,DFi , says "Here cores th;, t Man again" 
meaning "Corky" Cornelison is back with Sales 
once more. He transferred to Traffic in June and 
back to Sales in October, Something interesting 
must be going on up in 3F0 as at this writing 
GEP.OGE C1M3EN, LEiJ KI13.J..L ERNIE KRUTTSCHXITT 
are visiting our northern station. The new FTL 
trucks now operating ir. SFO and CAI' have added 
a big selling point to our service.
OAKLAND is bursting at its seams with,VAN HUPD 
says, 350m expansion. BOB BLANKS, from North
western Mutual Life and KNOWLES HALL from Ameri
can Trust have been added to OAK Sales while a 
new driver, SAM COMFORT, is really picking up 
things.' Van says Sam seldom shows up in 
the evening without unexpected shipments he has 
picked up on his own. Van also says that any move 
to transfer Sam to SFO will start a major revo
lution.'

>. i:- « «
And speaking of NY. We are all sorry to lose 
NICKI WILSON who has been with FTL for almost 
five years. Nicki,we hear, is going to be busy 
helping her husband, Dr. Wilson, set up his 
new practice. Lots of luck to you both. George 
Dart's new secretary is HELEN WEYANT,previous
ly mentioned in this column. CLARA BRAITMAN, 
is succeeding Helen, Clara is a graduate of 
Hunter College and was formerly with Farrand 
Optical and General Electric - two good FTL 
accounts. NORM SCHIFFMAN, back from a Florida 
vacation welcomed an old classmate from NYU - 
BERNIE CULHANE. Bernie is doing a very good 
job for- NY Customer Service.

3a,y , 
"I'm say-j 

nothing for publication" said Francis.
j is my first airfreight flight and I'll 
nothing until I find out more about Flying 

' service.*"

JAdl._.. a __ _ 
FRANCIS, The Mule, and FRAiiOES The'FTL Stewar
dess, had an interesting t.-slk when they met at 
our BUR hangar as the Flying Mule prepared to 
leave for NY to make his. next Universal Pic- .
ture "Francis Covers the Big Town." 
something, Francis" pleaded Frances.

sa^ni
Tigers

i;.

OLE - WALT BOWMAN & BUD SUTTER recently visit
ed Erie,Pa. and were toured round the indus- 
tAl section and to points of interest by a 
h^^ful member of the Erie Police Department.

^hid and Walt are now Honorary Members of the 
arie Fraternal Order of Police.'
The new building in CLE is now in "Process", 
the CLE City Council having approved the plans 
and the land has been surveyed and staked.

' w.- --J 
.Kd)

- • :i
1 --Sfe ’ I
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Happy Shipping... Terri Buckely . .

Guess
I know

carry coke to Las Vegas, 
even carried gravel!

VIE DON'T CARRY COALS TO NEWCASTLE, but we do 
In the past we’ve 

Soup to nuts, Yes?

« r « ;s if
GERRY JOHNSON,GAK,sends his Regards to All the 
Sun Kissed Dolls at BUR who he hopes to see in 
the near future. "It's getting rather nippy 
around the Buckeye State at the moment and BUR 
looks rather good." The Air Fair at CAK air
port was a huge success with an attendance of 
150,000. Our ship was on view, loaded with IBM 
Machines and aircraft engines making an impres
sive display. About 900 people went on board. 
DON BACON brought the forklift from CLE which 
was used as an elevator for our guests.

it ■» if it if
GEORGE ZETTLER,DEN,made two very successful 
trips to Salt Lake and Grand Junction,flying up 
on Frontier Air Lines and making a joint "blitz1 
with Mr. D. T. COOK,District Sales Manager for 
FAL.This is brand new territory for FTL and 
George reports they were very well received. 
Future business from department stores,radio 
parts suppliers and army and navy contacts 
looks good as a

Sales Reports (Cont'd from Page 3)
SAN is having troubles.1 "The Bowling Team",re
ports BILL KENDEL,"was doing quite well until 
RAMSDEN started going to night school to in
crease his knowledge of transportation. He was 
our Mascot. Now things aren't so good". Just 
a case of Brains vs Brawn. (P.S. TWX just in 
says "FLYING TIGER WON THREE GAMES LAST NIGHT. 
OUR BOWLING IS GETTING BETTER".... Well, that's 
fine!

$30,000,000 IS A LOT OF MONEY! You bet it is! - 
But that's how much credit union members saved 
in interest last year alone, by borrowing from 
their credit unions. Just stop and think about 
this for a minute—credit union members would 
have had to pay out $30,000,000 more in interest 
if they had no credit unions to borrow from, and 
had to go elsewhere for credit.

The credit union serving Tiger employees 
is one of 14,000 doing this worthwhile job. One 
important reason for their success is the co
operation they receive from far sighted business
men who encourage credit unions in the factories, 
stores, offices, packing houses and shops of 
North America.

Today, in the Western Hemisphere alone, 
there are 6,000,000 people using credit unions 
to meet their needs for small loans in an hoj^tai^ 
low cost way, throughout Canada, the United SUtes 
Hawaii, Alaska, the Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, 
Jamaica, Trinidad, British Guiana, the Dominican 
Republic and the far away Philippines.

TIGEREVIEW ____________ ____ ________
STUFF ABOUT STATIONS & PUBLIC RELATIONS . . .
EVERYONE KNOWS that the Tigers do things in a 
EIG way. 'We've proven it again by ordering 
DC-6A's. These Douglas Liftmasters are the 
largest commercial cargo ships in existence and 
the Tigers' have made the largest order ever 
placed for them. With Tiger modifications they 
will be able to carry up to 40,000 pounds of 
freight.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. some of us up here in the 
new building are homesick for the hangar! 
the luxury of it all is too much for us. 
it isn't that we miss dodging props, ducking 
under planes or any of the other things that 
were everyday routine at the Terminal. However, 
since the female of the species seems to be 
complaining most, we've got a horrible suspicion 
that it may be those long, low whistles that 
the gals were subjected to when crossing the 
hangar. Who sez they don't like being whistMr 
at?! 4

result of this trip, 
it it it it if

MAYO THOMAS is never at a loss. Recently he at
tended an all-Slick Airways party at the Valley 
home of Mr Culley Wilkins, Slick's VP Sales. 
Shortly after Mayo's arrival the two small 
Wilkins offspring appeared wearing FTL Coolie 
Hats. Came bedtime they asked their mother if 
they could take the hats off to go to bed be
cause, they explained, "That man gave us 250 
to keep them on all evening"..... Denny Ramsay 
{Mayo's secretary)left to go into the insurances 
business. After 5 weeks the vacancy has been ■ 
filled by GLADYS GAMBLE,formerly with Lockheed 
Plant Engineering and the Army Engineers at 
Jacksonville, Fla.
LOLA ROBINSON has finally swapped the "Red 
Demon" for a new Pontiac Catalina which she and 
ROBBIE "flew"out from the factory. It's real 
"posh" with red leather interior 'n all. Too 
bad Robbie can't enjoy it - he's now station 
manager away over in Honolulu.' 

«■ « « » «

Remember.' Gravediggers, not salesmen, wait for 
things to happen.' So. . .
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|NEWS BY FREIGHT BOAT department  
'GUY RICHARDS now working alonside FRANK WHITE 
in the gasoline vouchers department is one 
of those self“effacing ex-marines who has 
had very little to say for publication but

Our new file girl, ROSETTA 
MOUNTFORD, says work has been so heavy lately 
that she is beginning to hear strange invoices.

BARBARA HAMILTON■our latest feminine addition. 
She is a stenographer and formerly worked for 
Sky Coach. BARBARA is a native of San Fran
cisco but is now a devotee of Southern 
California®

we’re determined to get in a few lines about 
him and apologize for our negligence in our 
previous columns.

Just a word of advise in passing 
you ever get locked in the new vault, don’t 
forget to follow the directions on the inside 
of the door.(Be sure the light is on when you 
get locked in, so you can read the directions)

It’s Red Feather Campaign time again and we’d 
like to take a little space and time to add 
our words to the others. A donation to the 
Community Chest will be a donation to not one 
but through them to eighteen different 
agencies. Lets all give.

Its slightly wonderful to tackle the day’s 
work in our spacious, well-lit, well-cooled, 
well-heated new offices. However, if you 
must rush across the floor it would seem 
'j^ktsable to remove shoes and stockings for 
sHier progress-—or maybe they’ 11 start using 
non-skid wax to improve our apprehensive 
ambulation®

TED WISE newly hired Auditor, previously 
toiled for Pan American Airways and the 
State Board of Equalization® NORMAN TODD 
says TED is a fine family man too, and 
NORMAN should know® HAL BROUK on the other 
hand is a cogent argument for the blessings 
of bachelorhood®

I^UNTING for accounting
^py Alba Mungo's helper Friday(and a lot of 

other days.)

We have an addition to the Accounting depart
ment since we have moved to the new office 
building. The PAYROLL department namely 
VEVA TEMPLE and her helper KRYSTYNA HAUGEN 
have been moved from the PERSONNEL department. 
Nice to have you girls with us.

Biggest news from this section of course 
is about our correspondent herself. It was 
the marriage on October 20th in a Cleveland 
church of our amiable ALBA to her beloved 
JOE from across the sea. Actually it was 
ALBA's second wedding—-to the same man how
ever. Splice number one was tied in a civil 
ceremony more than a year ago when ALBA flew 
more than six thousand miles to climax a 
romance that had its beginning when she first 
met JOE who had been captured by the British 
in the North African campaign and later 
transferred to a prisonner of war camp near 
her home town of Cleveland, Ohio. Everyone 
in the department joins in wishing them a 
lifetime of blessing and happiness. FRANK SMITH says it was so hot in Tujunga 

during the world series that he saw a coyote 
chasing a jack rabbit and they were both walk
ing.

SHIRLEY SCHAMP in a 
slinky new green HUDSON, and BETTY AVE1Y 
with a new grey PLYMOUTH PARTISAN.

DON JOHNSON expecting a new exemption before 
too long. Likewise EMMET BURI® who says 
he'll trade Don sight unseen. Burke already 
has two very pretty little girls. Beverlei 
Marin is eagerly awaiting cigar passing time.

T I G E R E V I E W
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WELCOME, friends, welcome;

Department.

It’s motto

HEARD & SEEN 
byShelley Green

The PURCHASING DEPARTMENT has moved into its 
new quarters at the Hangar, and invites 
inspection from everyone.

And SPEAKING of cars, DICK SHRODE of the Radio 
Shop, has joined the ranks of sport-drivers, 
having just taken delivery of a new red Ml. 
Whassa matta - don't you like AMERICAN 
cars, Dick?

I HEAR that the IC-year old daughter of PHIL 
DAVIES, International Operations, was stricken 
with polio not long ago and required an 
lung. She has shown rapid improvement, 
however. The Welfare Fund sent her a TONI | 
DOLL  hoping that it would encourage her to 
use the arm that is paralyzed. Believe me 
when I say that EVERYONE of us extends our 
best wishes for her COMPLETE recovery.

The first MONDAY that everyone was located in 
the new building, LAKESIDE FLORISTS, who did 
the planting in our lobby and on the exter
ior, were KIND enough to send a GARDENIA 
corsage for every woman employee. What a 
nice GESTURE’

I HEAR that EDNA WETTENGEL, Switchboard 
Operator, is leaving us. We'll miss you, Edna. CLAIRE SMITH is taking her place, anl 
we give her a great BIG welcome.

IN MEMORIAE. B. H. GASS, former co-pilot 
based at Newark - killed in action in 
KOREA.

I HEAR that J. L. HIRSCH, Radio Dept., has t^d® 
of the San Fernsindo VALLEY and has moved to 
the more exclusive BEVERLY HILIS. Hope you 
1’xe it there - and don’t mind the LONGER 
’.hive i

It’s COMMUNITY CHEST time again.
is "EVERYBODY BENEFITS - EVERYBODY GIVES." 
Let’s ALL give as much as we can possibly 
afford. Who KNOWS - we may need to call on 
it for help one day.

Mr-. MOLDAVSCHI has returned from a trip East, 
and fended off a bout with the pneumonia 
bug. Glad you're feeling better.

AT LONG LAST, we are moved into our new build
ing. I wish all of you away from Home Base 
could see it - it’s really quite nice. When 
you do come to Burbank, be sure to drop by 
10811 Sherman Way. The moving was accom
plished by our own personnel and a grand job 
was done by all. GENE HEAD was in charge & 
he particularly wants to thank RALPH STUMP 
& MANNY MARQUEZ for their cooperation in 
planning & executing the move. He also 
THANKS each and every person who was involved 
in the transfer for their EXCELLENT work.

I HEAR that JOSEPHINE PETROSKI and D. A.
ELFERDDIK have joined FTL as members of the 
Radio Dept.

VIRGINIA EVANS is a new face in the Purchasing
She: is assisting MARIE KLIER in 

her varied duties. Also, Virginia is engaged 
to marry HAL HAMMOND of our Sales Dept, some
time in December. CONGRATULATIONS to you 
both!

AL JANSEN, Director of International Operations, 
was at Burbank for a couple of weeks. It was 
nice to see him once again.

I HEAR that PAT SOIEM who recently came to work 
in the Purchasing Dept., is leaving for 
COLORADO. It's nice there - but C-O-L-D 
in the winter. B-r-r!

I HEAR that LOUISE WAUGH of Burbank Radio, 
is driving a 1951 CHEVROLET. Hope you like 
it, Louise. I know OTHERS who do!

I understand that EDNA AVERY, Personnel Dept., 
will be leaving us on November 15. We will 
miss her very much - the TIGEREVIEW espec
ially. She has done a remarkable job of 
editing, and we all appreciate it.

EVERYONE here extends a hearty WELCOME to 
JOHNNY HAROLD, our new mail clerk. You 
should see the specially rigged bicycle 
he has to transport him between the Hangar 
and the building!

INCIDENTALLY, our Employee's Welfare Fund is 
available to everybody. If you people at the 
other Stations will notify ESTHER COY in the 
event of illness of your personnel, she will 
be glad to send flowers, or even give cash in 
cases of extreme need. HOWEVER, it is only 
when she is advised that she can do her bit 
from the FUND.

A letter from SUE WARNER says they aren’t 
completely settled in Georgia yet - and she 
DOES miss FTL, 'cause she hasn’t anyone to 
FIGHT with. Why - Sue’
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CHIEF STEWARDESS
BILLIE WELSH

RESIGHS TC BE WEDby Janet Olson

-Sunday took drive to top

ft ft ftft ftft ft ft ft ft ft ftft- ftft ft ft ft ft

Stegeman, Tainio, Baker,

i'4
!■

Hi! Doll Who! GEORGE 'lever mind Sweetie, 
I'll take it myself!Who'll be my 

Cha”ffeur on this 
tri;??

I 
S»

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft-;.

NEW DIVISION - Chief Pilot Ed Pinice has set up 
j for business in Chicago with the following pilots
to help him keep the flights going: Captains 

am sure glad to be back to my own bed and I could) Ewald, Reed, Smith, Rossa, ilicnards, Petrick, 
have slept in Monday morning, which I couldn't 
seem to do when I had the chance.
Nuff of this stuff —■— Bye now

! I?" >
I -x ' '

I ■ I} <
Ik

!
i

|

{There cor.es a time in 
, (every girl's life

|when she has to make 
to'uy her mind about[taking the "Big Step" 

i'Corie November 24th.
— JBillie will change

. ’ ".t 1 • .art, “'"lio. -Sunday tool' drive to top jner profession from 
■:.f South hills 11 get view of MAGIC V'LLEY in all;hostess to many to 
it's fall glory - I really mean .glory - if I were _f “b -...
a poet I could give you a flowery discription - |
but I om not so guess you will have to go see for^one or* the side 
your selves some tine - spent three days at the j'-’-’

 ..  .  «...one elses deer — also got some pheasant, which is [ 1 iss Clive Parker has been apointed as the Chief 
very good eating - along with all the wild game i 
we collected sone home canned food, so tne ulsuus: 
will eat well for a time this winter - return tril 
was made via Carson City, Nevada and any time one | 
of the ranchers up that way wants to give me his j 
place I will be glad to accept - all in all it j
was a very nice trip with no car trouble, but I )

j Chambers, Hassig, and Knitter- Co-pilots Heller, 
] Paganini, L'orreale, Whitney, Deveraux, Bassett, 
| Brown, Krueger

IM*® [I I1»
■

R U M M A GIN AROUND 
THE READY-ROOM

- > j Stewardess to replace I-.'iss Welsh - our best wishes
the OlsonsI to you Olive in the new job.

‘ch Billie designed - I think they are very nice . 
iwo have had several outside FTL call to sr-y that 
jithe uniform was really outstanding - so take a big 
J bow Billie - we of Flight Operations extend our 
(congratulations to the bridegroom on making such a 
’find choice and the best of luck to both of you.

REPORTING FOR DUTY - - Vacation over time to go 
back to work -  first off I have to fill this
page up - not so easy when I haven't been here • 
get the latest dope - Olson Special Charter to 
Idaho departed on schedule Oct. 12th. with lay
over at Bishop, Calif, for crew rest - arr. 1900 ;

ihostess of one with 
I so: io co oking to be

• ’i. We
(All will miss Billie very much, as she has been FTI 

cabin on Baker creek above Sun Valley - snow cap-(first Chief Stewardess and a very good job she has 
ed mountains in the back ground - ice along the S^e - you may nave had a chance to see the new 
banks of the creek and a big log fire burning with ^-t the stewardesses are wearing and whi-
o turkey roasting in the oven - sure was nice 
not one airplane in the sky until we got down to 
Glenns Ferry - then the boys from Mountain Home 
Air Base kept me busy running to the door to see 
;.hat was over head - it?. 0 says I am just like 
t®L^id fire horse - hear an airplane an I am on 
my - due1.: hunting on the mighty Snake River 
was pretty good - at least we brought home some 
ducks Nr. 0. shot - the deer meat was from some
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MORE ABOUT PERSONNEL FROM PERSONNEL
by Edna. Avery

all in very good

LETS ALL HELP *
xx- x- x-

X- X- X-X-

X- -X X- x-

X-X- X- X-

-X X-■X x-

Hope ve can get it by

x- x- x- x-

x- ■xX-
X- X X- X-

TRANSPORTATION SCOOP:

•X x- X- X- X-X- X- X-

GOOD LUCK TO ALLx- •X X- X- OF YOU.

is such an improvement over 
is bright, light and roomy.

If you don't
Che cl:

Contributions to the Goremnity Chest are 
distributed not to just one agency but through 
them to eighteen fine agencies.

COMMUNITY CHEST tine is here again and we w; 
to ask each one of you to help in the drive' 
Your generous contributions are so greatly 
needed by this fine organization.

Word from the INSPECTION DEPARTMENT reveals 
that the WORMDAHL family is expecting a new 
exemption very soon.

DICK YU1TG tells me they have ordered a number 
of new pieces of equipment which will greatly 
assist them in their stru^-lo to keep up 
with the ever increasing volume of work.

enough space left’ 
I have certainly

We want to extend our sympathy to Mr. A. Logat- 
cheff of the INSTRUMENT SHOP, whose wife very 
suddenly passed away.

Looks as though there is just 
in. the paper to say good-bye. 
enjoyed working for the TIGERS and I know I’ll 
miss all of yotu’ happy faces. 
AT? VOTT / ~

The response to the advertisements of the 
CREDIT UNION were very gratifying. Just 
goes to prove once more the power of the 
press. Anyone still nutting it off can 
find RICHARD (CREDIT UlTIOli) YUNG in room 
tt113 (they aren't superstitious) of the 
new office building.

They are also going to put up some parti
tions which will (they hope) help to cut 
down on the noise of the machines.

Their new "SPOT" 
the old one. It

Made a call on Nurse DUKE and found we are 
having quite a few eye injuries these days. 
She would like me to remind you "Make sure 
you have proper eye protection when you are 
working around STRIPPER. You only have two 
eyes. Please take care of them'.'

PAUL GRACE is riding to work on a scooter these 
days.

L'e are trying to catch up with DOT PHILLIPS 
long enough to get a short story about her 
recent trip to EUROPE, 
"lent issue.

Some people certainly have a lot of faith in -the 
California weather. Carpenters have taken off 
part of the ton of the Quonset Nut and sone 
damp sunshine leaked through the other day. - J 
We hear that RAY RYAN had to wear hip boots 
to get to his desk.

Some of these are: Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, 
Children's Hospital, Orthopaedic Hospital, 
Salvation Army, Girl Scouts, McKinley Hone for 
Boys, :ad the YMCA.

CONGRATULATIONS are in order for ERNIE BOYER 
and ANDY FREITAS for their promotion to the 
inspection depart: ENT.

« * ■” * ’’LETS ALL GIVE.

I made a tour around the new offices and into 
the new TABULATING DEPARTMEHT. Found then 

spirits.

LEE GIROIJE wants to thank each and everyone 
for their help and kindness during his 
recent illness. He is very grateful to all.

Second First Aid Note: "Most people do not 
know how to lift heavy equipment and end up 
with severe back injuries.
know the proper way to lift---DON'T."
with Nurse DUKE for complete instructions 
and save your achin' back.
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before the incree.se can be placed into effect.
; In such cases it is customary to establish an ef
fective date and request retroactivity to that 
date.

Sone questions have been received as to why some 
groups could receive their increase immediately 
while others had to wait for approval. We hope 
that the foregoing will explain that item. For 
those shop employees and cargo handlers who have 
been waiting for some time for their increase, 
we can only say that it is in the hands of the 
MSB and everything possible is being done to ex
pedite its approval. Ed Skagen, Grand Lodge Rep
resentative of the IAM, took a leading part in 
preparing and submitting the shop and cargo hand
lers petitions to the Board. In addition, the 
Washington office of the IAM is doing everything 
in their power to expedite approval.

IArt Meyer | 
i 

In the past month many questions have arisen re
garding the general increases for Tiger employ- < 
ees in the various units in accordance with Wage- 
stabilize ticn Regulations. Possibly the follow-, 
inp explanation may answer most of these ques- < 
tior.s.

ft ft ft

We certainly cannot blame anyone for becoming 
impatient about their increase and we can only 
ask that all of you bear with us while these 
matters go through normal processes established 
by the Government.

In the two units consisting of mechanics and re
lated employees in the one unit and cargo hand
lers and freight dispatchers in the other unit, 
the increase deviated somewhat from Hoard regula
tions and therefore required prior Board approval. 
With the retroactive date requested as of Aug. 4, 
1951, these two petitions were submitted to the 
Board in the early part of October. The Foard 
has acknowledged receipt of the petitions but 
they must wait their turn along with many other 
petitions before they are acted upon. Four other 
units are also being submitted, all of which will 
require Board approval before being put into ef
fect. In the case of two other units in the or
ganization which are being submitted, it is be
lieved that they comply in every respect with 
Board regulations and therefore will be placed 
into effect immediately without Foard approval.

The regulations also provide that where a unit 
did not exist in Jan. 1950 or was materially 
changed during 1950, the employer must request 
approval for a change in base period. Due to 
the. rapid growth and expansion of the Tigers 
during 1950, these regulations posed a variety 
of problems to the Company in working out ade
quate increases. If the proposed increase for 
a given unit complies in every respect to the 
regulations, the increase may be put into ef
fect immediately without WSB approval. How
ever, the Board must be notified immediately 
of such increase. If there is the slightest 
deviation from the regulations, the entire mat
ter must be submitted to the USE for approval

All wages and salaries were frozen by the Gov- « 
ernnent Jan. 25, 1951. Wherever rate ranges < 
end merit increases were in effect, such in
creases could be granted within the range; how- < 
ever, the range itself wa.s frozen. The Govern
ment then issued a directive announcing its 10% 
formula which means that a general increase 
could be granted to'a unit which would not ex
ceed 10% of the weighted average hourly earnings, 
of that unit in the ba.se period of Jan. 15, 1950 
less any general increases granted in the inter
im between Jan. 15, 1950 and Jan. 25, 1951. It 
later issued another directive stating that cost 
of living increases could be granted not to ex
ceed the percentage of increase in the Govern
ment's Cost of Living Index from Jan. 15, 1951 
to the month selected. For example, the Index 
in Jan. 1951 was 181.5. In Aug. 1951 the Index 
rose to 185.5 for an increase of l-r percentage 
■■oints or c. percentage increase of 2.2%. Thus 

;■ general increase of 2% could be placed into 
'effect in September under certain conditions.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY

ft ft ft ft

FLYING TIGER LINE

incree.se
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THE OAT'S MEOW from INSURANCE & CLAIMS.

POEM

SPORTS ROUNDUP - - By Clint Gill
Well, gang, here we are with the December issue 
of Sports Roundup and quite a few things are 
in the wind - -

This World would be so very gay - 
If everyone would die their hay. 
It would be fun, not to know - 
Who that was, you just saw go.1 

"Doria"

"It's better

It all started when DORIA JONES cane back from 
her vacation and found LILLIAN COLEMAN,previously 
a brunette, was now a new silver blonde. Not 
to he outdone, Doria turned from blonde to an 
alleged (Claims terminology) redhead, and with 
PAT LINTELL being a natural blackhead, the CLAIMS 
DIV can certainly say that Variety is the Spice 
of Life. Wonder if our new office building has 
gone to the girls' heads?

Gene's last match was the Iowa State Shoot in 
'39 in which he took 1st place. He broke 374 
birds in a row before missing and ended up with

First of all, on the 2nd of November, Olan Mea
dor and Walt Loeffler journeyed to Doyle, Cal if. 
for a special Doe Hunt which opened the 3rd. 
'Ole "Eagle Eye" Walt was the first to bag a 
doe,getting his the first day while Meador had 
to be content with getting his the next day. 
They pitched a tent and had an enjoyable outing 
even tho they had to do their own cooking. How 
did the venison taste, guys?
Secondly, there was a deep sea fishing trip on 
the 7th, which included Kessler, Penrose, 
Campato, Bower, Mobley, Max, Thrasher,Maiuyama. 
Davidson and Hutchinson. The Jackpot was won 
by Bowers with a 25 lb Halibut. Penrose had 
the largest catch of fish with 2 large Sea Bass 
and Halibut. "Moe" Mobley, always catching 
"something" cane up with a 50 lb Shark. Keep 
your chin up "Moe" you'll catch sone eating fist 
yet.' It see: s that most of the fish caught were 
Sea Bass and Halibut and everyone had good luck.

« » K « « «
We just don't seem able to run out of articles 
about important figures in the World of Sports 
here at FTL. I was talking with genial GENE 
HEAD leadman of Bldg G Equipment, the other da; 
and the more he talked the more I got interest
ed in his past experiences. Here's what I 
found out about Gene and his colorful past:
Gene was born in Nebraska City on Feb 24,1905, 
and being from a State and section where gun 
shoots are tops in the minds of the people, he 
started out in competition at the age of 15, tak
ing 3rd place in the Southeastern Iowa Zone 
Shoot. After that followed a series of shoots 
for Gene, including the Iowa State Shoot, Illi
nois State Shoot, and the "Daddy" of them all, 
the Grand American Handicap at Vandello,Ohio. 
The Grand American is the Shoot which determines 
the National Champion. This Shoot takes 10 days 
to complete and Gene participated 4 straight 
years. In 193Q he won the Iowa State Diamond 
Belt and later took prize money in the Edge
water Beach Shoot in Chicago. He has shot 
against the best trap shooters in the business, 
including Earl Donohue, who won the North Ameri
can Pro Championship two successive years; Mark 
Erie,the best in the U.S.A, in the 30's;Bill 
■fare, Western Cartridge Pro; Jimmy Robinson, 
sports writer and trap shooter; and Lila Hall, 
greatest woman trapshooter in the U.S.A.

For a limited time free advice on the matter is 
offered by the above mentioned girls. But, it is 
understood that - and I quote - Any Resulting 
Damage (Concealed or Otherwise) is not Covered 
by Insurance - and any Claims will be Respect
fully Declined. Unquote -.......... . .

499 out 500J.' Gene started Skeet Shooting in 
1933 and was runner-up in the Iowa State Shoot 
two successive years to Bernie Baker and both 
Shoots were decided with a shoot-off match of 
25 birds'each. Before each was over they had shot 
150 birds.
Gene is a member of "Ducks Unlimited", a non
profit non-political organization whose goal is 
to increase the water fowl population of america. 
He is also a charter member of the FTL Gun Club 
and hunts every chance he gets, with his wife 
and boy. Gene's motto is one which everyone who 
has young boys should bear in mind - 
to hunt with the boy than for him".

« ■» «■ « « « K

A very successful rifle match was held Friday, 
November 16,at Burbank Legion Range,by the FTL 
Gun Club from 2 PM until dark. Contestants num
bered 54 out of which 9 Turkeys were won by the 
following: Garcia, Penrose,Quain, Boyd, Lock- 
erby, Torgerson,McGarraugh,Senn and Loeffler. 
Penrose was high point man of the day with a 
score of 189. The Club is making plans for a 
Christmas Turkey Shoot and will announce particu
lars later. The Club will also open membership 
drive after the Charter is received from NRA. 
WOMEN are cordially Invited to Join.'

In our next issue we'll have something about Hot 
Rods, Jalopies and Stock Car drivers. We have 
quite a few in our midst....

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year



BELLE

HE have a person here at BURBANK who has never

The Happy Couple.'

HEARD AND SEEN 
fey

Shelley Green

MORE new employees:
JUNE COSGROVE and DOROTHY LOBEL have recently 
joined the Inspection Department.
BLAIR left about three weeks ago.

I HEAR that EARL. NICHOIS-ROY, Inspection Dept., 
is making a fast trip to INDIA to visit his 
brother.

I SEE that DICK HOYT, Personnel Dept, 
returned from a trip to NEWARK, 
to have you back, Dick.

I HEAR that MARIE MILLER SCOTT, Purchasing 
Department, has left us after four years of 
service with FTL. We're sorry to see you 
go, Marie - and hope you enjoy a life of 
leisure (?) - if that's what you want!

I HEAR that ANN AHERNE and OLA MAE CARTER are 
new employees in the Purchasing Department, 
replacing Marie Miller.

Below you will find a picture of our INTER
NATIONAL romancers - ALBA and JOE MUNGO.
They were apart for fifteen months - he in 
Italy, and she here. It's nice they're 
finally TOGETHER at last!

May I take this opportunity to wish 
EVERYBODY a

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a

HAPPY NEW YEAR.'.'

I SEE that JOAN JENNESS, Tabulating Dept., has 
resigned. IRVIN STADLE has replaced her 
on the swing shift. Welcome to FTL, sir.
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I HEAR that PAUL GRACE, Chief Inspector, has 

returned from a short vacation at SANTA
__________ ROSA. It's lovely up there.

I SEE that DORIA JONES, Insurance and Claims 
Dept., has returned from a vacation in 
Dallas, TEXAS. I often wonder what Texas 
has that California hasn't. Oil? CLIMATE? 
Friendliness1? Wish someone would enlighten 
me!

The MESSAGE CENTER extends a hearty welcome 
to ALICE BESSETTE, who has come in as 
assistant to ETTA BAEDEKER. For that matter, 
all of us doJ

I imagine that most of you know that FTL now’ 
has a subsidiary called AIR-PACK CORPORATION, 
with headquarters at NEWARK. May I intro- 
duce you to some of the personnel? President, 
J. P. GOLDSMITH. Vice-President, LOU FERKIN. 
Secretary-Treasurer, HOWARD W. FINNEY. Supt. 
of Operations, S. J. HUTCHISON. His assist
ant, TED CHIKOWSKI. Newark Office Manager, 
"WHIT" SMITH. Office Secretary, TERESA 
FARLEY. Air-Pack Corp, is a corporation 
formed to handle the processing and packaging 
of aircraft for overseas shipment. May it 
have a LONG LIFE and a HEALTHY one!

, has 
It's good

A new INSPECTION DEPARTMENT has been set up at 
the NEWARK Station, with WALT WILKINSON and 
LEO COHEN as Inspection personnel. Mr. 
WILKINSON is now at Burbank "learning the 
ropes", so to speak. Hope our rainy 
weather hasn't been TOO discouraging.

had to take TILE OFF for any reason (other 
than vacations' for the FIVE years she's 
been here. Who is she? VEVA TEMPLE, Pay
roll Dept., who celebrated her Fifth Birth
day with FTL on November 20th. She's set a 
nice record for us to emulate, hasn't she? 
NEVER is ill! 's wunnerful!

Mr. FINNEY has moved into his new offices on 
the second floor of the building. GRACE 
JOHNSON is his secretary now, and we hope 
that she will like us as much as we all 
like her.

We AISO welcome LOIS BECHDOLDT to the Personnel 
Dept. She replaces EDNA AVERY, and is 
doing a capable job.

There's a WOMAN in the Print Shop. OLIVIA 
GUNKLACH has taken over while Tony Bogard 
is away. She's doing a fine job, too.
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HANGAR FLYING

BY
THELMA GOODMAN
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Thelma

Goodbye to Bill Curran for awhile who has 
joined the ranks of overseas personnel, ! 
address is not; Tokyo.

Gene Head reports very successful fishing on 
his vacation.

Our Radio boys arc travelling these days, 
Eldon Arrowsmith to Honolulu and Bob Bennett 
to Newark.

A Merry, Merry Xmas to you all and a Happy New 
Year too!

Am sure sorry about the last issue, Guys & 
Gals, but I really was caught short between 
a shift change and moving and before I knew 
it, the deadline had arrived and departed.

Welcome home to Bill Burney and Doug Balfour 
from Honolulu.

Harry Hinshaw, Mel Ellsworth, Clyde Swanson, 
George Lamoureux, Bob Croskell, Augie Droll, 
and Andy Dubon arc now residents of Honolulu.
Nice duty, Boys!

He is 
now hard at it again on the "Isle of Paradise".

Guys & Gals, don't forget our Overseas Personnel, 
I know they would appreciate a few

Xmas Cards from Home Base and if you nocd any 
addresses, just let me know!

Along about December 15th., we will be looking 
for Kenny Gusman from Tokyo and Whitey Rollison 
from Honolulu. Guess they are homesick for 
good old San Fernando Valley.

We were sorry to lose two of our old-timers in 
the Sheet Metal Shop, Glenn Jett and Keith 
Weaver, Good luck to you both and cone back to 
see us once in a while.

Several of our boys from Fairfield down to visit 
us for a couple days. Eddie Abraham, Earl Jolly, 
Jack Carroll and Frank Sargent, Also Ken Under
wood, Art Cole and Wil Parsons are now members 
of Fairfield Maintenance.

A vote of commendation to Chic Thrasher and all 
his Shop for the beautiful job they did on our 
offices. Also the same applies to "Lucky" 
Edmonds who so patiently followed along behind 
then with the finishing touches. A big fat 
"thank you" to you all!

We have sone old friends with us in the Hangar 
these days. John DeLuca and Henry Renningen 
of Seaboard & Western, Tom Deschnar of Alaska 
Airlines and a new friend, Alec Milliken of 
the CAA, Honolulu. It's good to have you aboard, 
Boys!

We have a visitor from Newark with us those days, 
namely 'Tait Wilkinson. It's good to see you at 
Home Base for a while, Walt.

"Stubby" Stubbs came hone to roost for a few 
days from Honolulu but not for long.

"Red" Duohren doesn't say very much about his 
vacation. Betcha Kay had him working around 
the house. Did she, Rod?

Ken Garber flits around like a flea on a 
hot rock. Wc no more than got him home from 
Brownsville for one day and bingo! off he 
wont down to Holtville. Anyway, he's a little 
closer to home!
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by Janet Olson
DENVER REPORTS - - by Addie Bock

(Ir-R) PINKE, SOBERS, WALL, SEYMOUR
CHIEF PILOTS

I
THE STORY OF A LANDING

Glad to hear that Bernice Seymour is feeling 
Chipper, after her operation - keep improving.
Thanks Addie for the news from DEM and I will 
welcome anymore that you may care to send - 
seems like the wives from DEN are the only ones 
that have any news .

Relax, I'll take 
this leg.

The field 
is where?

What's a 
landing gear?

Who hit the 
air brakes?

Open season on deer - The Bock family ( 4 F. 
old Shelley included) had themselves a time on 
their trip out for deer - Mom bagged a 130 lb. 
doe and Pop (naturally) bagged a 4 point - 250 
lb. buck - Shelley did the supervising - it is 
also reported that Chief Pilot Art Seymour and 
Sales Manager Zettler came home with deer meat 
for their families.

AROUND
READY-ROOM

The Chief Pilots from all Divisions met in BUR 
during the month of Nov. and I made up my mind to 
get a picture of them, so that some of the new 
pilots would at least know it was their Boss when 
they passed him in the hangar - it was a tuff job 
as the Chiefs are camera shy - there they are boys 
looking at the WORLD in the Conference Room of tho 
new Adm. bldg. & plotting your destiny for the 
months to come. Ed Finke is the Chief of the new 
Chicago Div., Bob Souers, Chief of Newark Div. 
spends his time teaching you how to battle the 
cold WX in the East, Herb Wall, Chief of Burbank 
Div. keeps busy sorting the DC-4 boys from the 0- 
46 boys , Art Seymour, Chief of Denver Div. seems 
to keep his boys happy on the DEN to CHI RUN.- 
no RED 6 or WX and Denver is a beautiful city .
Our thanks to Al Jansen for the picture stories 
in last month and again this time - everyone likes 
them. . . . Bye Now & Merry Christmas to All . . .

REPORT ON WEDDING - Miss Billie Welsh gowned in 
a beautiful white satin dress and finger tip 
veil was a very radiant bride last Saturday at 
San Gabriel Mission. A reception was held at 
Pierre's, where the bride and groom cut a three 
tier wedding cake and the guests toasted their 
health and happiness with champagne. After a 
honeymoon in Ireland Mr. & Mrs. Robert Garrick 
will be at home to their friends in their new 
apartment in Eagle Rock, California.

R U M MAGI N 
THE

##«««««««#£#«£**
Stephen C. Neale arrived at the home of Capt. 
Ray Neale and wife in Honolulu on Oct. 26th. 
Ray is on active duty with the Naval Air Force. 
Karen Patricia arrived on October 20th. at the 
home of Nav. & Mrs. Dick Moran - both firsts -? r W-

I
•4 .ji

k ■ ■ 4

b ■
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She reports "all my

x x

she is
Best of

x x
- HAPPY NEW YEAR

x x x x x *
DEN says "Bob Frazer,George Zettler and Art 
Seymour, now have their own office and are en
joying THEIR SEGEUSICN. Everyone must knock 
twice and bring Gokes in order to enter"...
George was guest speaker at the Annual Banquet 
of the School of Aero. U of Den. All airlines 
were represented at the panel discussion at 
which George discussed airfreight. He was also 
speaker at the 3.Den Optimist Club,giving the 
Story of FTL.
Could it be that the new pickup delivery 
truck,resplendant with FTL decals and colors, 
is helping push up DEN sales? Anyway that sta
tion has gone up two rungs on the ladder,main
taining 14th place on the system.

Pare 6_____ _
SALES REPORTS

X a X X X X
MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE

By Katherine M. Smith
The big news this month is, of course, the op
ening of our new station - BINGHAMTON,N.Y.,No. 
17 in our nationwide domestic system. Best of 
luck to FRANCIS ROGERS,formerly of NYS,our new 
DSM at BGM,and JOHN (Polar Bear) Strelich from 
PHL. We'll be looking for news from YOU next 
month.

x x x x x x x x
San Diego Bowling Team,consisting of Bill Kendel, 
FTL; Paul Penninger, Solar; Guy Stamper,Rohr;
T. Storer, 3 & M Trucking and "Chris" of Conso
lidated are now 2nd in the League - coming up 
for 1st.'(P. 3. They have now made 1st place,'.')

X X X X « x if x
While most departments are currently i-epcrtiag 
successful deer hunts Ted Holmgren,BUR Sales, 
spends most of his spare time prowling around 
the bottom of the ocean. Reel fun, he calls it, 
only he fishes with a spear instead of a reel 
and also uses his hands with no holds barred. 
Clad in a sort of sarong and equipped with fins, 
face mask, spear and knife, he makes a quick 
sortie after his quarry while breath lasts. .Ihen 
he means serious business,or just wants to wander 
in the undulating underwater gardens of the warm 
(?) Pacific he adds a diver's breathing appara
tus, drags some weights and goes walking in the 
deep digging clams and abalone off tne ocean 
floor.
The finny population only stares (as usual) as 
he does the slow-motion crawl among them. Most 
of the population is extremely intriguing, from 
Sardines to Sharks; irridescent Flying Fish and 
Opal Eyes; flaming Catalina Perch and the playful 
Porpoise that likes to float on the surface lazi
ly sunning in the sunshine. And then there is the 
Box Fish, the kind, that floats and that Ted says 
looks for all the world like an orange crateJ 
Occasionally, too, he plays hide-and-seek with 
the electric eel, that nasty water snake that 
slithers out of dark caverns to feed on the 
milky substance that comes from your dug-up 
abalcnies...
So if you want your seafood fresh and select - 
just call Ted and he 'll take you right where 
it comes from....

x x x X X x-
Doug Bush (RML) is about our most versatile 
salesman - we understand he has been doing a 
little "paint rolling" around the office as a 
sideline. Tne sales office is now gorgeous in 
Arcadia Green. Joe and Art Ereyfogle are out 
singing for their suppers again - this time 
before a group of 250 traffic men - a plug for 
FTL of course.

x x

-x x x x x x
Happy November birthday to Liz Schroeder and 
2nd Tiger Anniversary to Doug Bush.
Also Congratulations to Art and Joe - 4th 
Wedding Anniversary.x x- x x x x
lie wish to extend our Sympathy to Mayo and 
Jeanetta Thomas on the recent loss of Mayo's 
mother at Ventura, California.x- X- X- x x x
Wei come to new members of the Sales Department:
John Desbrow - LAX Customer Service
Herbert Bornemann,Philadelphia
Bob Hollis, Akron
John Werner, New York.
Con_pratulations to: Van lim'd - now City Sales 
Manager at Oakland.
Best Wishes to Hal Hammond (LAX Sales) and 
Virginia Evans (Purchasing) who will be 
Mr and Mrs Hammond on and after December 10th..

We hear from Ruth Mayer (our Girl Friday) at 
Toledo "Jim is on the Transportation Club Div 
of the C of C Bowling Team - somehow I get the 
faint impression he is a much better golfer..." 
Toledo at that time was in the throes of a rip- 
roaring blizzard and temps of 17°. Ruth is about 
to hibernate until Spring.' 
Christmas shopping is done, except one important 
one which we won't have to shop for and which 
will arrive at any time it so chooses"... And 
it won't come via Santa Clause but by the Stork,' 
Ruth is hopefully awaiting a girl...as she says 
with Jim,two sons and "even a boy dog" 
somewhat outnumbered in any arguments, 
luck Ruth and we hope when you emerge from hi
bernation you will be able to announce "It's 
a girl".

x x
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HOPING THAT THESE CARTOOM WILL SOT ONLT

BRING LAUGHS TO TOO BUT WILL HELP TOT CCfWECT

MR FAULTS AND UNDERSTAND THE FAULTS OF OTH

ERS.

ANY AND ALL IDKAS OH SDCGESTIOM WOULD

BE AFFRIGHTED. THIS irVITATIOE IS OPEN TO ALL

DRPARTHKJiTS SO !»N'T BE STRAIGffiS.

FLEASE SEND SUGGEST IOS'S TO THE UNDERSIGNED

IT RML STATIOS.

I ffiVffi FOOTT TO PUT THE AIRBILLS ON THE FUSE

1WXTAIK watts
n

WK' LL MOVE TOTR FREIGHT TO E.R IF WK HAVE TO CARRY IT ON OUR BACKS... KKTJ HOLD IT JIM, WE HAVE TO TOLL 1,000 lb*. THE WANTS SCftS GAS...

JOHN O'CONNELL
R J KLKPAC

s
p .
I
N

T $
A
L ‘
E

It pays tc advertise — Ed Hembree sez that Captain Frank Obey just uses Arrid under 
one arm because he only wants to be half-safe. Just so he doesn't fly on one wing.

IWTAltS

| EWR 62* MILKS

Even if you're not in need of a good laugh, the cartoons below should titillate 
your sense of humor. Agents Klepac and O'Donnell at RML sent us a folder con
taining their efforts "above and beyond the line of duty" - (Bob Klepac is a com- 
mercial artist) - we got such a large charge out of it, we're passing it in Review — 

y there'll be more, next time.
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ACCOUNTING For Accounting

By Alba Mungo

MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYONE 

FACTS ABOUT YOUR CREDIT UNION
Loan Protection -

«- «

Mary Brady is the last in Accounting to 
take her vacation and is spending her precious 
weeks home in Dallas, Texas, with her family. 
Hurry back Mary we have stacks of Airbills 
just waiting for you 

We were sorry to hear that a mean appendi
citis got the best of Don Johnson but one very 
quick trip to the hospital remedied the situa
tion. .. . Here's wishing you a very speedy re
covery Don.....

The Credit Union National Association (CUNh) 
has an exclusive AA plan which is a GROUP 
INSURANCE CONTRACT between YOUR credit union 
and CUNA Mutual Insurance Society.

Why not increase YOUR SAVINGS by having 
that next salary raise put into the CREDIT 
UNION by the PAYROLL deduction SAVINGS PLAN?

Norman Todd will assume Mr. Marquez's for
mer position as General Auditor and Richard 
Joy has been hired as senior internal auditor 
to take over Mr. Todd's desk.....

Beverlei Marin finally decided to do some
thing about getting some kind of an automobile 
in order to get back and forth to work with
out too much difficulty..So she did..Beverlei 
purchased a 1934 Plymouth that formerly be
longed to Louise Cameron of Accounting... 
But Beverly talked her husband into driving 
the Plymouth and she has their '51 Studebaker. 
She's not so dumn.....

Accounting seems more like a hospital 
ward these days with all the colds going 
around, new babies being born to Proud Parents 
of F.T.L. along with sudden attacks of appen
dicitis.

There have been a few more changes in 
Accounting and Auditing. Manny Marquez is 
moving into Mr. Ralph Stump's office as .his 
No. 1 Staff Assistant, and will work primarily 
with contracts and outside revenue. Fred 
Hawkins has been hired as Number 2 Staff 
Assistant and will work primarily with special 
assignments, investigations and balance sheet 
audit work.....

With this plan, the loan debt of an in
sured borrower (YOU) is immediately cancelled 
if he dies or is TOTALLY AND PERMANENTLY DIS
ABLED. The Mutual's interpretation of TOTAL 
and PERMANENT disability is an unusually 
liberal and modern definition. An insured 
member receives FULL LOAN PROTECTION benefits 
if, prior to the age of 60, he becomes physical
ly unable to perform the usual duties of his 
livelihood and suffers a 50% (or more) re
duction of his work income.

Thrifty members of our personnel now have 
approximately $150,000.00 in savings in your 
CREDIT UNION.'.'.'

«- » i< «
In order to borrow from your Credit Union 

you must have been a MEMBER for at least a 
Month..... (More information next month)...

Bob Woodworth
« if

LAST MINUTE FLASH --  Mark the afternoon of December 21st on your calendar!! The annual Company
CHRISTMAS PARTY will be held from 2:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. on the Friday pre
ceding x-mas. Location will be the new hangar. All Tigers and wives or 
husbands are cordially invited. Let's make this the best x-mas party ever!

* it

I guess I'm just going to have to get 
a few reporters to help cover the Depart
ment.... it's so big now that days can go 
by without your ever seeing someone around 
the corner, and I'm not kidding... You 
have to prowl around and ask what's new... 
and always receive the same bright "HUH"... 
Oh well, all you can do is try  
However, I sure would appreciate it if any 
of my fellow office personnel would offer 
any bits of information that they think I 
would be able to use for the column... 
(and I use the term loosely)

Emmet Burke is the proud father of an 8 
pound 8 ounce baby girl, Patricia Anne, born 
November 2, 1951, at 3:25 P.M. I might add 
this is Emmet's third girl. Congratulations.'
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Do yon koep poisons clearly marked? (pins in corks, 
or adhesive around bottles).......................................................Y
Do you keep all medicines out of reach of children? Y 
Do you turn on the light before taking medicine ?.. .. Y

yc^r hoeso safe does nat aseifi rcWMbg 
Watbsr Soso it Eassn pffrrhaafatg csstiy stesr j jwigns—ft. 
SaC-oty is rasp&sity. It may raosa <#wysw< of *■agira— 
crfrclod hmsto often than it rnoasis aeqsMag wvt Kad safer 
things. It means refraining from thoughtless and fool
hardy actions. It means thinking of safety before you act.

Linking your home safe is as easy as keeping house—in 
fact, the foundation of home safety is good housekeeping. 
Ths np-to-dato homs-ahoM has a place for everything and 
everything is kept in its place. In such a household there is 
little more that can be done for safety, except to make safe 
practices a matter of daily routine for every member of 
the family.

Tho cLcch list offered here haa b®sa prepared by tha 
National Safety Council as a guide for good housekeeping 
cud the prevention of accidents. If you will follow the 
practices Euggreated. until they become habits in yo«r 
household, you will be eliminating the major causes of 
accidental death and injury from your home.

la stairway provided with a ctrong hand rail?................Y
Are G tai re and halls kept free from bones, toys, mops, 
brooms, toolfl, and other tripping hazards?........................ Y
Aro otairways barred by gates to prevent small chil
dren from falling?.......................................................................... Y
Do you keep one hand free to hold the stair handrail? Y
Do you avoid carrying loads so big you can’t see 
where you ore going?......................... *.......................................
Are email rugo kept away from the head and foot of 
the otairo?...........................................................................................Y
Ks otair carpeting fastened securely?.....................................Y

Are railings and banisters sound? Arc they inspected 
periodically? .....................................................................................Y
Are steps and walks kept free from ice and snow?... Y 
Do you burn rubbish in a wire metal basket?................Y
Is the yard or play space free from holes, stones, 
broken glass, nail-studded boards, garden tools, and 
other litter?.......................................................................... Y
Do you keep tools, insecticides, and other dangerous 
articles out of reach of children?............................................Y
Are wires and low fences brightly painted or marked 
with cloth strips to make them clearly visible?............Y
Arc wells, cisterns, and pits kept securely covered?.. Y

Do children keep away from brush and leaf fires?.... Y

ATTIC W
Io rubbish and flammable litter kept in metal cans 
pending disposal?.............................................................................Y
Are your tubs placed where children cannot fall into 
them?
Does your wringer safety release operate easily?. ... Y 
Io there a definite place for children to keep bicycles, 
wagons, nkates, and play equipment?.....................................Y
Are walls and beamo free from protruding nails?.. .. Y 
Are your electric fuoeo of the proper size? (Usually 
15 amperes).........................................................................................Y
Do you uoe metal containers on/y, for disposing of 
ashea?.................................................................................................... Y
Do you keep containers of scalding water out of reach 
of children?.....................................t..................................................Y
Is waste paper kept away from the furnace—stacked 
neatly, in bag or boa—and clear of possible basement 
seepage, while awaiting disposal?............................................Y

Are matches put where children cannot get them?.. . Y 
Io the kitchen ventilated when stove is in use?........... Y
Are knives and sharp instruments kept in a special 
knife drawer or holder out of reach of children?........Y
Do you use a can opener that does not leave sharp 
edges on the can?............................................................................ Y
Have you a heat resistant stand for your iron?............Y
Do you keep lye, disinfectants, and cleaning fluids out 
of reach of children ?.................................................................... Y
Are pan handles turned away from the stove edges?. Y 
Arc grease, water, or bits of food wiped up immedi
ately, if spilled?...............................................................................Y
Do you open both oven and broiler door and stand to 
one side when lighting the burner?........................................Y
Do you keep linoleum fastened down and straighten 
warped edges?................................................................................... Y

BAMOOM
Are tub and shower equipped with a strong handhold? Y 
When necessary to use electric appliances in the bath
room do you keep them beyond arm’s reach of tup, 
shower and wash basin?................................................................Y

Do you have a Bpecialiy designated container for dis
carded razor blades?......................................................................Y
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(Ths following hazards should be checked in all purls t:e

MJG BOOM AKD DZK3JG
Ib furniture placed to allow free passage and checked 
for orderliness at night before retiring?  
Are furniture and woodwork colid, in good repair, and 
free from splinters or rough spotc? Y 
Does the fireplace screen fit snugly? Y 
Are rugs fastened down or laid on a non-slip pad?... Y 
Are floors waxed thinly and thoroughly rubbed? Y 
Arc older children taught not to give marbles, jacks, 
or small toys to baby brothers or sisters?  
Do you extinguish the fire in the fireplace before re
tiring?  
Do you keep rugs from curling at the edges?

NURSERY
Are the bars on the baby’s crib closely spaced bo he 
cannot get his head between them?  
Is the baby’s crib free from sharp edges or 
Are sleeping garments and covers designed to keep 
the baby warm, without danger of smothering or 
strangling? ...........................................................
Do you keep pillows out of baby’s bassinet or 
Are the bab/s furniture and toys painted with non

use on

poisonous paint?.................................................................  y
Do you provide large toys for small children? (Re
member that marbles, beans, peanuts, pop-corn, safety 
pins, dolls’ eyes, “celluloid” toys, and similar articles 
have caused the deaths of many small children.)........

-J .............................................................. Y
Do you repair frayed and worn electric cords, or dis- 
—j ---- st -?pairs cannot be made? Y

- - — — ——- -—■ are
Do you keep cords out from under

BEDROOM
Is furniture placed to allow clear passage between 
bed and door and to avoid collision in the dark?........ Y
Is a light switch or lamp located within easy reach 
from the bed? Y^ 
Is there a bar across bunk beds to prevent falls?... . Y 
Are low-silled windows barred or screened to pre
vent children from falling out?  
Is there a night lamp in the bedroom and hall for the 
safety of elderly members of the family?....................
Do you prohibit smoking in bed?  
Do you turn off gas and electric heating devices be
fore going to sleep?.......................................
Are children taught not to lean against windows or 
window screens?  
Do you keep bureau and dressing table drawers closed 
when not in use?................................................................. your home.)

Do you have a place for everything and beep every
thing in its place? Y 
Do you have a strong rigid stepladder, hept in good 
repair, and stored out of the way? Y 
Do you have a play pan for children under 18 montha? Y 
Aro window screens and storm windows fastened 
securely? Y 
Do you use non-flammable dry cleaners and uae tli3.ii 
only out of doors? V 
Are guns unloaded and stored in locked cases imme
diately after use ? y 
Are children given only blunt-^nd scissors for cutting 
paper or cloth?...................................................................  y
Do you wear simple clothing, free from drooping 
sleeves, sashes or trills, while doing housework?...?. Y 
Do you wear low-heeled shoes for housework rrd 
keep all shoes in good repair? y 
Are needles, marbles, and other small or sharp ob
jects kept away from young children? ..........Y
Do you store kerosene and gasoline in special, clearly 
marked containers outside of the house? Y 
Do you have metal containers for storage of oil 
mops, duct rags, painting equipment, and other oily 
materials? y 
Do you turn on a light before entering a room that is 
dark? ...................................................................................... Y
Do you make sure that matches are out before throw
ing them away?  '

FOR EMERGENCY
Do you know the location of water, goo, and electric 
shut-off and do you check their operation at least 
once each year ?  
Do you have a first aid kit approved by your doctor 
or the American Red Cross? Do you keep the sup
plies replenished? ................................
Do you know elementary first-aid procedure?  
Do you know which is the quickest exit in case of 
fire?..........................................................................................Y
Do you know the location of the nearest fire alarm 
box, or how to telephone the fire department? Y

©
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STOVES - FURNACES - HE&TERS 
(These hazards should be checked in all 
furnaces or other heating devices are used.) 
Are stoves located away from windows to avoid 
setting fire to curtains?  
Are stove and furnace pipes and flues inspected and 
cleaned regularly?  
Are gas burners adjusted properly and---------,-----
from leaks?............................................................................ Y
Are the hot water heater and all small gas room heat
ers equipped with vent pipes or flues to carry gases 
of combustion outside of the house?............................... Y
Are the flames of gas burners protected from drafts? Y 
Is woodwork within 18 inches of furnace, stove or 
heaters protected by an insulating shield? Y 
Are non-flammable cleaners provided for 
stoves? Y 
Do you keep all burnable materials well away from 
heating devices?.................................................................
Do you open the flue damper on the furnace, and on 
coal or wood stoves, before retiring?...........................
Do you have a rule against using kerosene to start 
fires? ..............................................................................  • • •

EUCTBICAL ABID FSTaBKS
(These bazardc should be checked in all rooms wkiro eloc- 
trical appliances are used or where electric fixtures are 
located*)
Are electrical fixtures and appliances located and used 
beyond arm’s length of the sink, the stove, the tub, 
the shower, or other grounded motel objects? Y 
Do you avoid touching electrical fixtures or appli
ances when your hands aro wet, or when you ar® 
standing on a wet floor? Y 
Are all electric device® disconnected when not in 
use? ......
Are porcelain electric fixtures used in basement, 
bathroom, and kitchen? Y 
Is there an insulating link in the chain on all pull
type sockets? Y 
Are rubber covered extension cords u&ed in bathroom 
and basement? y 
Do you disconnect any household applianc® before 
attempting to make repairs or adjustments?  
Are all unused, open, screw-type sockets plugged 
permanently? .

y— —r 
card them if re] 
Are lamps placed co that long extension cords 
unnecessary? D 1 r *
rugs, doors, and movable furniture ? ’ ’ Y 
Are extension cords of approved type and wire sice?. Y 
Are children faught never to touch electric sockets 
or fixtures?  ........................................ w

Y
are they free


